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C 
Mary Severson 
( 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
LIFE INSURANCE ILLUSTRATION DESCRJPTION 
TERM CHOICE 20 YEAR RENEW ABLE TERM 
INITIAL MONTHLY BANK DRAFT PREMIUM: 
FEMALE Age 33 STANDARD TOBACCO INITIAL FACE AMOUNT: 
LIFE INSURANCE POLICY DESCRJPT!ON 
$44.45 
$200,000 
Term Choice 20 Year Renewable Term is an individual life level death benefit reentry term plan which is renewable to age 95. 
CU1Tent premiums are intended to remain level for 20 years and are guaranteed for IO years from the date of issue or the 
reentry/exchange date. On or after the 20th policy anniversary, the policy may be exchanged with satisfactory evidence of insurability 
to a new Term Choice policy. Premiums for the new policy will be the premiums in effect for new issues at the insured's attained age. 
If the insured does not exchange the policy it continues to age 95 with premiums increasing annually thereafter. The policy may be 
converted at anytime before the 20th policy anniversary. 
The CU1Tent Premium Outlay illustrated is guaranteed for ten years. Thereafter, the Company may increase or decrease premiums 
based on changes in the factors affecting the cost of insurance. Your premium will never exceed the Guaranteed Maximum Contract 
Premium shown beginning on page 5. The premiums shown under CU1Tent Premium Outlay With Reentry assume that you meet our 
insurability requirements on each reentry/exchange date and qualify to exchange your policy for a new policy. 
PAYMENT MODE PREMIUMS IN THE FIRST YEAR: 
Annual: 
Quarterly: 
508.00 
142.24 
DEFINITION OF COLUMN HEADINGS 
Semiannual: 
Monthly Bank Draft: 
ATTAINED AGE is the insured's age nearest birthday at the end of the year shown. 
GUARANTEED DEATH BENEFIT is the guaranteed amount of insurance payable upon death of the insured. 
274.32 
44.45 
GUARANTEED MAXIMUM CONTRACT PREMIUM is the maximum premium which may be charged by the Company for the 
illustrated benefits. Amounts shown are based on premium payment mode selected. 
NON-GUARANTEED CURRENT PREMIUM OUTLAY WITHOUT REENTRY is the projected amount of premium to be paid 
based on current premium rates, which are not guaranteed. Amounts shown are based on the premium payment mode selected. 
NON-GUARANTEED CURRENT PREMIUM OUTLAY WITH REENTRY is the projected amount of premium to be paid based on 
current premium rates, which are not guaranteed, assuming that you meet our insurability requirements on each reentry/ exchange date 
and qualify to exchange your policy for a new policy. Amounts shown are based on the premium payment mode selected. 
NON-GUARANTEED MIDPOINT PREMIUM OUTLAY is calculated based on a hypothetical premium rate which is an average of 
the guaranteed maximum premium rates and the current premium rates illustrated assuming that you meet our insurability 
requirements on each reentry/exchange date and qualify to exchange your policy for a new policy. Amounts shown are based on the 
premium payment mode selected. 
This illustration is not complete unless all numbered pages are included. 
8/3012000 V99 Page 2 of 6 State: ID 
'1 6 9 
Mary Severson 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
LIFE INSURANCE ILLUSTRATION DESCRIPTION CONTINUED 
TERM CHOICE 20 YEAR RENEW ABLE TERM 
INITIAL MONTHLY BANK DRAFT PREMIUM: 
FEMALE Age 33 STANDARD TOBACCO INITIAL FACE AMOUNT: 
RIDERS INCLUDED 
NONE 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
$44.45 
$200,000 
This illustration assumes that the currently illustrated non-guaranteed elements will continue unchanged for all years shown. This is 
not likely to occur, and actual results may be more·or less favorable than those shown. 
- - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
This illustration is not complete unless all numbered pages are included. 
8/30/2000 V99 Page 3 of 6 State: ID 
~ 1 7 0 
Mary Severson 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMP ANY 
NUMERIC SUMMARY OF LIFE INSURANCE ILLUSTRATION 
TERM CHOICE 20 YEAR RENEW ABLE TERM 
INITIAL MONTHLY BANK DRAFT PREMIUM: 
FEMALE Age 33 STANDARD TOBACCO INITIAL FACE AMOUNT: 
$44.45 
$200,000 
--,-- - - -
- - - - - ...... - -
______ .,..,..._.._ 
GUARANTEED NQN-GJJARANTEED 
GUARANTEED MAXIMUM MIDPOINT CURRENT PREMIUM 
DEATH CONTRACT PREMIUM OUTLAY WITH 
YEAR BENEFIT PREMIUM OUTLAY REENTRY 
5 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
10 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
15 200,000 1,129.80 831.60 533.40 
20 200,000 1,138.20 835.80 533.40 
AGE70 200,000 8,355.96 5,160.72 1,965.60 
THIS IS AN ILLUSTRATION, NOT A CONTRACT 
I have received a copy of this illustration and understand that any non-guaranteed elements illustrated are subject to change and could 
be either higher or lower. The agent has told me that they are not guaranteed. 
Date Signature of App~(Proposed Insured) 
Date Signature of Owner (if Proposed Insured is a juvenile) 
l certify that this illustration has been presented to the applicant and that I have explained that any non~guaranteed elements illustrated 
are subject to change. I have made no statements that are inconsistent with the illustration. 
Date 
This illustration is not complete unless all numbered pages are included. 
8/30/2000 V99 Page 4 of 6 State: ID 
1 1 7 1 
UNITED rNVESTORS LIFE rNSURANCE COMPANY 
LIFE lNSURANCE POLICY ILLUSTRATION 
TERM CHOICE 20 YEAR RENEW ABLE TERM 
Mary Severson INITIAL MONTHLY BANK DRAFT PREMIUM: $44.45 
FEMALE Age 33 STANDARD TOBACCO INITIAL FACE AMOUNT: $200,000 
GUARANTEED NON-GUARANTEED 
GUARANTEED MAXIMUM CURRENT PREMIUM OUTLAY 
ATTAINED DEATH CONTRACT WITHOUT WITH 
YEAR AGE BENEFIT PREMIUM REENTRY REENTRY 
1 34 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
2 35 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
3 36 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
4 37 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
5 38 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
6 39 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
7 40 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
8 41 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
9 42 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
10 43 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
11 44 200,000 999.60 533.40 533.40 
12 45 200,000 1,037.40 533.40 533.40 
13 46 200,000 1,077.36 533.40 533.40 
14 47 200,000 1,108.80 533.40 533.40 
15 48 200,000 1,129.80 533.40 533.40 
16 49 200,000 1,138.20 533.40 533.40 
17 50 200,000 1,138.20 533.40 533.40 
18 51 200,000 1,138.20 533.40 533.40 
19 52 200,000 1,138.20 533.40 533.40 
20 53 200,000 1;138.20 533.40 533.40 
21 54 200,000 2,622.96 1,833.36 1,965.60 
22 55 200,000 2,822.40 1,963.56 1,965.60 
23 56 200,000 3,026.16 2,181.96 1,965.60 
24 57 200,000 3,234.00 2,398.20 1,965.60 
25 58 200,000 3,433.56 2,616.60 1,965.60 
26 59 200,000 3,616.20 2,832.96 1,965.60 
27 60 200,000 3,807.36 3,051.36 1,965.60 
28 61 200,000 4,019.40 3,391.56 1,965.60 
29 62 200,000 4,290.36 3,733.80 1,965.60 
30 63 200,000 4,617.96 4,074.00 1,965.60 
31 64 200,000 5,061.00 4,416.36 1,965.60 
32 65 200,000 5,558.76 4,756.56 1,965.60 
33 66 200,000 6,117.36 5,151.36 1,965.60 
34 67 200,000 6,671.76 5,544.00 1,965.60 
35 68 200,000 7,247.16 5,938.80 1,965.60 
See page 2 for a detailed description of this illustration. 
This illustration is not complete unless all numbered pages are included. 
8/30/2000 V99 Page 5 of 6 State: ID 
• 1 7? 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
LIFE INSURANCE POLICY ILLUSTRATION 
TERM CHOICE 20 YEAR RENEWABLE TERM 
Mary Severson INITIAL MONTI-IL Y BANK DRAFT PREMIUM: $44.45 
FEMALE Age 33 STANDARD TOBACCO INITIAL FACE AMOUNT: $200,000 
GUARANTEED NON~GUARANTEED 
GUARANTEED MAXIMUM CURRENT PREMIUM OUTLAY 
ATTAINED DEATH CONTRACT WITHOUT WITH 
YEAR AGE BENEFIT PREMIUM REENTRY REENTRY 
36 69 200,000 7,767.96 6,331.56 1,965.60 
37 70 200,000 8,355.96 6,726.36 1,965.60 
38 71 200,000 8,979.60 7,419.36 1,965.60 
39 72 200,000 9,792.36 8,114.40 1,965.60 
40 73 200,000 10,800.36 8,807.40 1,965.60 
41 74 200,000 12,033.00 9,502.56 9,502.56 
42 75 200,000 13,477.80 10,195.56 10,195.56 
43 76 200,000 15,094.80 11.400.96 11,400.96 
44 77 200,000 16,839.96 12,606.36 12,606.36 
45 78 200,000 18,685.80 13,811.76 13,811.76 
46 79 200,000 20,615.76 15,017.16 15,017.16 
47 80 200,000 22,698.96 16,222.56 16,222.56 
48 81 200,000 25,019.40 18,633.36 18,633.36 
49 82 200,000 27,663.36 21,044.16 21,044.16 
50 83 200,000 30,708.36 23,454.96 23,454.96 
51 84 200,000 34,198.56 25,865.76 25,865.76 
52 85 200,000 38,348.16 28,276.56 28,276.56 
53 86 200,000 42,539.76 30,863.76 30,863.76 
54 87 200,000 47,369.76 33,450.96 33,450.96 
55 88 200,000 52,088.40 36,038, 16 36,038.16 
56 89 200,000 57,500.16 38,625.36 38,625.36 
57 90 200,000 62,722.80 41,212.56 41,212.56 
58 91 200,000 68,835.96 45,393.60 45,393.60 
59 92 200,000 75,474.00 49,572.60 49,572.60 
60 93 200,000 82,859.76 53,753.76 53,753.76 
61 94 200,000 91,419.36 57,932.76 57,932.76 
62 95 200,000 102,194.40 62,113.80 62,113.80 
See page 2 for a detailed description of this illustration. 
This illustration is not complete unless all numbered pages are included. 
8/30/2000 V99 Page 6 of 6 State: ID 
A Missouri Stock Company 
...... ,, .... ,,,, ......... , ,, ..... ,,,., . ., .............. , ........................ . 
LIFE INSURANCE POLICY 
WE WILL PAY the proceeds of this policy to the Beneficiary upon receipt of due proof of the death of the 
Insured while this policy is in force; and 
WE WILL PROVIDE the other rights and benefits subject to the terms of this policy. 
Signed for United Investors Life Insurance Company at Birmingham, Alabama. 
~-&~~ 
Secretary 
IJ.-rd~~I £. /l!~tJ~ 
L,V,fV\,rl.V'"g- President 
RIGHT TO EXAMINE POLICY - This policy should be promptly reviewed. The Owner may return 
it for any reason to us or to our representative within 20 days after it is received. If returned, it will 
be considered void from the beginning and any premium paid will be refunded. 
I 
I 
~ 
., 
j ·'· .. .... . .. . . .. . ... ' . " ' ' ' , . . ' ' 1 
INSURED: 
POLICY NUMBER: 
AMOUNT OF INSURANCE: 
DUPLICATE 
I 
I 
, q ,•.•.•.•,•,•, h n ., •. ,,,., , •, ".• •. •, ,..,.., ...• , n .. •.·, ,·,\•.•.•.v.•,•.•,•,•.·.v.·,•,v.•.,.•,•,•.•.•,. ,•,•,•.•,•.• ,,..,,•,•.•,•.•.•.•.•.•.·.•;.•.'.'·'• , . , .·.• •• •.•.•.•.•.<.<,•.•.•., .·,·,•,•.·.v.•.•.,., .. n•.' •. ','•'•'• ,,.,,,,.,., .••.. ,. • .-.•.v,·.·.·,•.·.•.•.••'•'•'•'·, ,·b•,•.·.·.·,·,•,·.•.·.·.·,•.•.•.v.•.•.v.•.•.•,',•,•,•,•.·,·.'.•,•.•,·.·,\•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•,•,•.•,•,· ,•.•,·.·,•,•,•.•.•.•,·,•,·,·.···································-·.•.•.,.,.·.•.·.·,•.,.,.•.,.,,,.•.•.•.•.•.•,•.•.' •,.•,•,•.•.·, ::, 
RENEW ABLE TERM INSURANCE 
Insurance Payable at Death of the Insured 
Premiums Payable as shown in the Policy Data 
Premium Adjustment Provision 
Renewable and Convertible 
Non-Participating - No Dividends are Paid 
01174 
'I"•···~-·,•.•,·.•.•.•,•,·,·,·,·.•.,.,.•.•,·.·,·,•.·.·, u•.···· ,·.•.·,···············.'·····v.•,·,·,,.,,.,-•• ,,.·,•,•,·.-,,.•.·,·.•,•,·,·,·,·,·.·,·,·,·,-.·,v,·.,,.,,•.•,•.•,•,•,·,•,·,·,•,•.·,·,\•,•.•,•,•.•.·.•.~·,·,•,•,•,•,·.·.·.·.•.·.·.,.-•• ,•,·.,·,•,·,··········•,·,·,T,•.·,·,·,·,·,·,··············'•'•'•'········,, •. ,., .•••. ,., .••. -.-.•.,·,·········•··,•.•,','.'.•.•,·,•.•,·,·,•,•,•.•, ,·,·,·,·,•,·,·.•,.·,',·,','·',•,•,•,·,·.·,·,•,·.•,·,·,·,•,·,···•'•'•'·'•'•·•'•'•·,··· .,. '·" · · · u.-,• ··, ,·, ,,,, ,,. •-, • • '! •,·,'·h •·, •" ·, .•• ;, 
TRQ 
201 
Age and Sex ••...•• 
Amount of Insurance 
Assignment .••...•. 
Beneficiary . • . • . • • . 
Change of Beneficiary 
Conversion ...... . 
Errors in Age or Sex 
Incontestability • . • . 
ALPHABETIC GUIDE 
Page 
3 
0 ........... 41 3 
6 
• • • • • • 6 
• • • • • 6 
7 
8 
8 
Payment of Proceeds 
Policy Date 
Premium Amounts 
Premium Payments 
Reinstatement • • . 
Renewal 
Suicide .••.•••• 
YOU and YOUR mean the Owner of the Policy. 
WE, US and OUR mean United Investors Life Insurance Company. 
AGE means age on the nearest birthday of the Insured. 
LAPSE means termination of the policy due to non-payment of premiums. 
RIDER means a supplementary agreement providing additional benefits. 
Page 2 ,', 11 7 5 
Page 
8 
. . . 3 
4,5 
6 
6 
7 
8 
BENEFICIARY 
POLICY OWNER 
TERM PERIOD 
END OF RENEWAL PERIOD 
END OF CONVERSION PERIOD 
EXCHANGE PERIOD: 
REINSTATEMENT 
INTEREST RATE 
PLAN OF INSURANCE: 
INSURED: 
POLICY NUMBER: 
POLICY DATE: 
ISSUE AGE AND SEX: 
PREMIUM CLASS: 
AMOUNT OF INSURANCE: 
TERM CHOICE 20 
POLICY DATA 
AS STATED IN THE APPLICATION, UNLESS 
SUBSEQUENTLY CHANGED BY THE OWNER 
THE INSURED 
1 YEAR 
SEP 25, 2061 
SEP 25, 2020 
SEP 25, 2020 TO SEP 25, 2026 
6.00% 
TERM CHOICE 20 - ONE YEAR 
RENEWABLE TERM WITH PREMIUM 
ADJUSTMENT PROVISION. RENEWABLE 
YEARLY UNTIL AGE 95. CURRENT 
PREMIUMS GUARANTEED 10 YEARS. 
PREMIUMS CANNOT EXCEED MAXIMUMS. 
CONVERSION AND EXCHANGE 
PROVISIONS AVAILABLE DURING THE 
PERIODS SHOWN ABOVE. 
MARYL SEVERSON 
UBl-42-64 
SEP 25, 2000 
34 FEMALE 
PREFERRED TOBACCO 
$200,000 
PAGE 3 Ul176 UBl-42-64 
-------------------- BENEFITS AND PREMIUMS----------------------------
DESCRIPTION OF BENEFITS AMOUNT PREMIUM PAYABLE 
TERM CHOICE 20 
RENEWABLE TERM INSURANCE $200,000 $430.00 l YR** 
WITH PREMIUM ADJUSTMENT PROVISION 
** SEE SCHEDULE OF PREMIUMS FOR RENEWAL PREMIUMS 
------------------------- TOTAL PREMIUMS------------------------------
METHOD OF PAYMENT ELECTED: MONTHLY BANK BUDGET 
ANNUAL PREMIUMS BK BUDGET PREMIUMS 
INSURED'S 
---------------------- ---------------------BEGINNING ATTAINED AT CURRENT AT MAXIMUM AT CURRENT AT MAXIMUM 
SEP 25 AGE RATES RATES RATES RATES 
2000 34 $430,00 $430.00 $37.63 $37.63 
2001 35 430.00 430.00 37.63 37.63 
2002 36 430.00 430.00 37.63 37.63 
2003 37 430.00 430.00 37.63 37,63 
2004 38 430.00 430.00 37.63 37.63 
2005 39 430,00 430,00 37.63 37.63 
2006 40 430,00 430.00 37.63 37.63 
2007 41 430.00 430.00 37.63 37.63 
2008 42 430.00 430.00 37.63 37.63 
2009 43 430,00 430.00 37.63 37.63 
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
FOR PAYMENT OTHER THAN ANNUAL, THE ANNUAL PREMIUM IS MULTIPLIED 
BY .5400 FOR SEMI-ANNUAL, .2800 FOR QUARTERLY, .0875 FOR MONTHLY 
BANK BUDGET. 
' TERM CHOICE 20 PAGE 4 U81-42-64 
----------------------- TOTAL PREMIUMS---------------------------
METHOD OF PAYMENT ELECTED: MONTHLY BANK BUDGET 
ANNUAL PREMIUMS BK BUDGET PREMIUMS 
INSURED'S 
---------------------- ---------------------
BEGINNING ATTAINED AT CURRENT AT MAXIMUM AT CURRENT AT MAXIMUM 
SEP 25 AGE RATES RATES RATES RATES 
2010 44 $430.00 $1,020.00 $37,63 $89.25 
2011 45 430,00 1,056.00 37.63 92.40 
2012 46 430.00 1,094.00 37.63 95.73 
2013 47 430.00 1,124.00 37.63 98.35 
2014 48 430.00 1,144.00 37,63 100.10 
2015 49 430.00 1,152.00 37,63 100.80 
2016 50 430.00 1,152.00 37.63 100.80 
2017 51 430.00 1,152.00 37.63 100.80 
2018 52 430.00 1,152.00 37.63 100.80 
2019 53 430,00 1,152.00 37,63 100.80 
2020 54 1,870.00 . 2,688.00 163.63 235.20 
2021 55 2,078.00 2,882.00 181.83 252.18 
2022 56 2,284.00 3,080.00 199.85 269.50 
2023 57 2,492.00 3,270.00 218.05 286.13 
2024 58 2,698.00 3,444.00 236.08 301.35 
2025 59 2,906.00 3,626.00 254.28 317.28 
2026 60 3,230.00 3,828.00 282.63 334.95 
2027 61 3,556.00 4,086.00 311.15 357.53 
2028 62 3,880.00 4,398.00 339.50 384.83 
2029 63 4,206.00 4,820.00 368.03 421.75 
2030 64 4,530.00 5,294.00 396.38 463.23 
2031 65 4,906.00 5,826.00 429,28 509.78 
2032 66 5,280.00 6,354.00 462.00 555.98 
2033 67 5,656.00 6,902.00 494.90 603.93 
2034 68 6,030.00 7,398.00 527.63 647.33 
2035 69 6,406.00 7,958.00 560.53 696.33 
2036 70 7,066.00 8,552.00 618.28 748.30 
2037 71 7,728.00 9,326.00 676.20 816.03 
2038 72 8,388.00 10,286.00 733.95 900.03 
2039 73 9,050.00 11,460.00 791.88 1,002.75 
2040 74 9,710.00 12,836.00 849.63 1,123.15 
2041 75 10,858.00 14,376.00 950.08 1,257.90 
2042 76 12,006.00 16,038.00 1,050.53 1,403.33 
2043 77 13,154.00 17,796.00 1,150.98 1,557.15 
2044 78 14,302.00 19,634.00 1,251.43 1,717.98 
:' 1178 
TERM CHOICE 20 PAGE 4 (CONT) 081-42-64 
----------------------- TOTAL PREMIUMS---------------------------
METHOD OF PAYMENT ELECTED: MONTHLY BANK BUDGET 
ANNUAL PREMIUMS BK BUDGET PREMIUMS 
INSURED'S ---------------------- ---------------------
BEGINNING ATTAINED AT CURRENT AT MAXIMUM AT CURRENT AT MAXIMUM 
SEP 25 AGE RATES RATES RATES RATES 
2045 79 $15,450.00 $21,618.00 $1,351.88 $1,891.58 
2046 80 17,746.00 23,828.00 1,552.78 2,084.95 
2047 81 20,042.00 26,346.00 1,753.68 2,305.28 
2048 82 22,338.00 29,246.00 1,954.58 2,559.03 
2049 83 24,634.00 32,570.00 2,155.48 2,849.88 
2050 84 26,930.00 36,522.00 2,356.38 3,195.68 
2051 85 29,394.00 40,514.00 2,571.98 3,544.98 
2052 86 31,858.00 45,114.00 2,787.58 3,947.48 
2053 87 34,322.00 49,608.00 3,003.18 4,340.70 
2054 88 36,786.00 54,762.00 3,218.78 4,791.68 
2055 89 39,250.00 59,736.00 3,434.38 5,226.90 
2056 90 43,232.00 65,558.00 3,782.80 5,736.33 
2057 91 47,212.00 71,880.00 4,131.05 6,289.50 
2058 92 51,194.00 78,914.00 4,479.48 6,904.98 
2059 93 55,174.00 87,066.00 4,827.73 7,618.28 
2060 94 59,156.00 97,328.00 5,176.15 8,516.20 
2061 POLICY TERMINATES 
' . 
TERM CHOICE 20 PAGE 4 (CONT) 081-42-64 
--------------- AMOUNTS OF INSURANCE AND ANNUAL PREMIUMS----------
FOR BASIC POLICY 
LIFE INSURED: MARYL SEVERSON 
PLAN: TERM CHOICE 20 RENEWABLE TERM 
ANNUAL ANNUAL 
PREMIUMS PREMIUMS WAIVER OF 
BEGINNING AMOUNT OF AT CURRENT AT MAXIMUM PREMIUM 
SEP 25 INSURANCE RATES RATES 
2000 200,000 430.00 430.00 
2001 200,000 430.00 430.00 
2002 200,000 430.00 430.00 
2003 200,000 430.00 430.00 
2004 200,000 430.00 430.00 
2005 200,000 430.00 430.00 
2006 200,000 430.00 430.00 
2007 200,000 430.00 430.00 
2008 200,000 430.00 430.00 
1009 200,000 430.00 430.00 
2010 200,000 430.00 1,020.00 
2011 200,000 430.00 1,056.00 
2012 200,000 430.00 1,094.00 
2013 200,000 430.00 1,124.00 
2014 200,000 430.00 1,144.00 
2015 200,000 430.00 1,152.00 
2016 200,000 430.00 1,152.00 
2017 ;200,000 430.00 1,152.00 
2018 200,000 430.00 1,152.00 
2019 200,000 430.00 1,152.00 
2020 200,000 1,870.00 2,688.00 
2021 200,000 2,078.00 2,882.00 
2022 200,000 2,284.00 3,080.00 
2023 200,000 2,492.00 3,270.00 
2024 200,000 2,698.00 3,444.00 
2025 200,000 2,906.00 3,626.00 
2026 200,000 3,230.00 3,828.00 
2027 200,000 3,556.00 4,086.00 
2028 200,000 3,880.00 4,398.00 
2029 200,000 4,206.00 4,820.00 
2030 200,000 4,530.00 5,294.00 
2031 200,000 4,906.00 5,826.00 
2032 200,000 5,280.00 6,354.00 
2033 200,000 5,656.00 6,902.00 
2034 200,000 6,030.00 7,398.00 
TERM CHOICE 20 C .'..18 O PAGE 5 U81-42-64 
--------------- AMOUNTS OF INSURANCE AND ANNUAL PREMIUMS-~--------
FOR BASIC POLICY 
LIFE INSURED: MARYL SEVERSON 
PLAN: TERM CHOICE 20 RENEWABLE TERM 
ANNUAL 
PREMIUMS 
BEGINNING AMOUNT OF AT CURRENT 
SEP 25 INSURANCE RATES 
2035 200,000 6,406.00 
2036 200,000 7,066.00 
2037 200,000 7,728.00 
2038 200,000 8,388.00 
2039 200,000 9,050.00 
2040 200,000 9,710.00 
2041 200,000 10,858.00 
2042 200,000 12,006.00 
2043 200,000 13,154.00 
2044 200,000 14,302.00 
2045 200,000 15,450.00 
2046 200,000 17,746.00 
2047 200,000 20,042.00 
2048 . 200,000 22,338.00 
2049 200,000 24,634.00 
2050 200,000 26,930.00 
2051 200,000 29,394.00 
2052 200,000 31,858.00 
2053 200,000 34,322.00 
2054 200,000 36,786.00 
2055 200,000 39,250.00 
2056 200,000 43,232.00 
2057 200,000 47,212.00 
2058 200,000 51,194.00 
2059 200,000 55,174.00 
2060 200,000 59,156.00 
2061 POLICY TERMINATES 
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ANNUAL 
PREMIUMS WAIVER OF 
AT MAXIMUM PREMIUM 
RATES 
7,958.00 
8,552.00 
9,326.00 
10,286.00 
11,460.00 
12,836.00 
14,376.00 
16,038.00 
17,796.00 
19,634.00 
21,618.00 
23,828.00 
26,346.00 
29,246.00 
32,570.00 
36,522.00 
40,514.00 
45,114.00 
49,608.00 
54,762.00 
59,736.00 
65,558.00 
71,880.00 
78,914.00 
87,066.00 
97,328.00 
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AMOUNT OF PROCEEDS 
The proceeds payable at the death of the Insured will 
be the sum of: 
1. the death benefit provided by this policy on the date 
of death of the Insured; 
2. any insurance on the life of the Insured provided by 
riders; and 
3. the portion of any premium paid which applies to a 
period beyond the policy month in which the In-
sured dies; 
less 
4. the portion of any premium due and unpaid which 
applies to a period prior to the date of death of the 
Insured. 
OWNER AND BENEFICIARY 
RIGHTS OF THE OWNER - This policy belongs to 
you, the Owner. Unless you provide otherwise, you may 
receive all benefits and exercise all rights granted by 
this policy during the Insured's lifetime. 
BENEFICIARY - If no named Beneficiary survives 
the Insured, the proceeds will be paid to the Owner, if 
living; otherwise to the Owner's estate. 
CHANGE IN POLICY OWNER AND BENE-
FICIARY - Unless you provide otherwise in writing 
to us, you may change the Owner or Beneficiary during 
the lifetime of the Insured. Changes must be made by 
written request filed with us. The change will take 
effect on the date the request was signed, but it will 
not apply to payments made by us before we accept the 
request in writing. 
ASSIGNMENT - You may assign this policy. How-
ever, no assignment will bind us until it is filed in 
writing at our Home Office. When it is filed, your 
rights and the rights of any beneficiary will be subject 
to it. We will not be responsible for the validity of any 
assignment. 
PREMIUMS AND GRACE PERIOD 
PREMIUMS - Premiums are payable in advance at 
our Home Off ice or to an authorized agent. We will 
issue you a receipt upon request. 
You may change the frequency of premium payments 
upon written request, with our consent. Premiums will 
then be payable at our applicable rates for the fre-
quency requested 
PREMIUM ADJUSTMENT - The current premiums 
and maximum premiums are shown in the premium 
schedule beginning on page 4. The current premiums 
may never exceed the maximum premiums. We may 
decrease or increase the current premiums once a year, 
subject to the following conditions: 
A. Each time your current premiums are changed, a 
new schedule will be sent prior to the beginning of 
the policy year. 
B. Any change we make will be on a uniform basis for 
insureds of the same insuring age, sex, and premium 
class whose policies have been in force the same 
length of time. 
C. Any changes in the current premiums will be made 
on a class basis without regard to the health or 
occupation of the insured. 
D. Unless otherwise stated on page 4, this provision is 
not applicable to benefits provided by rider. 
GRACE PERIOD/LAPSE - This policy bas a 31 
day grace period. Tliis means that if any premium after 
the first is not paid on or before the date it is due, it 
may be paid during the following 31 days. During the 
grace period, the policy will stay in force. At the end 
of the grace period, the policy will lapse. 
REINSTATEMENT - If your policy lapses, you may 
ask that it be put back in force. We will do so pro-
vided: 
l. your written request is received at our Home Office 
within 5 years of the due date of the first unpaid 
premium; 
2. you show that the Insured is still insurable ac-
cording to our normal rules: and 
3. you pay all overdue premiums, plus compound in-
terest at the reinstatement interest rate shown on 
page 3. 
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RENEWAL 
If this policy is in force at the end of a term period, it 
may be renewed by payment of the renewal premium 
shown on pages 4 and 5. Renewal will be effective 
upon payment of that premium within 31 days of its 
due date. 
If under the terms of a disability benefit rider attached 
to this policy, a premium due at the end of a term 
period would be waived, this policy will automatically 
be renewed. 
CONVERSION 
You may exchange this policy for a new policy without 
evidence of insurability, provided that: 
1. this policy is in force; 
2. the conversion period shown on page 3 bas not 
expired; and 
3. you submit a written application, in advance, for 
the conversion. 
The new policy will be issued: 
1. on a level premium whole life plan; 
2. for an amount of insurance equal to or less than the 
insurance provided by this policy on the date of 
exchange; 
3. with a premium based on our rates in use for the 
age and sex of the Insured on the policy date of the 
new policy; and 
4. in the same premium class as this policy. 
Riders may be included in the new policy only with our 
consent. 
EXCHANGE 
While thls policy is in force, you may exchange it for a 
new policy by making written application, in advance, 
during the ex.change period shown on page 3 of the 
policy and providing evidence of insurability satisfac-
tory to us. 
The new policy is subject to the following conditions: 
1. The amount of insurance under the new policy may 
not be greater than the amount of this policy on the 
date of exchange. 
2. The new policy will be on the same plan as this 
policy. 
3. The premium rates for the new policy will be based 
on the age and sex of the Insured and our rates in 
use on the policy date of the new policy. 
4. Any rider or benefit in this policy can be included 
in the new one. They are subject to the rules and 
premium rates we are using on the policy date of 
the new policy. 
5. We will pay for the required evidence of insurabil-
ity. 
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GENERAL PROVISIONS 
THE CONTRACT - This policy, including the ap-
plication, is the entire contract between you and us. 
Any change must be made in writing by one of our 
officers. 
All statements in the application are representations and 
not warranties. No statement shall be used to void this 
policy or to defend against a claim unless contained in 
the application. 
PAYMENT OF BENEFITS - All benefits are pay-
able at our Home Office. We may require you to 
submit this policy before we approve changes or pay 
benefits. 
ERRORS IN AGE AND SEX - If the Insured's age 
or sex is misstated, the benefits under this policy will 
be those the premium paid would have purchased at the 
correct age and sex. 
SUICIDE EXCLUSION - If the Insured commits 
suicide, while sane or insane, within two years from 
the policy date, our liability will be limited to the 
premium paid. 
IN CONTEST ABILITY - This policy will be incon-
testable after it bas been in force during the lifetime of 
the Insured for two years from the Policy Date except 
for non-payment of premiums. 
PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS 
PAYMENT - Any amount payable at the death of the 
Insured will be paid in one sum, unless you provide 
otherwise. All or part of this sum may be applied under 
any Payment Option, subject to the following con-
ditions: 
I. No option may be selected unless the proceeds are 
payable to a natural person in that person's own 
right. 
2. Payments may not be less than $25.00 each or less 
than $120.00 in a year. 
3. If you have not elected an option when a Bene-
ficiary becomes entitled to. proceeds, the Beneficiary 
may elect the option. 
4. The election must be filed with us in writing. 
5. We may require exchange of this policy for a con-
tract covering the election. 
CLAIMS OF CREDITORS - So far as permitted by 
law, the proceeds will not be subject to any claims of 
the Beneficiary's creditors. 
PAYMENT OPTIONS -
Option 1 - Fixed Amount - Payment of a fixed 
amount, but not less than 7% of the proceeds each year, 
until the proceeds are fully paid. 
Option 2 - Fixed Period - Payment for a fixed 
period, not exceeding 30 years. 
SHI() 
Option 3 - Life Income - Payment for a fixed 
period and life thereafter. No payment will become due 
after death, except payment for any remaining fixed 
period. 
Option 4 - Proceeds Left at Interest - Payment of 
interest on proceeds left with us for any period agreed 
upon. The interest may be paid at selected intervals or 
allowed to accumulate. 
Other payment options - The proceeds may be paid 
in any other manner to which we agree in writing. 
More favorable payment options - When proceeds 
become payable, we may be offering payment contracts 
with higher guaranteed minimum payments. If so, these 
more favorable contracts will be available subject to 
any conditions in effect at that time. 
INTEREST RA TE - The Interest rate on funds held 
under all options will be at least 21/2% compounded 
annually. 
WITHDRAWAL AND CHANGES - Except as to 
Option 3, if the payee selected the option, this payee 
with our consent may modify the terms of the option or 
select another option at any time. 
DEA TH OF PA YEE - If the payee dies, the value of 
any remaining guaranteed payments will be paid to the 
payee's estate, unless otherwise provided in the election 
of the option. The value will be based on the guar-
anteed interest rate. 
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FOR EACH $1,000 PROCEEDS APPLIED UNDER OPTION 2 
Yrs. Payment Yrs. Payment Yrs. Payment Yrs. Payment Yrs. Payment Yrs. Payment 
1 84.28 6 14.93 11 8.64 16 6.30 21 5.08 26 4.34 
2 42.66 7 12.95 12 8.02 17 6.00 22 4.90 27 4.22 
3 28.79 8 11.47 13 7.49 18 5.73 23 4.74 28 4.12 
4 21.86 9 10.32 14 7.03 19 5.49 24 4.60 29 4.02 
5 17.70 10 9.39 15 6.64 20 5.27 25 4.46 30 3.93 
To obtain the minimum payments for other intervals, multiply the monthly payment by 1 L 865 for annual, by 5. 969 
for semi-annual or by 2.994 for quarterly payments. 
GUARANTEED MINIMUM MONTHLY LIFE INCOME 
FOR EACH $1,000 PROCEEDS APPLIED UNDER OPTION 3 
Age Age Age 
of Guaranteed Period of Guaranteed Period of Guaranteed Period 
Payee Payee Payee 
10 15 20 10 15 20 10 15 20 
Male Female Years Years Years Male Female Years Years Years Male Female Years Years Years 
7 and 12 and 33 38 $3.34 $3.32 $3.29 60 65 $5.48 $5.12 $4.70 
under under $2.64 $2.64 $2.63 34 39 3.39 3.36 3.33 61 66 5.61 5.21 4.75 
8 13 2.66 2.65 2.65 35 40 3.43 3.41 3.37 62 67 5.74 5.30 4.80 
9 14 2.67 2.67 2.66 36 41 3.48 3.45 3.41 63 68 5.87 5.39 4.85 
10 15 2.69 2.68 2.68 37 42 3.53 3.50 3.45 64 69 6.01 5.48 4.90 
11 ,16 2.71 2.70 2.70 38 43 3.59 3.55 3.50 65 70 6.16 5.56 4.94 
12 17 2.73 · 2.72 2.71 39 44 3.64 3.60 3.54 66 71 6.30 5.65 4.98 
13 18 2.74 2.74 2.73 40 45 3,70 3.65 3.59 67 72 6.45 5.73 5.02 
14 19 2.76 2.76 2.75 41 46 3.76 3.71 3.64 68 73 6.60 5.82 5.05 
15 20 2.78 2.78 2.77 42 47 3.82 3.17 3.69 69 74 6.76 5.90 5.09 
16 21 2.83 2.80 2.79 43 48 3.88 3.82 3.74 70 75 6.91 5.97 5.12 
17 22 2.81 2.82 2.81 44 49 3.95 3.88 3.79 71 76 7.07 6.05 5.14 
18 23 2.85 2.84 2.84 45 50 4.02 3.95 3.84 72 71 7.23 6.12 5.17 
19 24 2.88 2.87 2.86 46 51 4.09 4.01 3.90 73 78 7.38 6.18 5.19 
20 25 2.90 2.89 2.88 47 52 4.17 4.08 3.95 74 79 7.54 6.24 5.20 
21 26 2.93 2.92 2.91 48 53 4.25 4.15 4.01 75 80 7.69 6.30 5.22 
22 27 2.95 2.95 2.93 49 54 4.33 4.22 4.07 76 81 7.84 6.35 5.33 
23 28 2.98 2.97 2.96 50 55 4.42 4.29 4.12 77 82 7.98 6.39 5.24 
24 29 3.01 3.00 2.99 51 56 4.50 4.37 4.18 78 83 8.13 6.43 5.25 
25 30 3.04 3.03 3.02 52 57 4.60 4.44 4.24 79 84 8.26 6.47 5.26 
26 31 3.08 3.07 3.05 53 58 4.69 4.52 4.30 80 85 8.39 6.50 5.26 
27 32 3. I 1 3.10 3.08 54 59 4.79 4.60 4.36 81 and 8.51 6.53 5.27 
28 33 3.14 3.13 3.11 55 60 4.90 4.69 4.41 82 over 8.63 6.55 5.27 
29 34 3.18 3.17 3.15 56 61 5.01 4.77 4.47 83 8.73 6.57 5.27 
30 35 3.22 3.20 3. 18 57 62 5.12 4.86 4.53 84 8.83 6.59 5.27 
31 36 3.26 3.24 3.22 58 63 5.23 4.94 4.59 85 and over 8.92 6.60 5.27 
32 37 3.30 3.28 3.25 59 64 5.35 5.03 4.64 
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NOTICE OF POLICY REPRODUCTION 
United Investors Life Insurance Company does not maintain · copies of original policies 
that are issued to its customers. This policy is a reproduction of the original policy . The 
reproduced. policy is a reasonable fac:sirm1e of the original; how=, it may differ in certain 
respects. United Investors Life Insurance Company does not in any way repn:sent or 
certify that this is an exact. duplication of the original policy that was issued. 
All application infonnation is maintained with United Investors Life Insuranc: Company. 
UNITED INVESTORS LJFE INSURANCE COM1'ANY 
P.O. BOX 10207 
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35282-97.9$ 
·•·· 
i 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE 
A Missouri Stock Company 
2001 Third A venue South 
P.O. Box 10207 • Birmingham, AL 35202-0207 • 205-325-4300 
RENEW ABLE TERM INSURANCE 
Insurance Payable at Death of Insured. 
Premiums Payable as shown in the Policy Data. 
Premium Adjustment Provision. 
Renewable and Convertible. 
Non-Participating - No Dividends are Paid 
~ll8'l 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE 
2001 Third Avenue South • P.O. Box 10287 • Birmingham, Alabama 35202-0287 
PRIVACY POLICY 
United Investors Life Insurance Company cares about protecting its policyholders' privacy. In the process of 
providing the products and services you requested. we will collect, use and share certain information you 
provided. This Privacy Policy explains what information we collect and how we use that information. The 
policy also explains how we protect the security and confidentiality of your information. 
Collection of Information 
We collect and retain information necessary for us to provide the products and services you requested. In that 
process we may collect non-public information from you as a result of: your completion of an insurance 
application or other forms; your transactions and experience with us; or from a consumer reporting agency 
such as the Medical Information Bureau. 
Confidentiality of Information 
We do not disclose any non-public information about you, either during or after your relationship with us. to 
anyone, except as permitted by law, such as to your authorized representative, or in order to provide the 
products _and services you requested, or to comply with applicable laws or regulations. 
Internal Protection of Information 
We restrict access to non-public personal information about you to those employees who need to know that 
information to provide the products and . services you requested. We maintain physical, electronic and 
procedural safeguards to comply with federal regulations to guard this information. 
Disclosure of Our Privacy Policy 
We are sending you this Notice for informational purposes and may amend this Privacy Policy at any time and 
will update it as required. We also post our current privacy notice at our website: www.uilic.com. 
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UNITED INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMP ANY 
Policy Issue Department 
P. O. Box l 0207 
Birmingham, AL 35202-0207 
IMPORTANT NOTICE OF DELIVERY REQUIREMENT 
' .. 
Your state has enacted legislation that requires you to document delivery of an issued policy. The purpose being 
to define the starting point of the "free look" period. 
In order to comply with this legislation, please write in the policy number and date of delivery, on the form 
below and have it signed by the policyowner and then return it to United Investors Life, Policy Issue 
Department, at the above address. 
If by chance, you find it necessary to mail this policy to the policyowner, please send it certified mail, return 
receipt requested. When you receive the receipt, staple it to this form (be sure to write in the policy number) 
and send it to us. 
Thanks for your cooperation. 
RECEIPT FOR POLICY DELIVERY 
This is to certify that Policy No. __________ has this day been received by me. 
Date: _______ _ Policyowner Signature: ___________ _ 
UISD 
INTRODUCTION 
Residents of Colorado who purchase life insurance, annuities or health insurance should know that the 
insurance companies licensed in this state to write these types of insurance are members of the Life and Health 
Insurance Protection Association (Colorado). The purpose of this Association is to assure that policyholders 
will be protected, within limits, in the unlikely event that a member insurer becomes financially unable to meet 
its obligations. If this should happen, the Association will assess its other member insurance companies for the 
money to pay the claims of insured persons who live in Colorado and, in some cases, to keep coverage in force. 
The valuable extra protection provided by these insurers through the Association is limited, however. As noted 
in the box below, this protection is not a substitute for consumers' care in selecting companies that are 
well-managed and financially stable. 
SUMMARY 
The state law that provides for this safety-net coverage is called the Life and Health Insurance Protection 
Association Act. Below is a brief summary of this law's coverages, exclusions and limits. This summary does 
not cover all provisions of the law; nor does it in any way change anyone's rights or obligations under the act 
or the rights or obligations of the Association. 
COVERAGE 
Generally, the Life and Health Insurance Protection Association will 'protect individuals if they live in the state 
of Colorado and hold a life or health insurance contract, or an annuity, or if they hold certificates under a 
group life or health insurance contract or annuity, issued by a member insurer. The beneficiaries, payees or 
assignees of insured persons are protected as well, even if they live in another state. 
This information 
Life and Health Insurance Protection Association 
P.O. Box 480025 
Denver, Colorado 80248-0025 
303-292-5022 
is provided by: 
Colorado Division of Insurance 
400 1560 Broadway, Suite 850 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
303-894-7499 
( Continued on reverse side) 
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EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE 
Persons holding such policies or contracts are NOT protected by this Association if: 
• They are not residents of the State of Colorado, except under certain very specific circumstances; 
• The insurer was not authorized or licensed to do business in Colorado at the time the policy or contract 
was issued; 
• Their policy was issued by a nonprofit hospital or health service organization, (e.g. the "Blues"), an 
HMO, a fraternal benefit society, a mandatory state pooling plan, a mutual assessment company or similar 
plan in which the policyholder is subject to future assessments, or by an insurance exchange. 
The Association also does NOT provide coverage for: 
• Any policy or portion of a policy which is not guaranteed by the insurer or for which the individual has 
assumed the risk; 
• Any policy of reinsurance ( unless an assumption certificate was issued); 
• Plans of employers, associations, or similar entities to the extent they are self-funded or uninsured (that 
is, no_t insured by an insurance company, even if an insurance company administers them); 
• Interest rate yields that exceed an average rate; 
• Dividends; 
• Experience rating credits; 
• Credits given in connection with the administration of a policy or contract; 
• Annuity contracts or group annuity certificates not owned by an individual unless and to the extent 
guaranteed to an individual by the insurer; 
• Annuity contracts or group annuity certificates used by nonprofit insurance companies to provide 
retirement benefits for nonprofit educational institutions and their employees; 
• Policies, contracts, certificates, or subscriber agreements issued by a prepaid dental care plan; 
• Sickness and accident insurance when written by a property and casualty insurer as part of an automobile 
insurance contract; 
• Unallocated annuity contracts issued to an employee benefit plan protected under the federal Pension 
Benefit Guaranty Corporation; 
• Policies or contracts issued by an insurer which was insolvent or unable to fulfill its contractual 
obligations as of July J, J 99 J; 
• Policies or contracts covering persons who are not citizens or permanent residents of the United States; 
• Financial guarantees, funding agreements, or guaranteed investment contracts not containing mortality 
guarantees and not issued to or in connection with a specific employee benefit plan or governmental 
lottery; 
• Any kind of insurance or annuity, the benefits of which are exclusively payable or determined by a 
separate account required by the terms of such insurance policy or annuity maintained by the insurer or by 
a separate entity. 
LIMITS ON AMOUNT OF COVERAGE 
The act also limits the amount the Association is obligated to pay out. The Association cannot pay more than 
what the insurance company would owe under a policy or contract. Also, for any one insured life, the 
Association will pay a maximum of $300,000 - no matter how many policies and contracts there were with the 
same company, even if they provided different types of coverages. Within this overall $300,000 limit, the 
Association will not pay more than$ 100,000 in cash surrender values; $100,000 in health insurance benefits; 
$ J 00,000 in present value of annuity; or $300,000 in life insurance death benefits - - again, no matter how 
many policies and contracts there were with the same company, and no matter how many different types of 
coverages. 
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LIFE INSURANCE BUYER'S GUIDE 
This guide can help you when you shop for life insurance. 
It discusses how to: 
• Find a Policy That Meets Your Needs and Fits 
Your Budget 
• Decide How Much Insurance You Need 
• Make Informed Decisions When You Buy a Policy 
Prepared by the 
National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners 
The National Association of Insurance Commissioners is an 
association of state insurance regulatory officials. This 
association helps the various Insurance Departments to 
coordinate insurance laws for the benefit of all consumers. 
This Guide Does Not Endorse Any Company Or Policy 
Reprinted by 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
2001 Third Avenue South 
P. 0. Box 10207 
Birmingham, Alabama 35202-0207 
Ci.192 
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IMPORTANT THINGS TO CONSIDER 
1. Review your own insurance needs and circumstances. Choose the kind of policy that has benefits that most 
closely fit your needs. Ask an agent or company to help you. 
2. Be sure that you can handle premium payments. Can you afford the initial premium? If the premium 
increases later and you still need insurance, can you still afford it? 
3. Don't sign an insurance application until you review it carefully to be sure all the answers are complete and 
accurate. 
4. Don't buy life insurance unless you intend to stick with your plan. It may be very costly if you quit during 
the early years of the policy. 
5. Don't drop one policy and buy another without a thorough study of the new policy and the one you have 
now. Replacing your insurance may be costly. 
6. Read your policy carefully. Ask your agent or company about anything that is not clear to you. 
7. Review your life insurance program with your agent or company every few years to keep up with changes in 
your income and your needs. 
Buying Life Insurance 
When you buy life insurance, you want coverage that fits your needs. 
First, decide how much you need--and for how long--and what you can afford to pay. Keep in mind 
the major reason you buy life insurance is to cover the financial effects of unexpected or untimely 
death. Life insurance can also be one of many ways y9u plan for the future. 
Next, learn what kinds of policies will meet your needs and pick the one that best suits you. 
Then, choose the combination of policy premium and benefits that emphasizes protection in case of 
early death. or benefits in case of long life, or a combination of both. 
It makes good sense to ask a life insurance agent or company to help you. An agent can help you review your 
insurance needs and give you information about the available policies. If one kind of policy doesn't seem to fit 
your needs, ask about others. 
This guide provides only basic information. You can get more facts from a life insurance agent or company or 
from your public library. 
What About the Policy You Have Now? 
If you are thinking about dropping a life insurance policy, here are some things you should consider: 
• If you decide to replace your policy, don't cancel your old policy until you have received the new one. 
You then have a minimum period to review your new policy and decide if it is what you wanted. 
• It may be costly to replace a policy. Much of what you paid in the early years of the policy you have 
now, paid for the company's cost of selling and issuing the policy. You may pay this type of cost again if 
you buy a new policy. 
• Ask your tax advisor if dropping your policy could affect your income taxes. 
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• If you are older or your health has changed, premiums for the new policy will often be higher. You will 
not be able to buy a new policy if you are not insurable. 
• You may have valuable rights and benefits in the policy you now have that are not in the new one. 
• If the policy you have now no longer meets your needs, you may not have to replace it. You might be able 
to change your policy or add to it to get the coverage or benefits you now want. 
• At least in the beginning, a policy may pay no benefits for some causes of death covered in the policy you 
have now. 
In all cases, if you are thinking of buying a new policy, check with the agent or company that issued you the 
one you have now. When you bought your old policy, you may have seen an illustration of the benefits of your 
policy. Before replacing your policy, ask your agent or company for an updated illustration. Check to see how 
the policy has performed and what you might expect in the future, based on the amounts the company is paying 
now. 
How Much Do You Need? 
Here are some questions to ask yourself: 
• How much of the family income do I provide? If I were to die early, how would my survivors, especially 
my children, get by? Does anyone else depend on me financially, such as a parent, grandparent, brother or 
sister? 
• Do I have children for whom I'd like to set aside money to finish their education in the event of my 
death? 
• How will my family pay final expenses and repay debts after my death? 
• Do I have family members or organizations to whom I would like to leave money? 
• Will there be estate taxes to pay after my death? 
• How will inflation affect future needs? 
As you figure out what you have to meet these needs, count the life insurance you have now, including any 
group insurance where you work or veteran's insurance. Don't forget Social Security and pension plan 
survivor's benefits. Add other assets you have: savings, investments, real estate and personal property. Which 
assets would your family sell or cash in to pay expenses after your death? 
What Is The Right Kind Of Life Insurance? 
All policies are not the same. Some give coverage for your lifetime and others cover you for a specific number 
of years. Some build up cash values and others do not. Some policies combine different kinds of insurance, and 
others let you change from one kind of insurance to another. Some policies may offer other benefits while you 
are still living. Your choice should be based on your needs and what you can afford. 
There are two basic types of life insurance: term insurance and cash value insurance. Term insurance 
generally has lower premiums in the early years, but does not build up cash values that you can use in the 
future. You may combine cash value life insurance with term insurance for the period of your greatest need for 
life insurance to replace income. 
Term Insurance covers you for a term of one or more years. It pays a death benefit only if you die in that 
term. Term insurance generally offers the largest insurance protection for your premium dollar. It generally 
does not build up cash value. 
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You can renew most term insurance policies for one or more terms even if your health has changed. Each time 
you renew the policy for a new term, premiums may be higher. Ask what the premiums will be if you continue 
to renew the policy. Also ask if you will lose the right to renew the policy at some age. For a higher premium, 
some companies will give you the right to keep the policy in force for a guaranteed period at the same price 
each year. At the end of that time you may need to pass a physical examination to continue coverage, and 
premiums may increase. 
You may be able to trade many term insurance policies for a cash value policy during a conversion 
period--even if you are not in good health. Premiums for the new policy will be higher than you have been 
paying for the term insurance. 
Cash Value Life Insurance is a type of insurance where the premium charged are higher at the beginning 
than they would be for the same amount of term insurance. The part of the premium that is not used for the 
cost of insurance is invested by the company and builds up a cash value that may be used in a variety of ways. 
You may borrow against a policy's cash value by taking a policy loan. If you don't pay back the loan and the 
interest on it, the amount you owe will be subtracted from the benefits when you die, or from the cash value if 
you stop paying premiums and take out the remaining cash value. You can also use your cash value to keep 
insurance protection for a limited time or to buy a reduced amount without having to pay more premiums. You 
also can use the cash value to increase your income in retirement or to help pay for needs such as a child's 
tuition without canceling the policy. However, to build up this cash value, you must pay higher premiums in 
the earlier years of the policy. Cash value life insurance may be one of several types; whole life, universal life 
and variable life are all types of cash value insurance. · 
Whole Life Insurance covers you for as long as you live if your premiums are paid. You generally pay the 
same amount in premiums for as long as you live. When you first take out the policy, premiums can be several 
times higher than you would pay initially for the same amount of term insurance. But they are smaller than the 
premiums you would eventually pay if you were to keep renewing a term policy until your later years. 
Some whole life policies let you pay premiums for a shorter period such as 20 years, or until age 65. 
Premiums for these policies are higher since the premium payments are made during a shorter period. 
Universal Life Insurance is a kind of flexible policy that lets you vary your premium payments. You can 
also adjust the face amount of your coverage. Increases may require proof that you qualify for the new death 
benefit. The premiums you pay (less expense charges) go into a policy account that earns interest. Charges are 
deducted from the account. If your yearly premium payment plus the interest your account earns is less than 
the charges, your account value will become lower. If it keeps dropping, eventually your coverage will end. To 
prevent that, you may need to start making premium payments, or increase your premium payments, or lower 
you death benefits. Even if there is enough in your account to pay the premiums, continuing to pay premiums 
yourself means that you build up more cash value. 
Variable Life Insurance is a kind of insurance where the death benefits and cash values depend on the 
investment performance of one or more separate accounts, which may be invested in mutual funds or other 
investments allowed under the policy. Be sure to get the prospectus from the company when buying this kind of 
policy and STUDY IT CAREFULLY. You will have higher death benefits and cash value if the underlying 
investments do well. Your benefits and cash value will be lower or may disappear if the investment you chose 
didn't do as well as you expected. You may pay an extra premium for a guaranteed death benefit. 
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Life Insurance Illustrations 
You may be thinking of buying a policy where cash values, death benefits, dividends or premiums may vary 
based on events or situations the company does not guarantee (such as interest rates). If so, yon may get an 
illustration from the agent or company that helps explain how the policy works. The illustration will show how 
the benefits that are not guaranteed will change as interest rates and other factors change. The illustration will 
show yon what the company guarantees. It will also show yon what could happen in the future. Remember that 
nobody knows what will happen in the future. You should be ready to adjust your financial plans if the cash 
value doesn't increase as quickly as shown in the illustration. You will be asked to sign a statement that says 
yon understand that some of the numbers in the illustration are not guaranteed. 
Finding A Good Value In Life Insurance 
After you have decided which kind of life insurance is best for yon, compare similar policies from different 
companies to find which one is likely to give you the best value for your money. A simple comparison of the 
premiums is not enough. There are other things to consider. For example: 
• Do premiums or benefits vary from year to year? 
• How much do the benefits build up in the policy? 
• What part of the premiums or benefits is not guaranteed? 
• What is the effect of interest on money paid and received at different times on the policy? 
Once you have decided which type of policy to buy, you can use a cost comparison index to help you compare 
similar policies. Life insurance agents or companies can give yon information about several different kinds of 
indexes that each work a little differently. One type helps you compare the costs between two policies if yon 
give up the policy and take out the cash value. Another helps you compare your costs if yon don't give up your 
policy before its coverage ends. Some help you decide what kind of questions to ask the agent about the 
numbers used in an illustration. Each index is useful in some ways, but they all have shortcomings. Ask your 
agent which will be most helpful to you. Regardless of which index you use, compare index numbers only for 
similar policies--those that offer basically the same benefits, with premiums payable for the same length of 
time. 
Remember that no one company offers the lowest cost at all ages for all kinds and amounts of insurance. You 
should also consider other factors: 
• How quickly does the cash value grow? Some policies have low cash values in the early years that build 
quickly later on. Other policies have a more level cash value build-up. A year-by-year display of values 
and benefits can be very helpful. (The agent or company will give you a policy summary or an illustration 
that will show benefits and premiums for selected years.) 
• Are there special policy features that particularly suit your needs? 
• How are nongnaranteed values calculated? For example, interest rates are important in determining policy 
returns. In some companies increases reflect the average interest earnings on all of that company's policies 
regardless of when issued. In others, the return for policies issued in a recent year, or a group of years, 
reflects the interest earnings on that group of policies; in this case, amounts paid are likely to change more 
rapidly when interest rates change. 
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Steven R. Kraft 
Jay Clark 
Attorney at Law 
,.,, .. , 
160 North Third East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Mitchell Eguisquiza 
Attorney at Law 
700 North Third East 
:Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Law Offices of 
MOORE, BASKIN & PARKER 
1001 West Idaho, Suite 400 
Mailing Address: P. 0. Box 6756 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Telephone (208) 336-6900 
Facsimile (208) 336-7031 
November 26, 2002 
Re: UnitedJnvestors Life v. Severson and Diaz 
Gentlemen: 
Attached hereto, and pursuant to Judge Williamson's Order dated November 18, 2002, 
please find a complete copy of the insurance policy file relating to policy# UO814264 (Mary 
L. Severson). Additionally, we have attached a copy of United Investor's claim file relating 
to policy# UOS 14264 (Mary L. Severson). Such claim file does not include correspondence 
protected by attorney client privilege. 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this matter, please contact our office. 
sRKfdml 
Enclosure: 
cc: John Livingston ( w/o enclosure) 
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ORDINARY POLICY ABSTRACT 
POtlCY NUMBER tl'ISURED DISTRICT/ AGEI\ICY 
U0814264 MS MARYL SEVERSON 002-49 UINBT 
POLICY NUMBER I DIST/ AGENCY I EFFECTIVE OA Te I PAID TO DATE MOOE I STATE I A.P,L, I EXT I R.P.U, OWNERSHIP 
J0814264 002-49 09-25-00 10-25-00 BB 12 N N N 
INSURED NAME ANO ADDRESS DATE OF BIRTH I AGE l SEX I JEA I DATE ISSUED 
vlARY L SEVERSON 34 F 09-25-00 NO. AGENTS 
49860 KELLY,CHANTAL BASIC POLICY I FORM I fOLIO DATE 4375 POPPY 
MTN HOME 20CFY 20C 09-25-00 
ID 83647 RATE aoox I CONVERTED FROM I REINS I REISSUED 
A3 NO NO 
CEASE OR ?REMIUMS .. ASTER!S!; I•)_ INDICATES SELECTED MOOE 
COVERAGE PLAN AMOUNT OF CLASS OR INCREASE I I MONTHtY I MONTl-ll,Y I CODE INSURANCE NO, UNITS AN!IUAL OlJARTERLY DATE ACCOUNT NOTICE 
20CFY 3QI 200,000 200.00 09-01 430.00 120.40 40.85 40.85 
TOTALS 430.00 120.40 40.85 40.85 
ACCOUNT AMOUNT ACCOUNT AMOUNT ACCOUNT AMOUNT 
2229 +44.45 2111 -6.82 ....... " +0.00 
• 'II .. • • •• +0.00 • -I • I .. 4' I +0.00 • ti I -t • a I +0.00 
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= U001000000 37.63 BATCH 10 
HOC= N 
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POC= ADV= E 
= 0 PROD PREM= 
CWA = 
SPEED= 
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SOB= SPEC= 
PROG CODE= ZERO ADJDATE= **-**-** PROG PREM= 
MED-CODE= 0 
UNCD:FP ;MED:1-013/1-031/1-048/ 
MOO APP FEE= 404.04 
AGENTS RENEWAL COMMISSION RATES-
WRITING AGENT 49860 2.00 FOR 999 MO. 
PERSON 
INSURED 
NAME 
MS MARYL SEVERSON 
BlRTHDATE AGE SEX HT 
02-11-67 34 F 
WT RELTN 
R/\.Tf 
T 35.0 
BKBUD 
37. 
37. 
430.C 
SEP2 8 2000 fi {7; M200-EO 6183 
i) r 1 go 
. J!. -J 
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Instructions & Notes 
5ee Alternate / See Applied for 
____ Day Common Disaster Clause 
•. 
:-enefic.iary Endorsement 
::1..-n er' s Endorsemetit 
:.·,,-i.a tion £xc.lusi0n llider 
: ec ticn 79 
: ?lus 
JND COND UQ Issi)~ 
,. (\~~\) 
Req: 
Send 
• • 
-----------Approval 
Onderwri t., 
Date 
Report Cor 
Alpha 
-
194, 19S, 196, 197, 200 
-------
with policy 
Let 
-------
mail policy 
Ref to 
------------
ADJ DATE: ADJ DATE_: __ _ 
-----CHG NOTE: ____ _ CHG NOTE: __ _ 
• CHG TYPE: U. CHG TYPE: tra 
n 11 2 " 0 :,: .L V 
~ tJNITED INVliSTORS LlFE 
( Co~ponion Policies, ·use sepa"rale form. 
-2. 8ir1hdote: (M /DyjYr) 3. Birthploc~Stote) 
 -e.o 
2o. Birthdote: (Mo/0y/f r) 3o. Birlh~ace(S tote) 
4. Sex: ~ f Q M 5. Moritol Stotusdf _ ti 
/1//.r""( ( t'v'-, 
4o. Sex:O f O M Sa. Marital Stolus 
8. Residence Address ;;:::> · 
60. Sodol Security # 
8a. Residence Address 
7a. OrivertYB'f ~ 
REVIEWED & RECORDEQ . 
1l2'22 1 veg~ ?~J.1. :-J ~ Zip . . Years.~ern [lf;,_a (J_J_U O::f ~ f':;01/ 7 -<-- City State Zip Years There 
9. Other ResjQence addresses during past 2 yeors (SIT, Ci!y, St, Zip) 9o. Other Residence addresses during post 2 years (SIT, Crty, St, Zip) 
/h(!~,<_di~ 
10. Occu~~ ~ lk/2 _io_a._o_ccu_poti-·o_n;o_utt_es _____________ _ 
11. Employei;:e & Ate:b~ b,_ \ \'(\\M.. l\t,'N... ~ llo. Em~oyars Nome & Address 
Conttngent Beneficiary: 
C. Owner-Complete i(Own~r is someone other ti~_rm the Insured . ,- .. · · ·. · . . . : : . . . . : . ·: _. . . 
Nome of Owner f other !hon !nsured: Relationship: Soda! Serurity No. : 
------------ ----- ------
ears nt Role ct. Oil 8 
% 
(If ~on ls VU~ FlexPlus or Legacy, complete the following sections) 
Q Variable Universal Ufe (YUL): Death Benefit O Option A O Opfion B (Comp/em ~ble life Supplement also) 
0 Addittonol Insured Rider: Rider Face Amount S ______ rt,mplets Other Insured Socfions) 
0 Waiver of Month~ Oeduclions Rider 
0 Planned Periodic Premium: 
Q FlexPlus Interest Sensitive Life: 
O FlexPlus Tenn Rider 
O Add'rtionol First Yeor Premium 
$ 
Rider Face Amount. S $------
a lagacy Survivor Ufa: Dividend Option: 
n,{ed Mode of Payme11tin Soc#on E) 
SEP O 7 2811 
.h:. 
% 
0 Value Added Rider: Rider Face Amoun-t $~------
0 Paid-up Additions Rider: lump Sum: S 
Q Survivor Ten Year Term Rider. Rider Face Amounts------
~odic Poymenl of $ ~_(Select Mode of Payment in Section f) 
O Survivor Four Year Term Rider: Rider Face Amount S 
0 Waiver of Premium: 0 1st Insured --.,-O_,2,-,nd,.,...ln-su-red,.--.-- 0 Both 
2. Other Riders: 0 Waiver of Premium a Acddent,I Death !enefit Rider $ _____ Q Other : (Plan/Amount)--~---
0 Children's Rider(CIR) __ units (maximum ,0 uniJs}. (The following ques1ion must be answered if C!R is requested). Hos any chsd proposed for the Children's 
Insurance Rider hod or been !Teated for a disorder or disease of Iha heart or brain, or diabetes, con car or AIDS? O Yes O No (If ·res," Cli is not available) 
Amount Poid with this Applica1ion: S L/'/ "' / 
Mode of Premium Payment: "taMonlhly Bonk 0mft O Annool O Semiannual 
0 Quarterly O Other: 
-----
0 Automatic Premium loon Reques!ed, ~ available 
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Send all Premium Notices and Reports to: 
Eil" Insured' s Residence 
O Owner's Address 
0 Oilier Address: _____________ _ 
Poge 1 . 
1. Life lnsuronce ond/ m onnuilies in force on the lives of all persons proposed for insurance (If none, insert #NONE. ff) · 
Oleo: llfle Compnoy ond Poky No. Lile Amount ADB Amount YoorlSS!Hd 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4, 
lnsued Olhellns. 
I A J Ir- s 
11///NK $ fV s 
$ 
2. ls policy applied for intended to replace or changa existing insuiance 01 onnuttles in force? (If "Yes,· identify by circling number praceding Ccmpany Name.) ..••. 0 Yes J2l No 
H ·yes·, is this o 103 5 Exclmnga? .•.•.....•..•........... , .......•.........•.........•......•........•....... , 0 Yes O No 
3. Do you have onv other appucation for life insurance pending?" ..•.....•••..••.. , ..•.. , .........• , ..•...••.•••••... , ..•.•• , .•. O Yes !lCMo 
G. Underwriting frformation · .· . ·: · · · - · · . · .· . : · .· -· :. . · . · · : '. : ·. · · . · · 
,·.r' t, ' .f',/t.H d 
,:, t ;,:i 1.: .~ ·,'V',1!111Ul8 
1. Has any person proposed for insurance: Yes No 
(a) Used tobacco in any form in the past yaar? Of ·Yes," descrlbe type ond omount.) , ....•.•.... : •...................•....... 2i' O 
(b) ~own as o pilot, student pilot, or crew member? (tt "Yes,• complete Aviation Questionnaire} ......••............•.....•........ a tJ{ 
(c} Pmtidpotetl in Auto Rod119, Motor<:yde Racing, Parochuling, Ballooning, Hang Gliding, Skin or Scuba Diving? 
(It "Yes," pmvide complete details on Avocotian 0ueslionnoire) .•....................... ::... _. .... , ••..•..•..•.........•. a r5i' 
(d) Had driver's license suspended or revoked in the past 5 yems, or hod more than 2 moving violations in !he post 3 years ......•.........•. 0 la 
(a) Bean convicted of or owoiting trio\ for a felony? (If "Yes," give details including parole/probation storus.) •...•....•.........•...... O Q!t 
m Been arrested, treated, or counseled for excessive use of alcohol and/or drugs? ..............•...•...•..................... D ~ 
(g} Had any new insurance or reinstatement refused, postponed, limited, withdrawn, cancelled, or offered or quoted 
on o substandc:rd or ralllQ basis? (If "Yes/ exp!olnJ •... _ .......... : ..... : .......... : .... · .••.. · .....•...........•..• O St 
2. Does any person proposed for insurance: . '' 
(a) Participate in a physical fitness program? (lf "Yes," describe.) .•....................•.......•.........•..........•..• 0 ts' 
(b) Drink alcoholic beverages? (lf "Yes/ report frequency, amount, type, and circumstances.) •......•....•...•. , ..........••.•.... q H 
(c) Intend to troval or reside ouJside ·the Unttad Stotes 01 Canada within !he next year? Uf "Yes," give details.) ••..•• · .•..•..•...•. , •• · ..• ~ ·o 
3. Details of Any "Yer,W answers to Sections f & G. . . . . . . 
Chock 0118 Details 
Item No. Insured Olher Ins. 
., 
,' 
1tL ·v ~a,e:tfc..s J/4. ;CJ~ .p..er oi<:J<d 
~t. .,,...,...- Ale fl 002>6-v ,9/tl /I 
, 
/() dtk1 lt1r' J?tu 4~ 
I (/ 
' 
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'" .,. ;j 2 
Other Ins. 
Yes No 
0 0 
a a 
0 0 
0 0 
a a 
0 0 
a 0 
0 0 
a 0 
0 0 
1. Insured Height _s::__ ft. 'i__ in. Weight J-,--v lbs. la. Other Insured Height ft. in. Weight _ lbs. 
Nome and Address of Personal Physician --Name and Address of Personal Physician 
~&-'(-f ___ _ 
----------
Dole and reason last consulted 
------------
2. 
............. insured· ..... bifier 'ins. 
In the past 10 years, have you hod or been treated for: Yes No Yes No 
o. disorder of eyes, ears, nose or throat? ......•......•.•............•.•.. , .........•...........••....•.... , ..•... , ... a 13' o Q 
b. dizziness, fointtng, convulsions, head injury, headaches, poralys~ or stroke, tremor, musde weakness, depression, other mental or nervous disorder? .... a Ga' O a 
c shortness of breath, persistent hoarseness or cough, blood spitting, bronchitis, osfnmo, pleurisy, emphysema, luberculosls or chronic respiratory disorder? .a ~ O o 
d. chest pain, palpitations, high blood pressure, rheumatic fever, heart murmur, varicose veins, phlebitis, or other heart or bload vessel disorder? ......... 0 © O O 
e. hepatitis, df!hosis, ulcer, i11tesfinol bleeding, colitis, diverticu!itts, appendicitis or other d~order of Iha esophagus, stomach, intestines, redlJrn, 
liver, gall bladder, pancreas or spleen? ..... , .•....•....•... , •.. , , .... , ................... , ..................... , .. . 0 ~ O o 
f. sugar, albumin, blood or pus in urine, sexually transmitted or venereal disease, stone, or other disorder of the kidney, bladder, prostate 
or reproductive organs? ...........•.......... , ....•.......•.•........•....................................... . Cl !Ei' Q Q 
g. diabetes, thyroid or oilier endorrtne disorders? . , ...................•...................••............................ 0 'fSl O o 
h. ortliritis, neuritis, neuralgia, rheumatism, gout, or disorder of the muscles or bones, including the spine, bock and joints? ....................... 0 ~ O O 
i. disorder of the skin, breast, or lymph glands, cancer, tumor or cyst? ••.• , ••. , .••.••.•.•.••.••..•••••.....•••.......••••••..•. Cl r;a' O O 
j. allergies, onemio, bleeding tendency or other disorder of the blood? ......................................•.. , ....••......... 0 ~ O Q 
k. persistent fever, night sweats, chills and/or diarrhea? .........• , •....................................................... 0 Ii O O 
I. or been diagnosed for AIDS by a member of the medical profession, or hod o positive test for the HIV or HTLV·l!I (AIDS) virus? .................. Cl Oi a O 
3. Other than listed above, hove you within !he past 5 years: 
a. hod or been treated for any mento! or physical disorder, illness or injury; had or been advised to hove any checkup, consultation, hospltnlizotton, 
treatment or surgery including on EKG, X·my or other diagnostic test? ..............•.......•................................• 0 ~ O O 
b. received disability benefit or workers compensolion? .............................. : ......................... ,. ...... , .. Cl or O a 
4. Are yau now under obsaivotion or taking treatment or medicatton? ................................... , .................... , ..... 0 r5i' Q O 
5. Have you hod any change in weight in the past year? (If yes, give amount and reason) ................................................ 0 IS a a 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Hove 1ou used tobacco in any form in the past yeor? ....................... , ...................................... , ....... ~- O O 0 
Hove you ever used lobocco? If yes, give dote of lost use, frequency and amount used ................ ." ..... ,. ......................... i:st· Q O 0 
In the past ten yems have you used norcottcs, barbiturates, tranquilizers, hallucinogens, heroin, morphine, cocoina, amphetamines, · 
LS.D., monjumm or any other hobit·forming drugs or piescripfion drugs, except as prescribed by o physiclon?' ..........................•..... '.) I!\( 0 0 
Have you had a father, mother, brother or sister diagnosed before age 60 os having: diabetes, cancer, high blood prnssura, heart or 9. 
kidney disease, alcoholism, mentol illness or suicide? .............•................•.......•............••................ ' ~ Q a 
1 0 IMPORTANT D t ·1 f 11¥ 11 
-
ems o es answers o ques ions ru r 21h 9 
Item Che-ck one Nome and Address of Each Physidon, Oates ond Norura ond Severity of Condition, 
No. lnsurnd · Other Ins. Praditionerond Health Facility Oumtions f iequency of Attacks, Specifk Dlognosis ond Trsntment 
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J. Amendments and Corrections (for Home Office Use Only} . . . . . . ' . , . . __ , 
(Not ta ba used where prohibited by sta1ule or Insurance Department mling.) 
. Agreement .. . . .. · · . . : · ·. . ... . . . . . ·. .- _. : . · .. . . . : · . .. .. . . · ·: 
I hove rood !his completed application, and represent !hot the statemenfs and answer; given herein ore true, complete, and correctly recorded lo the best of my knowledge ond belief. 
I agree that: (1) the enttre conlroct wlll consist of this opplicatton and Iha policy issued in response to it (2) no agent of the comporiy can make or modify contracts, waive any rights 
of the Company, or woive any informalion requested by tne Company; and (3} except os provided !n the Tempomry lnsuronca ~reement, l issued, no insurance will rnke effect unless: 
{a) lhe policy is delive1ed lo the Owner; (bl the first modal premium is paid; and (cl since the date of this opplicotion, there has been no chonge in lhe heolth or insurobi\ily of any 
person proposed for insumnce; (4) the occeptonce of ony policy issued on this application sholl consfitute acceptance and ratification af any changes mode by !he Compony under 
# Amendments and Corrections:· In those sllrtes where required, any change in age, amount, dossificolion, pion of insurance or benefits sholl be su~ect to w1itten mlificanon hy the 
applicant. 
Authorization ·. · · . · . .- · · · ·· . > .. · · · · -· · .. · · · · · . .- · ·, · .. · -,"· · · ·. · 
. . . . . . . ' ' . . ' ·-
I hereby authorize any Ucensed physician, medical pmdi!ioner; hospirol, clinic or other medical or medical~ related facility, insurance company; reinsurer, the Medical Information 
Bureau or o1her orgonizotion, institutton or person, that has any records or knowledge of me or my heolth, to give to United Investors life Insurance Company, or its reinsurers, any such 
information. This authorization is valid for twenty-six moriths from the date this form is signed. A photographic copy of this authorization shall be as valid as the original. I know that 
I may request to recei'le o copy of !his authorization. I have received the notification about the Federal Foir Credit Reporting Act and the Medical Information Bureau. 
I ID 
S~ned at. _ __,__,_olb,--""'---'~{{.!..-J;;;....Jd{'-"---"' _ __.k........,U.__,_,___,..,..--,...,,----~-
City Stole ?J!f Y{:, 0 
,~ t/9}iPD 0:21/'l 
X "9e,J', Noma IM2 ~ .. 
--Sig-no-tu-re_o_f A-ge-ni==:.c..~--...:;...-...-----------
Reg/Div I 
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UNITED INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMP ANY 
2001 THIRD A VENUE SOUTH 
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35233 
DATE PREPARED: 8/30/200 
____ ..,. .............. --.............. _____________ .. _____ ,. ____ ..... ,.. .. _______ ..,_~-....... -......... ----
TERM CHOICE 20 YEAR RENEW ABLE TERM - POLICY FORM T89 
-------------·---··--·--------------------------------------,---------
PREPARED FOR: Mary Severson 
PRESENTED BY: Chantal Kelly 
Waddell & Reed 
210 N 2nd East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
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Mary Severson 
\,,~!TED INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
LIFE INSURANCE ILLUSTRATION DESCRIPTION 
TERM CHOICE 20 YEAR RENEW ABLE TERM 
INITIAL MONTHLY BANK DRAFT PREMIUM: 
FEMALE Age 33 STANDARD TOBACCO INITIAL FACE AMOUNT: 
LIFE INSURANCE POLICY DESCRIPTION 
$44.45 
$200,000 
Term Choice 20 Year Renewable Term is an individual life level death benefit reentry term plan which is renewable to age 95. 
Current premiums are intended to remain level for 20 years and are guaranteed for 10 years from the date of issue or the 
reentry/exchange date. On or after the 20th policy anniversary, the policy may be exchanged with satisfactory evidence of insurability 
to a new Term Choice policy. Premiums for the new policy will be the premiums in effect for new issues at the insured's attained age. 
If the insured does not exchange the policy it continues to age 95 with premiums increasing annually thereafter. The policy may be 
converted at anytime before the 20th policy anniversary. 
The Current Premium Outlay illustrated is guaranteed for ten years. Thereafter, the Company may increase or decrease premiums 
based on changes in the factors affecting the cost of insurance. Your premium will never exceed the Guaranteed Maximum Contract 
Premium shown beginning on page 5. The premiums shown under Current Premium Outlay With Reentry assume that you meet our 
insurability requirements on each reentry/exchange date and qualify to exchange your policy for a new policy. 
PAYMENT MODE PREMIUMS IN THE FIRST YEAR: 
Annual: 
Quarterly: 
508.00 
142.24 
DEFINITION OF COLUMN HEADINGS 
Semiannual: 
Monthly Bank Draft: 
ATTAINED AGE is the insured's age nearest birthday at the end of the year shown. 
GUARANTEED DEATH BENEFIT is the guaranteed amount of insurance payable upon death of the insured. 
274.32 
44.45 
GUARANTEED MAXIMUM CONTRACT PREMIUM is the maximum premium which may be charged by the Company for the 
illustrated benefits. Amounts shown are based on premium payment mode selected. 
NON-GUARANTEED CURRENT PREMIUM OUTLAY WITHOUT REENTRY is the projected amount of premium to be paid 
based on current premium rates, which are not guaranteed. Amounts shown are based on the premium payment mode selected. 
NON-GUARANTEED CURRENT PREMIUM OUTLAY WITH REENTRY is the projected amount of premium to be paid based on 
current premium rates, which are not guaranteed, assuming that you meet our insurability requirements on each reentry/ exchange date 
and qualify to exchange your policy for a new policy. Amounts shown are based on the premium payment mode selected. 
NON-GUARANTEED MIDPOINT PREMIUM OUTLAY is calculated based on a hypothetical premium rate which is an average of 
the guaranteed maximum premium rates and the current premium rates illustrated assuming that you meet our insurability 
requirements on each reentry/exchange date and qualify to exchange your policy for a new policy. Amounts shown are based on the 
premium payment mode selected. 
This illustration is not complete unless all numbered pages are included. 
8/30/2000 V99 Page 2 of 6 State: ID 
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Mary Severson 
UN!TED INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
LIFE INSURANCE !LLUSTRATION DESCRJPTION CONTINUED 
TERM CHOICE 20 YEAR RENEWABLE TERM 
INITIAL MONTHLY BANK DRAFT PREMIUM: 
FEMALE Age 33 STANDARD TOBACCO INITIAL FACE AMOUNT: 
RIDERS INCLUDED 
NONE 
$44.45 
$200,000 
This illustration assumes that the currently illustrate(! non-guaranteed elements will continue unchanged for all years shown. This is 
not likely to occur, and actual results may be more or less favorable than those shown. 
This illustration is not complete unless all numbered pages are included. 
8/30/2000 V99 Page 3 of 6 State: ID 
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Mary Severson 
U'.NlTED INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
NUMERIC SUMMARY OF LIFE INSURANCE ILLUSTRATION 
TERM CHOICE 20 YEAR RENEWABLE TERM 
INITIAL MONTHLY BANK DRAFT PREMIUM: 
FEMALE Age 33 STANDARD TOBACCO INITIAL FACE AMOUNT: 
$44.45 
$200,000 
_____ .......,. __ 
...... ------- - - --- - - - - - ....... - - ........ -
....... ____ ...., __ 
GUARANTEED NON"GUARANTEED 
GUARANTEED MAXIMUM MIDPOINT CURRENT PREMIUM 
DEATH CONTRACT PREMIUM OUTLAY WITH 
YEAR BENEFIT PREMIUM OUTLAY REENTRY 
5 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
IO 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
15 200,000 1,129.80 831.60 533.40 
20 200,000 1,138.20 835.80 533.40 
AGE70 200,000 8,355.96 5,160.72 1,965.60 
THIS IS AN ILLUSTRATION, NOT A CONTRACT 
I have received a copy of this illustration and understand that any non-guaranteed elements illustrated are subject to change and could 
be either higher or lower. The agent has told me that they are not guaranteed. 
Date 
·'£'(\_~-=' ~-) '.:»~ 
Signature of App~(Proposed In.sured) 
Date Signature of Owner (if Proposed Insured is a juvenile) 
I certify that this illustration has been presented to the applicant and that I have explained that any non~guaranteed elements illustrated 
are subject to change. I have made no statements that are inconsistent with the illustration. 
Date Signature o~;,;;=-n-ta-ti-ve __ _ 
This illustration is not complete unless all numbered pages are included. 
8/30/2000 V99 Page 4 of 6 State: ID 
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lft'I 1TED INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE COMt n.NY 
LIFE INSURANCE POLICY ILLUSTRATION 
TERM CHOICE 20 YEAR RENEW ABLE TERM 
Mary Severson INITIAL MONTHLY BANK DRAFT PREMIUM: $44.45 
FEMALE Age 33 STANDARD TOBACCO INITIAL FACE AMOUNT: $200,000 
GUARANTEED NON-GUARANTEED 
GUARANTEED MAXIMUM CURRENT PREMIUM OUTLAY 
ATTAINED DEATH CONTRACT WITHOUT WITH 
YEAR AGE BENEFIT PREMIUM REENTRY REENTRY 
1 34 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
2 35 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
3 36 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
4 37 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
5 38 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
6 39 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
7 40 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
8 41 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
9 42 · 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
10 43 200,000 533.40 533.40 533.40 
11 44 200,000 999.60 533.40 533.40 
12 45 200,000 1,037.40 533.40 533.40 
13 46 200,000 1,077.36 533.40 533.40 
14 47 200,000 1,108.80 533.40 533.40 
15 48 200,000 1,129.80 533.40 533.40 
16 49 200,000 1,138.20 533.40 533.40 
17 50 200,000 1,138.20 533.40 533.40 
18 51 200,000 1,138.20 533.40 533.40 
19 52 200,000 1,138.20 533.40 533.40 
20 53 200,000 1,138.20 533.40 533.40 
, 21 54 200,000 2,622.96 1,833.36 t ,965.60 
22 55 200,000 2,822.40 1,963.56 1,965.60 
23 56 200,000 3,026.16 2,181.96 1,965.60 
24 57 200,000 3,234.00 2,398.20 1,965.60 
25 58 200,000 3,433.56 2,616.60 1,965.60 
26 59 200,000 3,616.20 2,832.96 1,965.60 
27 60 200,000 3,807.36 3,051.36 1,965.60 
28 61 200,000 4,019.40 3,391.56 1,965.60 
29 62 200,000 4,290.36 3,733.80 . 1,965.60 
30 63 200,000 4,617.96 4,074.00 1,965.60 
31 64 200,000 5,061.00 4,416.36 1,965.60 
32 65 200,000 5,558.76 4,756.56 1,965.60 
33 66 200,000 6,117.36 5,151.36 1,965.60 
34 67 200,000 6,671.76 5,544.00 1,965.60 
35 68 200,000 7,247.16 5,938.80 1,965.60 
--~--------------------------------
See page 2 for a detailed description of this illustration. 
This illustration is not complete unless all numbered pages are included. 
8/30/2000 Y99 Page 5 of 6 State: m 
C i 
.. .iTED rNVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE CO:tv •• ~NY 
LIFE INSURANCE POLICY ILLUSTRA TlON 
TERM CHOICE 20 YEAR RENEW ABLE TERM 
Mary Severson INITIAL MONTHLY BANK DRAFT PREMIUM: $44A5 
FEMALE Age 33 STANDARD TOBACCO INITIAL FACE AMOUNT: $200,000 
GUARANTEED NON-GUARANTEED 
GUARANTEED MAXIMUM CURRENT PREMIUM OUTLAY 
ATTAINED DEATH CONTRACT WITHOUT WITH 
YEAR AGE BENEFIT PREMIUM REENTRY REENTRY 
36 69 200,000 7,767.96 6,331.56 1,965.60 
37 70 200,000 8,355.96 6,726.36 1,965.60 
38 71 200,000 8,979.60 7,419.36 1,965.60 
39 72 200,000 9,792.36 8,U4.40 1,965.60 
40 73 200,000 10,800.36 8,807.40 1,965.60 
41 74 200,000 12,033.00 9,502.56 9,502.56 
42 75 200,000 13,477.80 10,195.56 10,195.56 
43 76 200,000 15,094.80 11,400.96 11,400.96 
44 77 200,000 16,839.96 12,606.36 12,606.36 
45 78 200,000 18,685.80 13,811.76 13,811.76 
46 79 200,000 20,615.76 15,017.16 15,017.16 
47 80 200,000 22,698.96 16,222.56 16,222.56 
48 81 200,000 25,019.40 18,633.36 18,633.36 
49 82 200,000 27,663.36 21,044.16 21,044.16 
50 83 200,000 30,708.36 23,454.96 23,454.96 
51 84 200,000 34,198.56 25,865.76 25,865.76 
52 85 200,000 38,348.16 28,276.56 28,276.56 
53 86 200,000 42,539.76 30,863.76 30,863.76 
54 87 200,000 47,369.76 33,450.96 33,450.96 
55 88 200,000 52,088.40 36,038.16 36,038.16 
56 89 200,000 57,500.16 38,625.36 38,625.36 
57 90 200,000 62,722.80 41,212.56 41,212.56 
58 91 200,000 68,835.96 45,393.60 45,393.60 
59 92 200,000 75,474.00 49,572.60 49,572.60 
60 93 200,000 82,859.76 53,753.76 53,753.76 
61 94 200,000 91,419.36 57,932.76 57,932.76 
62 95 200,000 102,194.40 62,113.80 62,113.80 
- - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ 
See page 2 for a detailed description of this illustration. 
This illustration is not complete unless all numbered pages are included. 
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- UNITED INVESTORS LIFE • INSURANCE SERVICES DMSION • PO Box268895 Oklahoma City, OK 73126-8895 
~ 1-405-235-2315 
~D ~ 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: DATE: 
FROM: SUBJ! 
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MITCHELL L. EGUSQUIZA 
Attorney at Law 
700 North Third East Street 
P. o. Box 580 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-4438 
FAX: (208) 587-4964 
August 27, 2002 
United Investors Life 
Customer Service Department 
P.O. Box 10207 
Birmingham, Alabama 35202-0207 
Facsimile: (405) 270-1496 
Re: Policy No. U000814264 
Insured: Mary L. Severson 
Beneficiary: Carolyn Diaz 
To Whom It May Concern: 
1.:1 
\) 
Please be advised that I represent Carolyn'i.>iaz, who is 
the named beneficiary on the life insurance policy owned by Mary 
Severson (deceased). Mary Severson passed away in the County of 
Elmore, City of Mountain Home, State of Idaho, on the 15th day of 
February, 2002. 
It is my understanding that all of the appropriate 
documentation has been previously submitted by my client, yet 
your company has failed to tender payment. 
Wherefore, demand for payment is hereby made upon you 
for the payment of the policy amount as set forth in the terms 
and conditions of Mary Severson's contract with you. If payment 
is not forthcoming within ten (10) days of the dispatch of this 
letter, I have received authorization by my client to initiate a 
lawsuit to collect the same. If litigation becomes necessary, I 
will also be seeking an award of attorney fees and costs. 
Please treat this letter as your final notice to 
resolve this matter amicably. 
MLE/jmm 
cc: client 
Very truly yours, 
EGUSQUIZA LAW OFFICES, CHARTERED 
.i\ 12 J 3 
( 
- UNITED INVESTORS LIPE • INStraANCE SERVICES DMSlON • PO Bax 2.58895 Oklahoma Clty, OK 73126-Bass 
~ 1-405-235-~'15 
FAX NOMBER: (405} 270-1496 
TO: Regina Douglas 
FROM: Vickey Matthias. 
NUMBER OF PAGES THIS TRANSMISSION (INCLUDING COVER) 
If there are any problems with this transmission, 
{405} 270-1147. 
2 
please call 
As requested, please find following a fax of an attorney 
letter we received on the death claim on Mary Severson, 
#U000814264. 
Thank you for handling· this. 
( ( 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE• INSURANCE SERVICES DMSION• r.o. Box268895 
Oldahon111 Cit,,, OK 73126-8895 
1-405-235-2315 
VIA FACSIMILE 
Mitchell Egusquiza 
700 N 3 E 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Dear Mr. Egusquiz.a: 
JUly 8, 2002 
RE: Policy U000814264 
Mary L Severson, Deceased 
It is our understanding that you are representing1 Carol Diaz, the Mother of our insured. 
Therefore, we are corresponding with you regarding the status of the claim submitted 
under the above referenced policy. 
Although we have not completed our review of this claim as it relates to the 
contestabllity issue, we have received correspondence from Jay P Clark, an attorney 
representing the spouse of Mary Severson. Mr. Severson is apparently contesting the 
beneficiary change made under this policy in October 2001. We have included a copy 
of Mr. Clark's letter with this correspondence. 
Since it appears you are representing Ms. Diaz, we have not corresponded with her 
regarding this matter. We assume you will notify Ms. Diaz of this situation once you 
have had an opportunity to review the Idaho [aw regarding this issue. 
Mr. Egusquiza, we are currently waiting on a copy of the Coroner's report related to 
Ms. Severson's death. If you have any additional information to provide, please fax this 
to us at 405-270-1120. 
EAA/pc 
ENC: Letter - Jay P Clark 
Sincerely, 
~-~~,..._ 
E. Ann Allen 
Life Benefits Division 
JV L. - 0 8' 0 2 (MON) l 7 , 2 7 GLOBE LI FE TEL:405 270 1120 P. 00 l 
TRANSACTION REPORT 
Transmission 
Tranoactlon (11) comPleted 
NO, TX DATE/TIME DESTINATION DURATION ?GS. RESULT MOOE: 
4 8 1 JUL. 8 1 7 , 2 S 2 o s s a, 4 9 6 4 o• o 1 • 4 r o o 3 OK Normal 
{'1216 
FAX TRANSMITAL SHEET 
TO: 
FROM: 
NO. PAGES _____ 3 ____ (Including Cover) 
If you experience problems with this fax, call 405-270-1147. 
ADDIITONAL COMMENTS OR INSTRUCTIONS: 
PARAL.ECJAL 
··----- DEBORAH 5. MINER 
LEGAi.. ScCRE:TARY 
SUSAN M. TIFFANY 
MEiOICA/... RFtSE:ARCHANAI..YST 
JENNIFER 5, PETERMAN 
VOLUNnFtR ADM(N. Assn;. 
PAUUNEJ.BARTE'.E 
COREY G. LAsSE 
/ ,.· . 
LAW OFF'!CES OF 
JAY P. CLARK 
I 60 NORTH 3RO EAST STREET 
P.O. Sox\ 202. 
MOUNTAIN HOME, I0AHO 83647 
May 23, 2002 
United Investors Life Insurance Company 
Attention: Variable Products Department 
P.O. Box 10287 
Birmingham, AL 35202 
Re: Mary L. Severson 
Policy number: US 1-42-64 
Date of Death: February 15, 2002 
Dear Sir/Madam: 
Tli:LEPHONE 
(208) 587-4500 
FAX 
(208) 587•571 2 
£•MAIL 
JAYPCLARK@WORLONET,ATT.NET 
JUN O 4 2002 
CLAIMS 
~ . 
I am writing this letter on behalf of my client, Larry Severson, the surviving spouse of Mary 
Severson. Mrs. Severson's life insurance policy number is referencSabove. 
I have spoken with Randy Valley, the local agent in Mountain '¥iome. He informed me that 
your company has sent a letter to the last named beneficiary, Carol Diaz, stating that the funds would 
not be available to her because the deceased had changed the designated beneficiary from her 
husband to Ms. Diaz without her husband's knowledge or consent. We believe that your company's 
actions are well justified and well supported by case law. See Roseli v. Rio Communities, 787 P.2d 
428 (N.M. 1990), which holds that a spouse cannot change the named beneficiary without consent 
or the fiduciary duty to the other spouse is violated. 
We believe it is going to be necessary to litigate the issue based on Ms. Diaz's recent 
threatening actions taken against my client. 
rn order to protect these proceeds and insulate your company from additional liability, it 
seems most appropriate for your company to file an Interpleader action which would allow the court 
to ·sort out this beneficiary problem. 
.,. .... , • ~ , I,,.. . 
• ,/ j .' • 
\ 
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('!2 7 0 
··- C. 
Ann Allen 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Ann Allen 
Tuesday, May 14, 2002 5:57 PM 
John Livingston 
Idaho 
We have a death claim on a UI policy that was issued in Idaho. The original beneficiary was the spouse of the insured. 
The Mother of the insured was a contingent. In October 2001, the insured/Owner changed the primary beneficiary to her 
Mother. 
The W&R agent is stating that in Idaho, the insured can't change a beneficiary designation from a spouse to another 
individual without written consent from the spouse(beneficiary). Something about Community Property laws. I asked the 
W&R Rep to give me the statute or Reg number but he did not have this information. 
Can you have someone research to see if this is true. 
The claim is still pending a death certificate and contestable review so we are not ready to pay. The policy number is 
U814264 - Severson. 
Thanks John. 
AA 
1 
r{£i. I rt of Application: Medical Uuestionnmre ~- f.lJ. DV~ IVLVI, uo., .... ~ ....... , "'""~mv~v, 
· Please Print All Answers The Medical Examiner murt ask 11 .. ,faposed Insured each queslfan and reca«J the unsw;r. 
First. Nome ... . - ---· Midd!elnittaf- ... ····-- .. last Nome___ Birth Dote: Month . Doy Vear 
~~~lp~;~ei;:ur~d: . . \\\Ct'f ~\. ······--··-_l!_ _____ S_-e ve rSlJ/1 
1 . o. Name and Address of your per~on4vsicion, or health core provider? Y\Ot\Jl I.::;,) Delails of YES answers. (Identify quash"on number, cirde 
applicable items: lndude diagnosis, dates, durations, 
b. Dote and reoson lost rnnsulled? ...,------,-~--------+---::dl---'r--- medicaffons and rreatmen/s prescribed, and names and 
c What treatment was given or medication prescribed? --------::,,""---- addresses of all attending physicians and medical facilities.) 
- ·-· .... _ .......... __ ., ·---·-·--------------__::==-------,,=~-----------,-----
:1-, ~illJttlrr\ '(z {)~dh (xl<J 2. 
3. 
4. 
5. (t) 
8. 
9. 
~~ ~~:o;:e~\i 08::r:~~~~:S~O~I ~!;~ b~~~ '.r_e~~e·d· f~~: ............................. -~.; 
b. dizziness, fainting, convulsions, head injury, headaches, paralysis or stroke, 
lremor, muscle weakness, depression, other mental or nervous disorder? .................. 0 r/ 
c. shortness of breath, persistent hoarseness or cough, blood spitting, bronchitis, 1 
asthma, pleurisy, emphysema, ruberculosis or chronic respiratory disorder? ................. 0 'r-ili' 
d. chest pain, palpitations, high blood p1essure, 1heumotic fever, heart mu1mur, f'-. 
varicose veins, phlebitis, or other heart or blood vessel disorder? , ..•.••....•..•....•.... 0 'rp. 
e. hepatitis, cirrhosis, ulcer, intestinal bleeding, colitis, diverticulitis, appendicitis or other 
disorder of the esophagus, stomach, intestines, rectum, liver, gall bladder, poncreos or spleen? .... Q M 
f. sugar, olbumin, blood or pus in urine, sexually transmitted or venereal disease, stone, l'-
or other disorder of the kidney, bladder, prostate or reproductive organs? ...........•..••.. 0 ·,g· 
g. diabetes, thyroid or other endocrine disorders? ...............••..••.•............• 0 f 
h. mthritis, neuritis, neuralgia, rheumatism, gout, or disorder of the muscles or bones, 
including the spine, bock and joints? ......................................... _Q ~ 
L disorder of the skin, breast, or lymph glands, cancer, tumor or cyst? .........•..•..•..... 0 J 
i, allergies, anemia, bleeding tendency or other disorder of the blood? ••....•........•..... Q · 
k. persistent fever, night sweats, chills and/or diarrhea? .•..•..•..•...•...•....••...... 0 
I. or been diagnosed for AIDS by o member of the medical profession, or hod a 
positive test for the HIV or HTLV·!lf (AIDS) virus? .......••.....••... , ...••.••...... 0 1~ 
m. or received counseling, od\'ice, or treatment regarding !he use of alcohol or drugs? ............ a }11. 
Other lhan listed above, have you within the post 5 years: 
o. hod or been treated for ony mental or physical disorder, illness or injury; hod or been 
advised to hove ony checkup, consultation, hospitalization, treatment or surge!'/ . 
induding on EKG, X-ray or other diagnostic test? .••.. ; .....•.••..•......•..•..••. . a I 
b. received disability benefits or workers compensation? ...........................•.. . 0 
Are you now under observation or toking treatment or medication? .....••................ .0 
Hove you had any change in weight in !he past year? ......................•.•........ 0 ~ 
Hove you used tobacco in any form In the past year? ...............•......•..•...... ~ 9 
Hove you ever used tobacco? If yes, give dote of last use, frequemy and amount used. . ......... 0 f' 
In the post ten yaors hove you used narcotics, barbiturates, tronquiUzers, hallucinogens, 
heroin, mo1phine, cocaine, amphetamines, LS.O., moriiuono or any other hobil-forming . 
drugs or prescription drugs, except as prescribed by a physician? ..........•...••.......... 0 )( 
Have you hod n fother, mother, brother or sister diagnosed before oge 60 as having: , 
diabetes, concer, hlgh blood pressure, heart or kidney diseose, alcoholism, manta\ illness or suicide? .. Q ~ 
.... If living________________ If De(eased 
Family Record 
Father 
-Mother · · 
Age State of Health . Age at Death I Cause of Death 
·· · · ,.~)· ·o · -·- ~~,,,;ff,,.t : - , 
_ . __ \.l.v~n2...1.Q __ Ji __ =..L,~ _.....,.___ ___ ---; 
. --- G.6 _. -.... t,b:NL--~ Brothers 
& Sisters 
Ztld.Lr '- r, ) I 1ii."~I U.iv-r-Ow1'.. 
io tg-a.hA I 
Cl/JJ, s-laks 11() ?YtN r 
(YVd· !IY: 
All statements ond onswers giv n q.~ove are true, complete, and correctly recorded to the best of my knowledge ond belief. 
U-402, Ed. 5-9 7 
,"'11 2')2 
.. _. .h. '-
N.R.-Adv. EMT-ND 
Medical Assistant 
./ ._/ . ./-
' . c 
14. TO BE COMPLETED IF QU£ST!O\· lS ANSWERED "YES" 
there a history of rheumatic tever, chorea, scarlet fever, diphtheria, 
recurr e nsillitis, syphilis? . _ 
---,-,.---,-+-~----
b. Is there a Mu · ? a Yes. · d ~o 
Weight: M.~ Pounds 
..... , ---·· -- ..... - -··· .. ----·· '' '-.... 
b. 
' .. ,_.,. -- . ·~····-,.--- ....... --,--.....-... ----,··- -·· ··-· -
7. After rnreful inqu d physical exominalion, do you find any 
Evi de nee of post or prese · eases or disorders of the: Yes 
o. Brain, nervous system? (Test 10 sand Coor~notion.) . . . . .. 0 
b. £ors, nose, eyes, throat or gums? . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ... . . . u 
liming 
Cl Systolit 
:::i Presysto!ic 
0 Diastolic 
c. Is the murmur constant or i onst t. 
d, Transmitted? 0 Yes 
e. On exercise, does the murmur 
O Intensify? 
0 Decrease? 
0 Disappear? 
f. Show location of murmur. 
Apex by ............. ( 
Area of murmur by ou~ine . [ C, 
Point of greatest intensity . [ 0 
Transmission .. . .. . • • . . [ ~ ] 
Blowing 
0 Rough 
ns nt Q Inconstant 
c Thyroid or lymph glands?.............. . .. . . . .... 0 g. Is hypertrophy present? ___ -'T" ____ _ 
d. Heart, blood vessels?. . . .. • . .. • .. .. . . .. .. . : .......... :i h. Apex beat 1s _ cm. to !eft mldstema ·ne in !he __ interspoca. 
Of you find any abnormality of heart size, rhythm or sou · ease L What is your impression of the murmur? _.,,,.,_ _____ _ 
complete Question No. 14} 
e. Lungs? •..•.....•............•.............•..... Cl 
f. Stomach or abdominal organs? ......................... .. D OPINIONS. 
G 't . t ? ' g. em o-unnory sys em ............•..•............•..... · 
h. Skin or extremilies? ..•....................... · ........ :l i 
a. 0. o~~s oppe~;o~c~ i~J;;;t;p~·m· h~~lih"or~lder than stated oga? :·.~-~ ,::i -~ 
b. Do you know or suspect thot the proposed insured: · 
1. ls o hobituol smoker? ............................. -~ ·o i 
2. Is a hobirual user of drugs? ........... , ...... , ......... QI' 
3. ls o _h_obitual, user of ~koh?lic beverages ~o excess? .... _, ..•. , .. Cl. l 
4. Participates m a physical h!ness program. . ....•.• , ., .•.•.... Q , 
c. _Do y~u _kno~-~~y fot!5 a~e-~n9-~nge~i!y_~t.p_rought out ab\ive?. '..:..:_~-- .. J 
1. Instructions lo Examiner Regarding Blood Prolile and Urinalysis : 
A Blood Profile and llrtno~sls ore requiied as port of this examination - A Uline · 
container is prnvided inside the b~od profile kit. Please follow the kit instructions 
carefully, espedolly the idenlificalion form. If hlood is not drown o 
not ovoilobla, indicate reason for delay: ____ __,=-.:~---
Io. Hove y:, se:~~ p~~~.; l;:~;:·: .... ~y before 1 ---------:: ~· ff EXAM~Al~ ;is·1110E INPRiv1iiT,--
H "YES," when ond why?_____________ Y ice 
· 0 Residence of Proposed Insured 
. . . . ... .. . .. - . __ .. _ ----· _,., __ ---- ~~s--iio... ~lace of Susiness of Proposed Insured 
11.. Are you in. any way_ re!oted to _the Prqposed Insured or to the Agent? _____ 0 _ ;'i( O 
i 2. ~e~::s~~g~::~inonan: 1/i f<:R 1 ~-d IL~ ( -- -____ Q' )_1/ ___ ?_v"""'_-__ -._-__ -P--m-{f)-=a.m=-.-n-_____ --a. ------
/)~~ , CHECK SERVICES PERFORMED by Pora-Medical Co. 
13. NAM£ OF EXAMINER { t.... • {,( f ~oro·Medicol Exam O Resting ECG ~ CJ M.D. Exom ~ood Prorne and Urine Kit 
SIGNATURE Of EXAMINER , / ~ 
Address of Poromed1rnl or Exo~- OTHERWISE, PLEASE MTACH STATEMENT Of FEE OR RECORD CHARGES HERE: 
------=494.....,~nfa, SoltaA $--~-------
U-402. Ed. 5.97 ; ~1se, ID 83705 
r• \.,;®UNITED INVESTORS LIFE 
As o convenience to mo, I hereby request ond authorize United Investors Life Insurance Company, Birmingham, Alabama to inttiote premium payments from my checking account either 
by electronic funds transfer or by pre-authorized bank draft order provided there me sufficient collected funds in said account to pay the some upon presentation. I agree that your rights 
in respect to each such transfer or draft shall be the some as if it were o check drown on you and signed ~ersonolly by me. This authority is to remain in effect until revoked by me in 
writing; and unlil you ocluolly receive such notice, I agree that you shall be fully protected in honoring any such transfer or draft. 
l further agree that if ony such transfer or draft is dishonored, whether with or without cause and whether 1ntenlional!y or inodvertentty, you shall be under no liability whatsoever, even 
!hough such dishonor results in the forfeiture of insurance. 
Nome of Pollcyholdar(s) I Policy Number(s) Mopthly Premium 
__ t]J_4;!/ /4. _Sn!_{;r :..SO# 1---·-Ale 0 1/Sr'f_ 1/5 
·M---·- -
-----
I 
De ositor(s) Finonciol lnstitufion 
Name of Oepositor(s) listed on the account Name of Financial Institution (Please Frint or Type) 
Financial lnsttMion Address 
City 
Requested Draft Dole Ost thro 28th only) Account Number to be debited 
Please attach n ,nmnlA 11vniJ11 rhorlr 
To: The f 
In complion , 
our Bonk D ~ ;pg,-
::c..d -QP-,._ \ \ 9 u.~i;::-
ln consideri 4;.x~ .;;:i, t\, '1 \ MARY SEVERSON 
P.O. BOX 1137 1.08-587-0076 
1. ltwi1 
Insur 
life : 
Life 
upor 
2. It wi 
mad 
MOUNT~~ HOME, ID 83647 
First !iecur. 
Banh.mg • lnve.-tment.M • In. 
1-800-5 U--1200 
for ___________ _ 
State 
Authorized in a resolution adopted by the Board of Directors of United Investors /Je Insurance Company on January 18, I 9 7 J. 
U-300, Ed. 5.97 
·"''2')4 . .L t, . 
Zip Code 
2107 
., 
ln~/1241 
. 17 
-
.e contact 
westors Life 
·ed Investors 
i Investors 
ou be based 
11ent is 
~-g~~_t) ... ~~P~~r. . ---.. .. -·-- j' 
1. How well do you know the Proposed Insured? 
1?3-J(now well O Oo not know well 
O Relanve (state relationship) ~....,_,,,_____ _____ _ 
How long known? , ef '72. 
2. Did you personally see Proposed Insured? iYes ONo 
Of No, expkiin in Remarks) 
3. Who first suggested the purchase ol lhis insurance? 
0 Agent ~ Owner/Applicant 
0 Proposed Insured O Other ________ _ 
..... ; ....... ' ...... ,. ..... ' ... ' " " .... ' ..... " " .. " . ' ' ............. " .... ' ..... ' .. ' ............. ' ...................... ' . ' . ., ...... ~ 
4. To the best of your knowledge, does the policy applied for involve the replacement 
of existing insurance or onnulttes? O Yes ~ No 
(If Yes, follow all applicable stut11 requirements) 
• , , , • • , , • •, • • • • • , r, • •, •• • < • • • •, • • • ,• • , •, • •, , • • • , • • • • • • • •, • , • • • • • • • , • • • O • • • • • • • r • • > > • , T • •• • • • • • • • • , • • > o • • • • • • • • •, • • o • •," • > • , • • • , • • • • • • ~ 
5. Purpose(s) which best describe{s) the use of this lnsuronce: 
Per..onol Business 
i9 Income Replacement O Buy/Sell 
Cf Home Mortgage O Key Person 
0 Estate Conservotton Q Stock Redemptton 
~ 0ebt Repayment O Creditor 
O 01her ______ O Other _____ _ 
,•••••••• .. ••••••••••••••••••••• .. •••• .. •• .. ••••••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••., .. •••••••••••• .. ••••••••••I•••,,••••••••• .. ••••••'"•'•••••• 
6. Financiol lnfamotioo: Your estimate of Proposed lnsured's . 
a. Annual Income $ L-f S' oo-
h. Est. Net Worth $ ~ $2.? ::. ..-
c. Ever filed bankruptcy?: cf Yes Y:, No 
Date Discharged ________ fxp/ai'n in Remarks 
(~""'.'~®UNlll!.V l!'iYtu1Vl'I..:, Lu-c. 
8. . ... if ~is is ·business. insum11ce: .......... . 
n. Are other principals being insured also? 0 Yes ~ No 
(I{ No, explain reason; If Yes, give names, amoun/5, companies) 
b. Business net worth $ 
.,.,-----~-~----(. Business net income Year ___ Amount $ 
d. Percent of business owned by Proposed Insured_-_-=-%---
9. If Proposed lnsurnd is o Juvenile: 
o. Did you see !he chnd? 
b. Does he/she live with parents? 
c. Are o!I brothers and sistais insured 
for like amounts? (If No, exploi11 in Remarks) 
OYes ONo 
O Yes o No 
o.Yes o No 
d. How much insuronce is ln force on the life of the 
person responsible for tho child's support? $ 
----
10 A ' P . CI I . . \oent s rem1um a cu ation 
(overage I Amount X Rate = Annual Premium 
Bose policy ! I 
Waiver Benefit ; 
Term Rider ! 
Waiver on Rider 
Other 
0lher i I 
Policy fee I 
Total I 
Mode factor j 
Mode Premium I i 
., .... , ............................. ,, ......... ,, .. ,., .......................... , .. , ........... , ..... ,, .... , ......... , ... ,. ······· ···~······· ........ ,. ...... ,, ... ,, ....... , ............. , ...... ,, .. , ..... , .......... . 
7. Owner's Confidential Finandol lnformotton: (ff App/icaffon is for Variabfo Ufe) 
a. Age: _____ _ 
b. Gross Forni~ Income: $ ____ _ 
c. Taxable Income: S 
-------d. Number of Dependents: _____ _ 
e. Occupation; _____________ _ 
f. Employer's Name: ___________ _ 
g. Employer Address: 
------------h. Savings and Liquid Assets: $ _________ _ 
i. Other Assels (excluding home, furnishings, car): S ____ _ 
j. Net Worth (Assets minus liabililies): $ _______ ~ 
k. Are you associated wilh any NASO Member? O Yes O No 
l. Investment Objectives (ma!k all that apply): 
0 Retirement Savings O Reserves 
0 Children's College O Income 
0 Other Needs/Goods (specify in Special Remarks) 
m. Special Remorks/Considerotions: _________ _ 
11. Te!eohone Numbers Insured 
Home: 
Business: ~ "1- ...2 ~00 
Sest lime ~ o.m. '3 Bus. 
to Coll: '1 ·vv O p.m. 0 Home 
Olher Insured 
Q o.m. O Bus. 
O p.m. Q Home 
1 .... , ...... ' .. ~ ................................. , ............. '.' ......................................... ' ....... ., ............ ' ....... . 
12. Is medical exomlnonon being completed .............. ~Yes O No 
If Yes, appointment dote 
------------Nome of Poro-Medical Service? 
--------~--
13. Remark!;: 
I represent !hot (1) l hO'le persona!~ seen the Proposed lnsured(s); (2) I hove lru~ ond occurotery recorded on this application the information os supplied by rue Owner and 1he Prof:OSed lnsured(s); 
(3) to !he best of my knowledge and bellef there~ nothing adversaty affecting the il1Sllmbitity of lhe Proposed !nsured(s) olher lhon as indicated in Ills oppkcmon; ( 4) the wlittell disdosura s1lJte, 
ment ¼US given on or before !he date the opplicalion wos signed in states where op~icoble; and (5) ~ I be(ome aware of a change in the health or hoblts of the Proposed !nsured(s), occurring ofter 
the dote of rue application but before l delwer the policy, I promise to inform lhe company of the change and agree to withhold delwery of rue policy unti1 instructed by the Company. 
X 
----------------------------------------Sign o !u re of Agent Dote Phone No. 
U-300, Ed. 5·97 
• ti~ .~AGE LABS 
• 1 ER NATIONAL, LLC 
1111 West Old 56 Hwy OlaU1e, KS 66061 
lO 4 71 155 
Aeglonel Office 
City/State 
F''roposed Insured 
Last Name 
Proposed Insured 
First Name 
Proposed Insured 
Address 
t ~oclal Security # 
prlver'a 
,License # 
IMPROPER 
~ liil 
.__, .~, ··i 
ave read and understand the notice and consent for testing, which appears on the reverse 
le of this form. I voluntarily consent to the collectlon of specimen(s) from ma, which may 
ilude blood, urine or oral fluids, the testing of specimen(s) i provide, and disclosure of 
i test results as described on the reverse side. If urine is the only sample which I provide, 
cknowledga Iha! an HIV test may be performed on the urine specimen and that I have 
1d and understand the brochure pertaining to urine HIV testing. . 
, attempt by 1he proposed Insured to modify or amend this form will change Its 
ms or In any way b~ binding upon the Insurance company or any of Its agents or 
ntractors. \ Date 
Ci·-._, r-,. ,-.r 9 G() 
1nature of Propes q Insured 
amlner Comments: 
.,., 
'. 
D Hep Panel 
D Mlcroalbumin 
vitamins, or over-the-counter medlcatlons? . No . Yes · · 
Medications? Is the propose~. .ln~ured cu_ rren~_ t ing ANY prei,criptlons, 
If yes, list: · · · :· : · : · -. - · 
. . ' . :, ... : . . .. '' ' . ' 
Agent 
Name/ Code 
Agent 
City/State 
INSURANCE COMPANY CC 
·dy Measurements (Do Not Complete Unless·1nstructed By The lnstiran·ce Company) · ·. · · ·. ·, · ·.. ···· .. · · ':- ,, ... - c.:··. :.:;·,, 
ht Feet Inches Weight lbs Blood Pressure 1st I 2nd I 3rd I 
l Rate 1st lrre2ularily/Minute 2nd , _1_ 2 ;~irt,99ulari!},'./Mlnute 
- ·---~ 
e, -- -~~C r-,,r 
-· 
t 
.,· ~ 
OI4.,. !5A HORL Rt~PONSE PRINT 
0091200025 
**************091200 
AN SEVERSON MARY 
Heritage Labs International, LLC 
1121A W. Old 56 Hwy 
Olathe, KS 66061 
,..-
Laboratory Director: B.D. Roberts, Ph.D. 
ID Number: 010471155 
Applicant: Severson, Mary L 
Location:  Home, ID 836
SSN: Female DOB: 
Agency: KeJ 7y Chantal 
Type: IndfvlduaT Life Amt: $200,000 
Hght: ' " Wght: Pulse: I I 
~: I I I 
Urine Temp: 94 F 
Customer; 108300 
JJ 
_,/ / 1"' 
RUN DATE~ 19112100 PAGE 1 
19670211 
CLIA Number: 17D094339€ 
United Investors Lff1 
Attn: Deborah South 2nd VP 
Exmnr: V Jenkins/PM/208-344-14 
Date Drawn: 9/6/20CO 11:30 AM 
Received: 9/1212000 7:45 AM 
Tested: 9/12/2000 3:14 PM 
Reported: 9/12/2000 7:21 PM 
Last Meal: 14 Hour(s) 
Pol.fey# 
HIV Status: Negative (Serum ELISA) 
Cocaine Status: Negative (Urine - cutoff= 300 nglmL) 
Test Name 
Glucose 
Fructosamine 
BUN 
Creatinine 
Alkaline Phosphatase 
Tot a 1 B 11 i rub in 
AST lSGOT) 
ALT (SGPT) 
GGT 
Total Protein 
Albumin 
Globulin 
ALB/GLD Ratio 
Triglycerides 
Cholesterol 
HDL 
LDL (Cale.) 
Chol /HDL Rat ;o 
LDL/HDL Ratio 
Low Normal 
(Serum) 
73 
1 .4 
0.9 
91 
0.4 
26 
23 
16 
7.5 
4.8 
2.7 
1.8 (Lipids) 
197 
185 
44 
102 
4.2 
2.3 
,··r2')7 
'''"' -t.. 
High 
29 
Normal Rang 
60-122 mg/dL 
0-1.8 mmol/L 
9-22 mg/dL 
0.6~1.3 mg/dL 
39-117 UIL 
1 .0 mg/dL 
40 UIL 
50 VIL 
61 U/L 
5.9-8.4 g/dL 
3.2-5.2 g/dL 
2.0-3.5 gldL 
1. 0-2.1 
200 mgldL 
160-240 mg/dJ 
35-80 mgldL 
90-171 mgldL 
5.0 
1 .5-5.5 
~ 
0 
n 
( ( 
014.,.._NSA 
0091200025 
HORL RtSPONSE PRINT RUN DATE: 09/12/00 PAGE 2 
Glucose 
pH 
Leukocyte Esterase 
Blood 
Protein Quantitative 
Creatinine 
Protein Creatinine Ratio 
Cotin/ne 
Menses 
No Lfpemia 
No Hemolysls 
19 
(Urinalysis) 
2 
7.2 
Negative 
Negative 
3 
0.16 (Special Urine Tests) 
:"' 12 2 8 
2.3 
0-23 mgldL 
4.8-8.0 
Negative 
Negat fve 
0-20 mg/dL 
29-287 mg/dL 
0.02-0.2 
0.5 uglmL 
/ 
I 
. . 
TELECOMMONl·CATIONS CALL REFERRAL 
'RESENTATl~E 
INSURED 
HOSPITAL 
0OCTOR-----
OTHEA -----
CALLER 
':PHONE ( • 
~ESS 
STATE, ZJP , , 
"'5UMMAAY: 
TO: .,, DESIGNATED OEPAFITMENT 
D LIFE CLAIMS ; 
D GLOBE MEDICARE 
D UA MEDICARE: 
D UA POLICY sehv. 
I D OTHER. ; 
D A& H CLAIMS 
0 Cl# ___ _ 
0 UNOERWAmNG 
0 POLICY S~ICE 
D UVING BENEFITS 
POLICY NUMBER 
TEl.EPHONE ( 
/'W-'IE Yr 
'. C/0 
\' 
ADDRESS 
0 VERIFIED 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 
I• 
DATE . 
.5-JL/-{) .?-_:_ 
POLICY OWNER .. ~·. . 
, . 
D INSURED 
0 "'"'" • . ~ I\.: .A D APPLICAfT G ,?,-A, f ,'7 \ 
D orneR , '-(",f;,,0 
. r 
INSURED[ APPLICANT 
) • 1 '. 
,, 
_<z_·:_ ~ ~ ~ ~~. ~ ~~-~ ~ PS~ 
a,... '15'~ i:,____\_£. ;::.. c..Q....,..., - ~~:,. .. -...._ 0..... ~).. ·•. . 
) 
~-' ~l-· 
1 ..., ') () (., 0 
( 
N..., S' e.ue; f-0/'.\J f& CJ l, Pol. No. -----tl~A_....0........-=.'0_0--1'2:--C.L-"l/_.,2::;;..,,.lu-a ..i....Y __ _ 
R. ~--/ b -o:;;L 00D. ,2 -15:--0 2- C/-.2.-S:-o O 
P. ______ CA. _____ _ 9-2- s: -a ..'1-
Dep. coverage ________ _ 
state Req. _________ _ 
Reins. Amt. --+--------
PPI ______________ _ 
Assignment: 
Add Pend. Mail to: 
Check Keyed cc: 
Req. Rec. Req. Rec. 
-r::;- /.e. -O rd_ '-/ -l h ~o ..2-
~ ~d y --( f -0 :J-
D D Claim Fotm Claim Form D D Accident Report 
D D Death Cert. D D Toxicology Report 
D D Ord, Contestible D D Annuity Tax Letter 
Investigation 
D D Agts. Statement D D 
.• ') ·:q 
(, 'I 
'\6 LIFE CLAIMS /~o. Box 26B89s' 
/Oklah~~ City, OK 73126 (405) 270-1147 
m 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE 
,._,· 
....._. • ---- --· - - -- ---w-. 
Policy number) under which claim is made by undersigned. _ __:U:..8:::..1~---=-4.::.2_-...=.6..::.4 ____________________ _ 
1. (o) Deceosed's name in full MARY L. SEVERSON 
00 hj~oce 4375 POPPY AVE.MOUNTAIN HOME IDAHO 83647-5601 
(c) Occupation HOUSEWIFE (d) Employer--'...._ ____________ _ 
2. (a) Dote of BIRTH FEB. 11 , 1 9 6 7 Place of birth A SEEN , .. C,OLORADD 
3. (a) Dote of DEATH FEB • 1 5 , 2 0 0 2 Pkiceofdeoth MOUNTAIN HOME IDAHO 
(b} Couse of death PE:NPING INVESTIGATION 
4. If you do not desire payment in one sum, state type of settlement desi!ed. 
Authorization 
The undersigned hereby applies !or payment of said insurance benefits by !he United Investors life lnsuronce Company nnd agrees tllot lhe written statements and affidavits of all the 
physicians who attended or treated the insuied, and all o1her papers called for by 1he inst1udions hereon, shall constitute and they ore hereby made o port of these Proofs of Death, and 
further ogrees that the furnishing of this form, or of any othe1 forms supplemental thereto, by said Company shoU not constitute nor be considered on admission by It that .lbere was any 
insurance in fo1ce on !he IHe in ques1ion, nor o waiver of orw of its rights or defenses. 
I hereby outhotlze any physidon, medico! practillooer; hospiltll; clinic or mediailly related facHi!y, empbyer, muro_nce compall'( or other person mg medico! infonno1ion concerning !he 
Decoosed, 1o permit Untted lnvesrors Life lnsurorn:e Company or its oulhonzed rep,esemotives to review, copy or olherwise obtain detaib of all sum medical informo1ion, including but not rmitlld to, 
AIDS, AIDS Related Complex (ARO, drug abuse, olcobolism or psychiomc treatmenl. I ogree !hot o photocopy or focslmile of this oulhotizlllion shan be deemed as effecttve and vofid os the origiool. 
Federal Withholding 
Under Penalties Of Perjury, I/We The Undersigned Certify That: 
( l) The number shown on this form is my correct taxpoye1 identification numbm (or tom waiting for II number lo be issued to me}, and 
(2) I am not subject to backup withholding either because 1 hove not been notified by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) th~.I om sqbject to backup withholding as a result ol 11 
failure to 1eport all interest or dividends, or the IRS hos notified me thnt I am no longer subjict to backup withlmlding (does not apply to real estate transactions, mortgage interest paid, 
the ocquisltton 01 aliondonment of secured properly, contlibufions to an individual retirement arrangement {IRA}, and poyments o!her than interest and dividends. 
Certification lnslructions-You must cmss out item (2) above ~ you hove been notified by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) thot you ore subject to backup wilhholding because of 
uuderreporting interest or dividends on your tax return. 
Taxpaye1 Identification Number Social Serurny Number E"'loyer lden1iftcofion Number Enter your taxpayer identification number in !he oppropri~te box. 
For individuob and sole proprieto1s, this is your social secilrily number. 
For other entities, it is your employer idantilicaflon number.  OR DD- DDDDDDD 
Any person who, with intent to defraud or kno~ing that he is focilitoting n froud against an Insurer, submits tl11 opplicotton 01 files a claim ~ontoining a false or deceplive statement is 
guilly of insurance houd and is subject to c1iminol and civil penollies. · ' 
· ~ .,/7 . l Signature of Claimant i i[ tJ. fl A(-, 
Signature of Senefidory Af 1X V ~ Dote Signed jQ ::i._o f'( Ulffata nf binh O 6 / 0 9 / 1 9 4 4 
Address 5 2 7 GAB~___:.________ JZ: Ralotlonship to the deceased _·1,;,4M.,....Q ..... ~H ... E11o1.R~--------
Ci1y CLIFTON, COLORADO 81 5 2 0 Telephone: Home ( 9 7 () _4_3 4_-_0_7_9_5 _______ _ 
State CLI;ETON,COLORADOlip 81520 Work (97Q....;2;;;;..4.;;_4;;...-~1~3;,,,.;;3;..;.7 ______ _ 
The Information Requested Below Must Ba Provided If The Policy Was In Effect less Thon Two Yeors. 
1. (a) When did deceased first complain of or give other indication of the last illness? ___ N_O_C_,O_M_P_L_A_I_N_T_S __________ _ 
(b) When did deceased first consult o physician for the lost illness? ...,l!Ju.A~NJ..,I.L,,!2:&-1,Q.w.Ot,4;?..._ ________________ _ 
2. Names and addresses of oil physicians who attended the deceased and of all haspito~ ond instttutions where the deceased was !Teated during the lost Rlness ond 
during five years prior thereto: 
Nome A<ldms Dote Disease or Condition 
DR-.·WELCH(OESE'RT SAG'E - 4J O N, 6 East 
HEAT.TH CENTEB MOUNTAIN HOME ,TD 
3. Facts concerning other life insurance carried by deceased. 8 3 6 4 7 
Company Polley Doted 
NONE TO~¥ KNOWtEDG~ 
U-566, Ed. 10/99 
'')')') 
( ,, . ( .. 
1,;2002 GASTRIC REFLUX 
Amount of Insurance 
·I 
·:,I 
ii 
~~~llltllflll~:~· 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND WELFARE 
BUREAU OF \/(!'AL RECORDS AND HEALTH STATISTICS 
CERTIFICATE OF DEATH 
FEBRUARY 21, 2002 stale File No. 2002-01117 
MARYL. SEVERSON 
sex 
FEB, 15, 200,2 FEMALE 
WA.S DECECOO EVER IN 
US.ARMEDFORCl:S? 
NO 
IDAHO 
MAl'IITAL STA.TUI 
MARRIED 
GALEN MAURICE RICKS 
CAROLYN LEE LEWIS 
SU'MV!Na SPOUSE ,,,.ldtn M-) 
LARRY SEVERSON 
CITY, TOWN OR LOCATION 
MOUNTAIN HOME 
r 
. 
,., 
A.GE 
35 YEARS 
COLORADO 
cnY. TOWN OR LOCATION OF DeA.Tli 
MOUNTAIN HOME, IDAHO 
COLORADO 
· .. : .. · .. ,,: COLORADO 
... . .... 
SUMMERS FU,~ERAL HOMES, MCMURTREY CHAPEL , MOUNTAIN' HOME,.:·-'· ~DAHO 
JERRY L. ROST I 
11MEOFO-D.'IH MI.NNER OF CEO.TH 
4:15 A.H. COULD NOT BE DETERMINED 
FOUND LETHAL LEVELS OF DOXYLAMINE & TOXIC LEVELS OF ZOLPIDEM 
DUE TO (ot H • """Mquon .. ol): 
I>. 
DUE TO ("' 11 • ""'M<l••••• ol)e 
.. 
0-UE TO ("' II •• .,,,.,qMlll'ICI ol): 
d. 
/ 
;~-,, 1,--0-~_H_E_R_S_IG_N_IF-IC_AN_T_C_O_N_O_IT-IO_N_S_C_O_N_TR_IB_U_T_l~-G-T_O_D_E_A_TH-bu-,n-01-,--,M-ng-lo-_~-.-un-de-_rl~---~---.-__ ...,,-::.-~-~;->·-.. -:-::-~-~---=:_; __ ~~s-·--'.,-. ----------~-A-~y~=Ec,psy=S-----t 
I NONE LISTED ,_ ' . \).:,\>( -:lff::\i ·_.,;/,::-F ·, 
I 
I 
I 
~ FEBRUARY 15, 2002 APPROX. 4:15 l:1-----------------'-------------------------'---'-.------1 i 
NO 
OESCRIPTION OF H:;lW INJUA'I' OCCUAAeO 
~ i 1--_U_N_K_N_o_w_N _________ _..,., ____________________________ --t 
$ F'lACEOFIN.11..llf LOCATION OFll'lJI.RI' / 
f HOME 4375 POPPY DR, MTN HOME, IDAHO 
:t 
1 
•i-
i 
f 
f 
' SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION ADDED: 0&/14/2002 
This Is a true and correct reproduction of the document officially registered end placed 
on lile with the IOAHO BUREAU OF VITAL RECORDS ANO HEALTH STATISTICS, 
DATEISSUED,JUHE is, 2002 ~~ 
This copy Is not valid unl~ss prepared on engraved bo;de, (' l 2 3 3 ~ANES. SMITH 
dlsplaylng slate seal and signature of the Registrar. STATE REGISTRAR 
- -----~------- ·~-- --·-
CAROL DIAZ 
527 GARDNER WAY 
CLIFTO!-I°,co. 81 520 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE 
P.O.BOX 268895 
OKLAHOMA CITY,OK. 73126 
--------··· ...•. -- --··---· .. ·--- .... 
Page: 1 Document Name: um:.it 1 "t_d 
IlO 0000814264 * * ORDINARY L.~,'JEFICIARY SUPPORT FILE MAINTE:NANCE "" * 
POLICY: 0000814264 STATUS: 00-PR-PAY PLAN: 
INSURED: MARYL SEVERSON 
OWNER: MARYL SEVERSON 
P/C 
C 
BENEFICIARY 
DIAZ,CAROL** 
ISSUE AGE: 
ADDRESS: 
LAST CHANGE DATE: 10/24/01 TERM ID: 0S14 
SOURCE: D -----
Date; 4/16/2002 Time: 4:06:44 l?M 
3QI TOB: LIFE 
34 ISSUE DATE: 09/25/00 
527 GARDNER WAY 
CLIFTON CO 81520 
RELATIONSHIP 
MO 
REQUEST FOR LOST POLICY: 
01235 
····- '""' ·-·- -------
~"'':I"". ,. uu...:umenc Name: untitl.ed 
---· - ...... - .... -- ....... --·--....... - ... r--· ----- ---
000 U * *"' 5000 - t,,__ S GENERAL INFORMATION * *"' 
TODAY: 04-16-02 LAST-CHNG: 03-14-02 LAST-ACCTNG: 03-24-02 FM-DATE: 04-15-02 
POLICY: OI-0000814264 NAME: SEVERSON,MARY L** STATUS: 00-PR-PAY 
DST/AGY: 002/49 FMY-GRP: 00000 TYPE: 54-BB ISS-DTE: 09-25-00 PAID-TO: 04-25-02 
NOTES: ART 
!?H PLAN ISSUED 
0 3QI 09-25-00 
NO UNITS UNIT VAL UNIT PRM AGE PAY-UP MAT/EXP CLASS 
200.0000 1000.00 1.90 34 2002 2061 REN TRM 
SUPPLEMENTARY BENEFITS: 
REINSURED: NO 
PENSION PLAN: NO 
BIRTH DATE: 
PAYOR: 
Date: 4/16/2002 Time: 4:06:52 PM 
SOURCE ENTRY: 
LAST ENTRY: 
YEAR ENTRY: 
OWNER/ASSGN: 
NEW BUSINESS 
ISSUE 
0 
' ' 2 .... 6 
~· -"- j 
Joyce Flowers 
. From: UI VAR PROD RECORDS [UIVPRECORDS@UILIC.COM] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2002 7:21 AM 
To: 'Joyce Flowers' 
Subject: RE: CARL G FISHER, U11033; DEAN LENGEL, U105307; MARY SEVERSON, U814 264 
FILES READY 
THANKS,FRANCES 
-----Original Message-~~--
From: Joyce Flowers [mailto:JFLOWERS@torchmarkcorp.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2002 5: 16 PM 
To: UIVPRECORDS@UIUC.COM 
Subject: CARL G FISHER, U11033; DEAN LENGEL, U105307; MARY SEVERSON, U814 264 
PLEASE SEND THESE UI FILES TO OKC. 
THANKS, J FLOWERS 
4/17/2002 C1237 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE 
P.O.BOX 268895 
OKLAHOMA CITY,OK.73126-8895 
TO WHOM it MAY CONCERN: 
CAROL DIAZ 
527 GARDNER WAY 
CLIFTON,COLORADO 81520 
(970) 434-0795 
APRIL 8th,2002 
ON THE ADVISE of MY ATTORNEY IAM SENDING A LETTER AND COPY of THE 
CERTIFICATE of DEATH THAT WE HAVE THUS FAR. I REALIZE THAT IT HAS 
TO BE A CERTIFIED CERTIFICATE BUT HER DEATH IS STILL UNDER INVESTIGATION 
AND IT IS HIGHLY LIKELY DUE TO A PART FOR THIS INSURANCE MONEY. 
I CALLED TO SEE IF WE NEEDED TO CONTINUE TO PAY THE PREM.ON THIS PQICY 
AND WAS TOLD THAT IT WAS STILL BEING PAID OUT OF MARY' ACCOUNT.PLEASE 
ADVISE IF WE NEED TO PAY. 
ALSO IAM ADDING THE ADDRESS of THE HOSPITAL THAT TREATED MARY FOR 
THE GASTRIC REFLUX.SHE HAD A SCOPE DONE of HER STOMACH ON JAN 31,2002 
DR WELCH DIAGNOISED HER AS HAVING THE GASTRIC REFLUX BUT DUE TO POLICE 
CONFID. I AT THIS TIME CAN'T REALEASE WHAT ACTUALLY WAS FOUND THAT 
CAUSED HER STOMACH PROBLEMS. 
ELMORE MEDICAL CENTER 
895 N.6 EAST 
MOUNTAIN HOME IDAHO 83647 
( 208) 587-8401 
DATE of SERVICE 01/31/02 
AND THE NIGHT SHE PASSED AWAY 02/15/02 
DR. RICHARD KINGSTON,D.O. 
2231 N.7th STREET 
GRAND JUNCTION,COLORADO 81501 
( 970) 245-3208 
08/24/01 PHYSICAL 
09/14/01 PHYSICAL FOLLOW-UP 
12/14/01 CELLULITIS 
SINCE"'tlyti1r(;{) ..p vi\ 
CAROL DIAZ r ,,. '. 2 3 8 l ~ -
UNITED !!RS LIF¥::·;, 1"'~ ;{\~ s 
0 ANNUITY CL\IMS 
P.O. Box 10207 
Birmingham, AL 35202-0207 
(800} 288-2722 
_, ! 1--'\. \ l ' 
Policy numbers under which claim is mode by undersigned. __ U=-8=-.:...1 _--=4-=-2_--=6-=4,__· ___ \_ .. ,;_\.-J ______________ _ 
l _ (a} 0eceosed's name in full MARY L • SEVERS ON 
(bl Residence 4375 POPPY AVE.MOUNTAIN HOME IDA.HO 83647-5601 
(c) Occupation HOUSEWIFE (d) Employer _______________ _ 
2. (o) Dote of BIRTH FEB. 1 1 , 1 9 6 7 Pince of birth ASPEN. COLOR A no 
3.(a) 0ateofDEATH FEB.15,2002 Ploceofdeolh MOUNTAIN HOME IDAHO 
{b) Cause of death PENDING INVESTIGATION 
4. If you do not desire payment in one sum, state type of settlement desired. 
Authorization 
The undersigned hereby applies for payment of said insurance benefils by the United Investors life Insurance Compony and agrees that the wrlttan statements and offidoVits of all !he 
physicians who attended 01 lTeoted !he insured, and all other papers called for by !he instructions hereon, shall constitute and they ore hereby made a part of these Proofs of Death, and 
further agrees that the furnishing of this form, or of any other forms supplemen!al thmeto, by said Company shall not constitute nor be considered on admission by It that there wos any 
insurance in force on the life in question, nor a waiver of any of its rights or defenses. 
I hereby authorize any physician, medical procti!ioner, hospital, dinic or medkally related fucirrty, employer, illl11ronce company or other pe1Son ho'ling medical information concerning the 
Deceased, to pe1mit Untted Investors tile Insurance Company or its authorized representatives to re~ew, copy or olherwise obtoln detoi~ of all sudi medical info1mation, including hut not nmite<l to, 
AIDS, AI0S Relatell Complex {ARO, drug abuse, alcoholism or psychiol!ic treo!ment. l agree that o photocopy or focsimile of this oulhonzation shall be de!!med as effective ond vaftd os the original. 
Federal Withholding 
Under Penalties Of Perjury, I/We The Undersigned Certify That: 
( l} The number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am wailing for o number to be issued to me), ond 
(2) l am not subject to backup withholding either because I have not been notified by !he lntemol Revenue Service (IRS) lhtit.1 om subject to backup withholding os o result of o 
failure to report all interest Of dividends, or the IRS hos notified me that I om no longer subject to backup withholding (does not apply to real estote transactions, mortgage interest poid, 
the acquisition or abandonment of secured property, con11ibulions to on individual refirement 01rongement ORA}, ond payments other !hon interest and dividends. 
Certification Instructions-You must cross out Item (2) above if you hove been notified by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) that you me subject to backup withholding bemuse of 
underreporting in1erest or dividends on your tax return. . 
Taxpayer Identification Humbe1 
Enter yam taxpayer identification number in the appropriate box. Social Security Number Employer 1den1ificotion Number 
For individuals and sole proprietors, !his ls your social security number. 
For other entities, it is your employer identification number. OR DD-DDDDDDD 
Any person who, with intent to defraud or knowing that he is facilitating o !mud against on Insurer, submits an opp!icotion or files a claim containing a false or deceptive statement ls 
guilty of insurance fraud and is subject to criminal and civil penalties. · · 
~
"' ~ V /1 ~l Signature of Claiman!,., , *( t,/L' If~ 
Signature of Beneficiary 0._ fl lA,. V Dote _Signed IV '1.JJ y V ~e of birlti O 6 / 0 9 / 1 9 4 4 
Address 5 2 7 GAR NELWAY ~ Ralatianship lo the deceased _._.,M..,.O""'T ...... H~E .... R.-________ _ 
City CLIFTON,COLORADO 81520 Telephone: Home(97Q_4_3_4_-_O_7_9_5 _______ _ 
State CLIFTON,COLORADOZip 81520 Work (97Q...;2;;;;._4.;::..4.;;;.,.-_1.;..;3;;..;3;;...7;....._ _____ _ 
The Information Req·uested Below Must Be Provided If The Policy Was In Effect Less Than Two Years. 
1. (o} When did deceased first complain of or give other indication of the lost illness? ___ N_O_C_O_M_P_L_A_I_N_T_S ___________ _ 
(b) When did deceased first consult a physlcian for !he lost illness? _,,J...:.A=N""" • ...,2.._O ..... O--=2 ___________________ _ 
2. Names and addresses of oil physicians who attended !he deceased and of oil hospitals and instilutions where the deceased was treated during the last lllness and 
during five years prior thereto: 
N arne Address Dote Disease or Condition 
DR.WELCH(DES~R~ SAGE 410 N.6 East 1 I 2002 GASTRIC REFLUX 
HEALTH CENTER MOUNTAIN HOME ,IO 
3. Facts concerning olher life insurance carried by deceased. 8 3 6 4 7 
Company Policy Doted Arnau nt of Insurance 
NONE TO MY KNOWLEDGE 
U-566, Ed. l 0/99 
.. .,,, 
Slate of Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF DEATH Slate FIie No. ___ _ 
111 11 ,.,,., 111·, •w tffl'!I: hrw m,i,,.u, c:rn:1111rn l'f u.- 1u.11 nto1sm,M1, Wt111 rt11 •n. o, M-ll.tK l "-IU''" IIIIA.1110 Uat. s:••'-~1 fif u~ru "' 1•u1,•• ~ .... 11 
1,10ro,c:, f1' ltll ~ II UIIDI~ IDAIIO !;ON M Hll'I I lf tr< local Reg. No. 
OECEDelH - NAM& Hl'-!H """"I 1Mt SU OA1E Of' Ol/l,TH(Mo,,1110 Dor.-.,, 
.. 
t0CIM. SECU/Ul'I' NUUO&A 
• 523-21-6737 
l'H DlCEDENT EV.R 11i'us~D 
,OOCH? 
... 35 , Feb. ,, 
HOSrITAl OI HEIi 
,uc1 • · 
:~:,:: , -.t [ I) Chnpi,lhml . : (4) 0 Long-Tann Care Facility 
Uves l~No ..,,., ,.. (2) raEAJOutpalhml (3) [.looA 1 (5)O0wn Resldanc• 
2002 
81RTl1PlACE re,, •nd Stolt "' ,..,,,., ec,u,<ry/ 
1967 , A.& en Cololtado 
(8) D 0lher Prlvala Resldenc. 
(7) D Other (Spsclfyl, ______ _ 
I ____ ~ · I 
f.-C,11,lt,Y NAME.ANDl/lDflJiji~~• ""'""'' "'"' P•1f'plo<:t. "l'-J' '"1/"''"'tiorJ _ ~0!'.1~'9"! n, pyArH ICOIJH~ If ;;;.;:1 
• umoJt.e. Mecuca.t Cutte..1t 1o!p-<.;car. .. - • Moun.:i,u..>1 11ome • c.uno/t.e 
1- =,.,......-.,.,:-,,---,--- - ---,,...,.,-,- ------- ~ -"-----··•·------,=-- ___ ,_ -- ___ _,..._N _____ _ 
I.IAI\ITAL IIUallB - lbnlod, N,... lSUl'NIYINO SPOUSE /# wt., fl"- maldtn oa-1 OECEDl:11 l"S USUAi. OCCUPIUION /Iii,. Utd OI ...,.1 do,,. KIND OF BUSINESS I INDUITAY 
M•rifd, Wldawod, 01 ..... 11 IS,,.C'l-1 --··- ----- .,......., ,,,.,., ot "'"""' 11111 °",..,UH,...,,...,_, . 
JfaJVLle.d " LaNt. Seve.-uon ... llomemakeJL ,z,, Own Home 
REIIOl!HCI If/qi COUNl'I' • -- t:11'1', !OWN 0A LOCATION &'l'Rl!ET AHO NUMBER ZlP COOi 
0"ra1 
,. (SpecHy); 
HER-NAME 81flf11PL.ACE 
Ga.ten Mawtlc.e R.lc.k.6 Co.f.cJ:..a.do 
VJrlve ... B3641 
,._ OECEOEH$'8 EDUCATION 
l~lly ...... h/t;Mtltl"II·~ 
Elem&nlarsecond1ry (0-12J 
2 . 
Cofllge (H or s+J 
MOtUER - FULL 1,1/dOEN NAME BIFUHPUCI 
Col.Oita.do CaJtolyn Lee LeiuL& 
; '\.-.-4~~7;.oA--M~ANT~ .• ~H~A~M"i:'"E ~,~.....,,~-.---------,_~, .. ~_ .. ,T:M,\":":'::'"ll~IHU~mll=l'l!:=e;s;, ;:::;:;:.,..,~~::;:~Ol::;;Rural~;-~-:::M..-=~cii,,=a1--=-"-".'".-::5,..~111,~l--~C:~-~, __ ..J.!!··~-_;_ ___ _ 
_ LaMy Sevwon , .. 4375 Poppy Vuve. Mounta-i.n Home, Ida.ho 83641 
tHOO 01' D!Bl'OSl1 ptACE Of OISl'OSIIIOll{lf- c,ftom.,...,. CN!lltol)( 111 cl/Ill" ~II IOCATIO!f-Clly III lbwn, llll• 
• O~urlal 12Gcremallon 12fRemoval from Idaho CaU.a.ltan - Ed6a.&t Molt.tu.My G1tand Junctlon, Colo)J.a..do 
.. Oaonallon Doth•r (Specify) .,.. .,. 
:"MU NBEE OR PERSON ~!NO All SUCH ~CEN!U: NUMIJEFI "", ....... =A14111,im11 !Jmtlhal. Hom u I McJ,(uJLtJt.e.y C ha.pe 
· · · ,,. M~603. ii. 500 N. 18 EtU.t Mounta-ln Home. IV 13641 
AD ,_ Dll! · "'"'' WAS CAS& R&FElmED ro conoNEFll MANNER OF 111'.~H ,c,,.,,1 °""L 
· ONatural ]Homicide Osvlclde Okloldent 2 002 n Kl Yes UNo a 'SPendlng lnvasllgallon D Could Not Be Determined 
17, PAR1' n. Othtr llgnlllnnl Condl!IDna ~rlbullng la dealh but nal rHulllng In the und11!ylng cau .. glvtn In 
P11t L" 
Cl:ll'll"IER .,,,,,, ,_, • -
OPIIYSICIAN - Ta the bnl cl~ knnwlNIIJ:fl-.J!eall\.m:i:ursllUll..llii!...llmi. llili: ind phiiiii, ind aut Iii lbi i:II.IHISJ and m1nn11 H 11111ed. .• ,1 :· '. 
~ C0A0NER - On Iha bliJls al ... n1lnallon Ind/or lnve!Ugallon. In mr oplrilon, dealh occum•d al !ht lime, dlllt, and place. and dut lo !ht c1ul&(1) ~ rnannir ,,. ~ 
- ·-
IS Of Ctmlf'lliR /~ 
290 EMt 45.tlL No-'ti.lt Moun.ta.in llome., 1dalw 83647 
UO\JA Of INJURY OESCRIBE HOW INJURY OCCIJIIREO 
- """ ... IHJUln' Kl WORK1 IF TAAN!PORTl!IION ACCIOENJ, ap.cilr 
IJVe1 0No 0Drlver DPasse~ger 0Pedeatrlan 
Oo1har ________ _ 
ll"' '°" 
PLACE Of INJUf\'t - N. t>orn1, !arm, H11o1. 
focta,y, olll .. bulldlno. Ille ~fri 
CORONEll"9 S10NIITUAI 
., .. I have reviewed and/or amended, and certified. 
All!IIIIITRAl.-1 810HA'll/AE 
~ 
/ 
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.DEATH Nor1cEs<tJ;} 
•' '•.";. l • •• •.• _.-:·~· ~_t,,:;.~t::~l~-
~ng Hil 1 
i stcrage 
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11.RM<LC 
,ident:ial 
;entrator 
aatter on 
1ticeab:le. 
ihe right 
,ge A,8) 
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ihicle. 
right· 
1, also 
ng the 
olice, 
iewas 
ltn the 
twith 
bound 
f. 
dng at 
Depu· 
ted on 
nding 
defe\19~' tni:'.-iOn r,•, ..... •.fU\!l\ng thB. l',lhl ;_;.f l,UQ(I gallO'Ill:I of .... a CO~prehenSiVe a0:-d fObU&t air:de:.: 
fightt rs. mi11u.t,;. 'l'hat's enough fuei. · .,e fense capability," said Maj. Geri. 
''It's a 1·eal honor." :rnid Lt. Col. minutu t.,i opan•.te an averagP. fam- Eric Findley, Director of NORAD 
Mark Meh·illc, ,H1t1 :\r.\ro.n com- ily i:at for Ou:'½ f!!i.ll'. 1~h~ .?lane can Operations at Peterson AFB, Colo-
mandur. "We'i·e glad to be uble to hulcl a total of 30,000 gallons of rado. . 
do it." .l,.wl. NORAD maintains the overall 
Tile ti·ip to Utah ustwlly ~::ilrn::. l--,,.1~ i:,;ul for u plane that was responsibility, of maintaining air 
five hou1·s, u hulf hour both w1.1.y11, hu.i.!ti,; 19591-.mdis o}dsr lhan those sovereignty over the continental. 
depending on-the wind. Once over flyi.;,1~ it. United States, Alaska, and Canada; : 
UtahtheKC-135refuelsthefight- '"l'hti nirplunes are old," "Thisshowswhatwedoday·fo 
ers and then flies ovei· the city fox M.~lvi.lki !3aid. "But the National anddayoutforhomelanddefense," 
one to two hours for additional sup- Guard waa hare the other day and Wilson said. 
%;e receives honor 
a . )~ckhistory group•$; 
ciff~eA Of the Vear 
' ···i . . 
It,v.fas~,;~i'ghtofcelebr~tion - that organization's Worlhy M~-
a night for'.i·ecognition of accom- tron. More'has been a key memp~i 
plishments; a time ~o· look hack as of the Black History Committee_f~r . 
well as· a:time to look. ahead. The a number of years. 
cummuniti: had gathered to eel- This year's Marlin Luther ~g; , . 
ebrate black hilltory. ·. ·. ~-:.· Award went to Kelly Everitt, edifor.- .,, 
.. ·• .. , 
T.he· evening wRs marked by of the Mountain Home New11 •. :-->:.:-. . 
the presen-tntlon of aw ar_qs; honor- McN eal noted that Eveiitt·ft!i; · '; 
ing com~uni ty leaders. · : . · deserving of the recognition .fofi:tll: 
Master of Ceremoni-es, Joe that he had done for' the commu:=.• 
McNeal, had the honor..Qfintrodu-0-· ·nity. "He has work~d wit.h'."-;-it;( 
_ing Rosella More as.Citizen of the committee from day one. : ; ~.:.~-::·: 
Year. "He has always bee~. ·t~r,;: ) 
More- has been active in nu- ready and willing toge~ our.ii:ifor:.:: '.~ 
muous community projects since mation out." : :· 4 :":· ·, .' 
she and her late husband, Jimmie, . "No matter what we ask·, b~ii;.: f ; 
settled in Mo11ntain Home in 1970. always willing to try :his liesb;'.~:: 
She has been a volunteer at-the MeNeal said. · · ~ ~· 
nursiughomeandhospitalandhas Humbly accepting the awj:t~;~ 
been a member of A1fred E. David Everitt noted he felt truly ho_n9..~d:; 
Chapter 8.ofthe Order of Eastern for the recognition. He expl~·: 
Star fo1· 19 years. She currently is (See BANQUET Page4~5-; 
'I ' ·••,Pl•• 
Sheriff investigating nsuspicioui} 
death of 35 .. year .. old woman heri:: 
• • •• ' • ' .: If : ~ 
The Elmore County ~ihuriffs. 
Office is investigating a "possible 
suspicious death" in the case of 
Mary L. Sevei·son, 35, of Mountain 
Home, who died last Friday morn-
ing, Feb. 15. 
Deputy Mike Barclay :said :)f-
ficers and an· ambulanc~ wure 
dispaiched to the hume of Larry 
and Mary Severson at about 3:15 
a.m. Friday morning. 
CPR on Severson v.-as in 
progre:1s by an unidentified po1rno11 
in the hol\se at the time they iu-
rived. She was transported to 
Elmore Medical Hospital where she 
WM! pronom1c:ed dead. 
"Due to the victim's age, we 
normally investigate as a worst 
possible case until we can rule it 
r)ut," Barclay said, noting that the 
1.u1axplaim,d cltiath of any person 
•.',.,tar,~ ;s lu:iu<11ly treated initially 
a:i" '; .. u;,µiciouai death." 
i•.n aulupsy •;,:.tr.performed that 
d1:,y, hut Bi.relay said the results 
at·•; n.ot o:,pected back for at least~ 
Ui·"ll",h. 
.In \hf, me~ntime, search war-
rant5 ,;;ere issued on the Severson 
home auil the auto body shop 
owned by the ccuple. Some items, 
. :': 2 4 2 
l~ ...... 
........ I .f) I 17 J /J 'If 
not identified, obtained sub~~({U~p:ti_. 
to thos~ searches were sent t(?.:-~e.:.:; 
state crime lab for analysis. ~=::-~:_:· 
Barclay said Tuesday mornipt-
tha t the only health: -problem they 
know Severson suffered from was : 
ncid reflux, for which s·he was be• · 
ing treated by medication. .. ,. 
"Our investigation is contfriu-' 
ing and we have a lot of interview:s 
to conduct," he said, noting it could 
be some time before a final detei.--
mina tion is made regarding .t~e 
precise cause of deat~ of the youp.g 
woman . 
!'f:iUnited Investonj' Life 
.. - .. ,._ ..... _____ ,..,._, ___ _ 
,. -- ........... ______ ..., ____ ·--
A Missouri Stock Company 
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LIFE INSURANCE POLICY 
WE WILL PAY the proceeds of this policy to the Beneficiary upon receipt of du~ ·proof of the death of the 
Insured while this policy is in force; and 
WE WILL PROVIDE the other rights and benefits subject to the terms of this policy, 
Signed for United Investors Life Insurance Company at Birmingham, Alabama. 
~·.&~~ 
Secretary 
RIGHT TO EXAMINE POLICY - Th.is policy should be promptly reviewed. The Owner may return 
it for any reason to us or to our representative within 20 days after it is received. If returned, it will 
be considered void from the beginning and any premium p·aid will be ref itnded • 
. • 
INSURED: 
POLICY NUMBER: 
AMOUNT OF INSURANCE: 
MARYL SEVERSON 
UBl-42-64 
$200,000 
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RENEW ABLE TERIVI INSURANCE 
Insurance Payable at Death of the Insured 
Premiu·ms Payable as shown in the Policy Data 
Premium Adjustment Provision 
Renewable and Convertible 
Non-Participating - No Dividends are Paid 
,, ., 2 4 3 t .. ..i:.. 
FROM CAROL DIAZ 
527 GARDNER WAY 
CLIFTO~,C0.81520 
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INTERNATIONAL CLAIMS 
SPECIALISTS 
REPORT ON: 
SEVERSON, MARYL. 
c:245 
CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 
International Claims Specialists 
Date: July 5, 2002 Account Number: 507050000 
Name: 
Addr: 
SEVERSON, MARY L. 
4375 Poppy Avenue 
Mountain Home, ID 83645 
Account Name: 
File Number: 
· United Investors Life 
U000814264 
Requestor: 
Phone Number: 
Nature of Loss: 
Emp: n 
DOB: 
Ann Allen 
Not Shown 
Not Shown 
Type of Inv: Contestable Death Claim Regional Office: Los Angeles, CA 
Dates of Inv: 07/01 - 07 /03/02 Phone Number: (888) 593-3204 
Date of Nex.t Report: NA 
INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY 
Source Status 
MEDICAL EXAMINERS 
ELMORE COUNTY CORONER'S OFFICE 
CONTACT: EDWARD BELK 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 
(208) 587-2119 ext. 208 
07/01/02 
f\}24-6 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
Reference 
11 :, 
'~. ···,.,. 
Name: SEVERSON, MARYL. 
Account: 507050000 
Page: 2 
The coroner's report, including the autopsy and toxicology report, has finally been released. The records 
are enclosed as Attachment A. 
POLICE CONTACT 
ELMORE COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPT. 
CONTACT:MIKEBARKLEY 
MOUNTAIN HQI\.{E, ID 
(208) 587-2119 ext. 128 
07/01/02 - 07 /03/02 
This source has advised that although the coroner's records could be released and that the police 
investigation still continues. The case is being brought before the Grand Jury shortly. Therefore the 
investigation reports of the Sherifrs department will not be releasable for some time. Contact with this 
source has been discontinued. 
Patricia Campbell 
Claims Consultant 
me 
Fonn SOISTAI 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
' (' :: ? d 7 
ATTACHMENT 
Attachment 11 A'1 - Coroner1s records 
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ELMORE COUNTY CORONER'S OFFICE 
AUTOPSY REPORT 
Name: MARY L. SIEVERSON 
Approximate Age: 35 Years 
Height: 66 Inches 
Cue Not OC-0072 
Sex: White Female 
Weight: Estimated 13! paun~s 
Autopsy Authorl.zed Dy: Marla B, Spence, Depu.ty Coroner for Elmore County 
I, hereby certify that on the 1s'rn day of°February 2002, beginning at l230 hours, I, Glen R. Groben, 
M.D., performed an autopsy 011 tho body of Mary L. Sieverson and upon ,il1y.estig!',tio~ of the 
eSscntial facts concerning the circumstances of the death and history otthe case. I am of the opinion 
that the findings, cause and manner of death are as follows: · 
FINDINGS: 
I. Acute combined polsoning with Doxylamine (Unisom) and Zolpidem {Ambien). 
A, Doxylamine 875 ng/mL. 
B. Zolpidem 3 70 ngtmL, 
IL Blunt force trauma. 
A. Two linear contusions with stipcrficial laceratlon to the inner surface of the upper lip 
overlying the lateral inoi110rs. 
B. A linear contusion overlying the chin. 
C. 1/16 inc~ ro~ auperf!.cial penetrating injury underneath the right side of the lower 
lip. . 
D. Yi inches. square shaped, brush type abrasion to the rlght cheek, just lateral to the edge 
of the mouth. 
B. Contusion near the lateral edge of the left eye (sec addendum). 
F. Contusion to tho rlpt elbow (sec addendum). 
m. Stomach, multiple discrete ulcers. 
A. Stomach contents. ph of 4,0 
IV. Ocneralized organ congestion. 
TOXICOLOGY: Carboxy hemoglobin level perfonncd by Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical 
Center revealed a blood carboxy hemoglobin level of 2.3 ¾. 
Qu.al Drug Scr-B 
Specimen Type 
GC/MS 
Immunoassay Ser 
Cannabinoids 
Cocaine Motab 
Opiates 
Benz.a 
Barbiturate 
.FemQ~al Blood 
Doxylamine . 
Negative 
Neptivo 
Nep.tivo 
_ .. Ne$91ive 
Negative 
(Toxicology Contlnued) 
Tricyclics 
Sallcytate 
Volatiles 
Specimen Typo 
Screening 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 
Specimen Type 
Other1'est 
Doxylamine 
Cyanide 
Zolpldem 
Metals / Metalloids Acut4 Poisoning Panel 
Lead 
Negative 
Ne1ativc 
Femoral Blood 
None Detcc~d 
None Detected 
Blood 
875 ng/mL 
None Detected 
370ng/mL 
l.:lm~g/dL 
OC-0072 
Adults: Usually Less Than 30 mcg/dL Blood 
Arsenic NoneDeteicted 
Bismuth None DMCted 
Mercury 6.2 mcg/L 
Recommended Biological Expoa'W'e Index (ACOIH): 
lS mcgJL in Blood Collected at Bnd of Shift at end of Work Week, 
Selenium 110 mcg/L 
R.,feroZlC! Range: 20 - 220 mofYL 
Thallium None Deteeted 
Antimony None Detected 
Barium .490 mc&'lr * Elevated "' 
Usually up to 400 mcg/L Blood 
Specimen is Qutri(;: pH.,.. 4.0 
Qual Drug Scr-0 
Specimen T)ipc 
GC/MS 
Immunoassay Ser 
Gastric 
Zolpldcm 
Negative 
Neptivc 
Negative 
Nep.tlve 
Negative 
ORB 
Other 
Cannabinoida 
CocalneMmab 
Opiates 
Bemo 
Barbiturate 
Specimen Type Gas!:ric 
OtherTest 
Zolpidcm S6100 nghnL 
Reference Ranges Have Not Been Established for Gastric Specimens 
Doxylaminc 3060 ng/mL 
Reference Ranges Have Not Beet Established For Gastric Specimens 
Specimen Type 
GHB 
B1ooa 
14mg/L 
GROSS ANATOMIC DESCRIPTION 
l. PERSONS ATTENDING AlJI'OPSY: 
{!!_(, 
OC-0072 
A. Catherine Wolfe, Oetecdve 1Nith the Ehnore County Sheriff'& Office. 
B. Captain Mike Barclay, from the Elmore County Sheriff's Office. 
C. Doug Tucker. Ada County Deputy Coroner. 
II. CLOTHING AND PERSONAL ITEMS: 
A. Clothing: 
1. Black nylon pants, 
2. White sweat top that had bean cut off of trus bajy. 
3. Two white socks worn properly. 
B. Personal Effects: 
1. 7 stud earrlng1, with clear stones. 
2. 3 gold. tone loop earrings. 
3. A gold tono too ring. 
4. A navel ring. . .-
5. A gold tone ring with multiple clear stones. 
The clothing and personal effects are turned over to Detective-Wolfe from the Blmore County 
Sheri fr e. Office. . 
III. MEDICAL INTERVENTION: 
A. Band.aged needle puncture mark in the right sntecubital £'ossa. 
B. Bandaged needle pl.Jllcture tnaik in the left inguinal region. 
IV. EXTERNAL BODY EXAMINATION: The body is that of a normally developed white 
female appearing the stated a.g~ of :3S years with a body length of 66 i~hes and an estimated body 
weight of 13S pounds. Body presents with medium build wl1h 11verago nutrition, nomw. b.pation 
aad good presorVation. Rigor is complete. lividlty is purple, posterior and· blanclt!a with preuure. 
Body is oool to the touch. The head is covered by medium longtb aubum colored hair and there are 
no iqiurics other than 1hosc dacn'bed under :ffndfnp. hidr.a are baicl and there ate no bulbm: ot 
palpebral conjunctiva! peteehial hemorrhages. There is a large sclcra hcnionilajc just below and to 
the right of the iris on tho right eye. Tache noir (drying artl&ci) is present bilaterally. Orbits appear 
normal. Nasal cavities a.re unremarkable with intact septum. Oral cavity presents with natural teeth. 
Injuries to the oral cavity arc de$Crlbed under tindlngs. Em are unrema.tkablo with no hemotrliage. 
in the external audilory canal. Neck is rigid due to postmortem changes and there are no palµable 
masses or acute injuries. Chest, back and abdomen arc equal and symmetrical and without a.cute 
injuries. On the incdial surface of the upper right thigh are 3 raised, bard, purple papules ... Toete.are 
no fractures, deformities or amput.atioos present. External genitalia present as normal adult fomalo· 
, . without injury. The anus is intact and without injury. 
~.: ? \': .t· ~"t -~·\: ' 
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V. SCARS ANDTATIOOS: 
A. Scars: 
1. Irregular linear scars around the umbilicus. 
2. An irregular shaped scar to the top of the left shoulder. 
B. Tattoos: 
l. Tattoo of what appears lo be an infant devil over the upper portion of the left 
breast. 
2. Tattoo of what appW1 to the sun SUITounded by hearts on the back of the Left 
should.er. 
3. Tattoo of what appears to be a bird and a large rose on the back of the right 
shoulder. 
4. Tattoo of a cross on the webbjng between the right thumb and .foretlm1er. 
5. Tattoo of a heart and an unrecognized word over the medial surface or the left 
ankle. · 
Vl. RADIOLOGY: No radiographs were taken. 
VU. INTERNAL ltXAMINATlON: A Y •shaped thoraco-a.bdominal incision is made and the 
organs are examined in s.itu and eviscerated in the usual fashion. The subcutaneous fat is normally 
distributed. moist and bright yellow. The musculature of the chest and abdominal area is a brl ght 
red color, but of normal texture. 
1. SEROUS CA VITJES: The chest wall is intact without rlb_ stern.al or clavicular fracti.lre$. 
Thero arc lateral intercosta.1 hecnorrhages cot.tSlstent with recitative efforts. 'The pleura and 
peritoneum arc congested, smooth, glistening and essentially dry, devoid or adhesions or effilaion. 
There is no PJCOliosis, k)phosia or Jordosi& present. The lei\ and tight diaphragms are in their nomul 
location and appear groaaly unremarkable. lho peritoneal and p«i.cardial sacs contain ~~ abnormal 
fluid collcdiocs. The internal organs and viscera all have a brlsht chetry red color. 
2. CARDIOV ASCVLAR SYSTEM: 111c heart wolgba 260 grams. The aorta, pulmonary 
artery and coronary arteries arise and 00Ul'Se normally, Tho coronary·artertes show no 
atherosclerotic change. The let\ ventricle wall shows no evidence of scarring or recent infarction. 
Toe cardiac valves arc thin and pliablo and tbcrc are no vegetations, The a.orta is intact along its 
length and shows a f'cw atherosclerotfo streaks along the abdominal aorta. 
3. PULMONARY SYSTEM: The structures of the anterior neck are carefully dissected and 
there is no hemorrhage Into any of the strap muscles or along the carotid sheath. Both the 
submandibulru: gland and thymus gland are intact and free of surrounding hemon'hage. The hyoid 
bone is intact and ft-ee of surrounding soft tissu<:: hemorrhage. Tho laeynx is comprised of .. 
unremarkable vocal cords and folds, appearing widely pa.tent without foreign me.terlal, and is lined 
1 
(."'· 
fl!J_ 
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.. .t 
(Pulmonary System Contlnuccl) 
by smooth, glistening membrane. Tho epiglottis is a characteristic plate-like structure without 
edema. trauma or pathological lesions. 
The right and left lungs weigh 620 and 570 grams. respoctively. Pleural surf'aces are smooth and 
show no evidence oi emphysematous bleba or adhesions. The lung parenchyma is congested but 
otherwise unremarkable. The trachea and main bronchi a.re widely patent and free of foreign debris. 
thcro are no mass lesions. There are no pulmonary thrombo-emboli. 
4. GASTROINl'ESTINAL SYSTEM: The esophagus is int.act with normal gastro-
esophageal junction and without erosions or varices. The stOJnaeh contains 250 cc's of thick, dark 
brown liquid. containing food particles resembling pasta. or noodles. No pill fragments arc 
identified. There is pitting of the mucosa with ms~ ro~d edges. One of-the ulcm is just . 
proximal to the pyloric sphincter and tho others IU'8 along the srcatet curvature, one on the bocly of 
the stomach and the other on the e1udiao portion of the stomach, just below .and behind the inlet of 
the esophagus. No acuto ulceration or corrosion oflhe esophagus is identified. Loops of small and 
large bowel appear grossly unremarkable. The appendix is present and \Jl"U'emarkable. 
The liver weighs 2100 gram$. The capsule is intact the paretichyma is congested but otherwise 
unremarkable::. There aro no tn.a.56 lesions. Tho gallbladder is unremarkable and contains a small 
amount of greenish bilo. Th.ere is no cholecystitis or cholelithiasis. The pancreas presents a 
lobulatcd, yellow out surface without acute or chronic ps.ncreatitis. 
5, GENITOURINARY SYSTEM: The left and right kidneys weigh 290 gram., combinc,d 
weight. Toe capsules strip with ea&{t and the cortical surfaces ate sm.oothi brown and glistening. On 
sectiouin& the congested cortex presents a nonnal thickness above the medulla. The renal columns 
of Bertin extend betwem the well-dc~ated pyramids and ap~ unremarkable. Toe medulla 
presents nonual renal pyramids 'With remarkable papilla.e.. The pelvis is of nonnal size and lined by 
p.y, glistening mucosa. There are no calculi. R.c::nal arterice md vci.ul are normal. 
The ureters are of normal caliber lying in their course within 1ho rctm--pcrltonemn and draining into 
an ~markable urinary bladder devoid of urine. External genitalia. are those of an adult female 
with inwt vulva aod vagina. Uterus is involut<Xl presenting mnooth glistening pi!lk serosa with 
u.nreznarlcable underlying myomdrl.um and endometri~ Ccnix it patent and tho cndocervica! 
canal contains mucoid. material. Ov~es present nonnal size and shape with pearly gray convoluted 
surface and on sectioning reveals scattered corpora albieailtcs along with several small follicles. 
6. HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM: The spleen w,clghs 170 ~ presenting a gray1 smooth 
capsule and on sectioning reveals a reddish-brown soft sptcnic pulp. There is no lymphadenopathy. 
C1254 
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6. HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM: The spleen weighs 170 &rams presenting a gray, smooth 
capsule and on sectioning reveals a reddish .. brown soft splcnic pulp. Th~n: is no lym.phadenopathy, 
7. ENDOCRlNE SYSTEM: The th)ll'Oid gland is of normal siu; and shape presenting two 
wcl1-defir1cd lobc:s with connecting isthmus and a beefy brown cut surface. There: are no goitrous 
changes or adenomas present. The adrenal glands Ell'e of normal size and shape, and sectioning 
presents no gross pathological lesions. The pituitary gland is encased within an intact selle. turcics. 
and presents no gross pathological lesions. 
8. CENTRAL NERVOUS. SYSTEMt A scalp incision, craniotomy and evacuation. of the 
brain is carried out in the usual fashion. 
The scalp is intact without contusiona or lacerstions. The calvarlum. is likewise intact without bony 
abnonn:alitlea or fractures. 
The brain weighs 1339 gram.a presonting without congestion of the leptomenJnges, The overlying 
dura. is intact and \ll'tt'emarkable. Th.ere are no epiduml. subdural or subarachnoid hemorrhages. 
The cerebral hemispheres Ievcal a normal gyra1 pattern without fla.ttening of the gyri and ruurowing 
of the sulci. The brain.stem and cetebclli are intact and show no evidence of cerebellar tonsilar 
notching. The Circle of Willis is patent presenting no evidence oft.hrornbosis or berry aneurysm. 
On coronal sectioning of the brain, the vc11trlcular s)'Stdu is symm.et:rical and contains clear 
cerebrospinal flu.id. There are no intracc~bral hcmotrhagea or contusions. There are no space 
occupying lesions present. The spinal cord is not examined. 
ADDENDUM - FEBRUARY 22, 2002 
On Friday February 22 2002. I travQlcd to Mountain Hoine to meet with. Detective Catherine 
Wolfe from the Elmore County Sheriff's Oflioe. We entered the locb:d cvideocc room at the 
. Sheriff"s Offioo whcro Detective Wolfe &bowed me a container labeled Hydrox)'a)t with :2000 
mg of hydroxagen. chromium picolinatc ml L-cemitme. We opened the C011ta.in«1 which 
contained multiple white capsules. Examination of tho capaulcc revealed 37 capsules bad a ateen 
hue, compared to the c:euny white color of the remaining capsules. One ofth.e green tinted 
capsules wa.s opened, revealing a green, granular substance containing flecks of metalllc 
appearing material. The creamy white c.apsules contained a brown granular material. I then 
personally packaged 4 of the greet1 tinted capsules, 1 cream colored capsule, and a glu, vi.al 
containing some of the,. green, granular materla.l within a manila. envelop~. Followi.n1 proper 
chain of evidence procedures, I sealed the manila cnvolope with evidence tap~. photographed it 
and then brought it back to the Ada. County Coroncr·s Offic~ (Wi.t.h,in_my_pel'.sonal pqssession At 
all times) where it was then locked in our secure ~idenee room. . · · ·· · ·· 
' • . • • • ' . -~ - • , .... ' • ! ~ ... 
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(Addendum Contln.ued} 
In addition to examining the Qapsules, we ~hen proceeded to Summers Fun<iral Home where the 
embalmed body of Ms, Sic":erson was boing kept. I then persona.tty collected samples of brain, 
Uver, muscle and fat, whioh. I placed In separate labeled Zip Lock Baggies. l then retum,d to the 
Ada County Coroner's Office with tho samples, which I then placed within our secure freezer. 
These samples had been soaked within embalming fluid but are being kept for possible further 
analysis. During the removal of tissllc the body was reexamined and a 2 inch irregular contusion 
to the right elbow and a 1 inch round contusion to the latera.l surface of the left eye were 
observed that wero not visible at autopsy. 
MICROSCOPIC 
HEART/CORONARY ARTERY: Sections of the left ventricle reveal no areu of scarring and no 
acute or chronic inflammation. The coronary vessels are wide1y patent and free of significant 
atherosclerotic chmge. 
LUNGS: Sections reveal vascular congestion and wide spread pulmonary edem~ but no acute or 
chronic inflammation. Some ofthe alveolar spaces do contain pigment-laden macrophages. 
Asthmatic changes are not seen and pulmoruu:y vessels are nof?lall):' ,formed. 
LrvER: The overall liver architecture is preserved. The portal tracts are intact and contain chronic 
inflammatory cells. Bile ducts are present and intact. Fatty infiltration is not. seen. 
KIDNEYS: Vascular congestion hut normally fonned glomerull and tubules. There is no evidence 
of interstitial fibrosis or inflammation. 
ADRENAL: Normal islets and acini without fibroais or iofl.ammAtion. 
P ANCRBAS / TIIYROID: Vascular congcatlon l>ut othawb0 within normal limits. 
. 
STOMACH ULCER: Section through one of the stomach. ulcers reveals necroSlS of the mucosa and 
submucosa with infiltration of acute inflammatory cells. The muscular layer is intact. 
SPECIMENS AND EVIDENCE COLLECTED 
Twelve gray tops and one purple top offcmoral vein blood, vitreous, gastric contents and liver. 
Representative tisauci sections are retained at the Ada County Coroner~s Office. . . ,. 
Photographs were taken and retained at the Ada County Coroner•s Office. ·., :.':.·"lo\' 
Th¢ clothing and personal effects are turned ova to Detective Catherine Wolfe with the Elmore 
County Sheriff's Office. An evidence fonn is within the case file. 
_[ ( 
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COMMENT: This 35 year old remale rlied from undetermined causes. The postmortem 
examination, including toxicological analyais on femoral vein blood, did reveal potend ally lethal 
levels of Doxylamine and toxic levels ofZclpJdem, but dt.u, to circumstances surrounding tbe case, 
the cause of death will be le.ft. undetermined. The postmortem examination did find evide!\ce of 
blunt forco trauma around the mouth with two separate linear contusions to the inner surface of the 
upper lip consistent with injury occurring due to pressure of the lip againi::t the upper teeth. There is 
also a linear contusion overlying the chin and a small penetrating injury to the inferior edge of the 
!owQr lip on the right side. A large sderal hemorrhage is identified on the la.teral edge of the right 
eyeball. 
The examination of the stomach revealed sevffl'i.l separate areas of ulotration to tho stomach 
mucosa with microscopic examination showing necrosis of the mucosa and submueosa with 
iniUtration of acute inflammatory cells. The esophagus was closely examined along, its length and 
there: was no evidence of oither 11CUtc or chronic corrosive injury, The stomach contained 250 cc 's 
of thick liquid containing no identifiable food particles and a pH test performed on the gastric 
oontent.s revealed nom'la.1 ga.,trlc pH of 4.0. 
The toxicological analysis also revealed no e-vldence of carboxy hemoglobin poisoning, GHB 
poisonin& (garnma-hydrox)'butyrcte), cyanido poisoning or heavy metal poisoning. 
CAUSE OF DEATH: UNDETERMINED. 
MANNER OF DEATH: TO llE DE1'ERMINED BY THE ELMO RF. COUNTY CORONER. 
~ 
Glen R. Groben, M.D. 
Fortnalc llathologlst 
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P1. i 11 ot Application: Medical Questionnaire 
Please Print All Answers 
first Name Middle Initial 
,· · .. 
........ ...,-
UNITED lNVFSTORS UFE INSUR.t. 
• P.O. BoK \0207, Birmingham, Al. 3!rtu..:-02u, 
,. 
The Ned'rcol ExaminlJf must ask the Proposed lnsu1ed each queslfon and record the answer. 
Last Nome Birth 0ate: Mo11th Doy Year 
CJ z./11 Proposed Insured: \\ \{j.. { V v, full Nome of " [\ ~ / 
'----~----=----,,--...,....----t------------------
1. o. Nome and Address of your person physician, or health COie provider? 
---t-ttff "'d-'7':l.-----
Details of YES answers. (Identify question number, circle 
applicable items: Include diagnosis, dates, dumlfons, 
b. Date ond reason last consulted? medications and trealmen/5 presaibed, and names and 
------------r"-~-,---c. Whal treatment wos given or medicaHon prescribed? addresses of all attending physicians and mediwl laciHNes.) 
-------------·-----=========~~====--4::-=::::,.,~--~---.,.._--
2. In lhe past 10 years, have you hod or been lrealed for. Yes L,.!IJ 
o. disorder of eyes, ears, nose or throat? ...••.........•.••..••.•........••..••... 0 ..,,,,, 
b. dizziness, fainting, convulsions, head injury, headaches, paralysis or stroke, 
tremor, muscle weakness, depression, other mental or nel'lous disorder? ........•....••... 0 r/-
c. shorlness of breath, persistent hoarseness or cough, blood spitting, bmnchitis, , 
osthmo, pleurisy, emphysema, tuberculosis or chronic resplmtoiy disorder? •.....•.••....... 0 ¥ 
d. chest poin, palpiloHons, high blood pressure, rheumoHc fewr, heart murmllf, , 
varicose veins, phlebitis, or other heart or blood vessel disorder? ••.•••....•.•........... a '(t 
e. hepatiHs, cirrhosis, ulcer, intestinal bleeding, colms, diverltculilis, appendicilis or other 
disorder of the esophagus, stomach, inteslines, 1ecrum, liver, gaH bladder, pancreas m spleen? ..•. a ¥,.. 
f. sugar, albumin, blood or pus in urine, sexual~ lronsmitted or veneraol disease, stone, . • 
or other dismder of the kidney, bladder, prostate or reproductive organs? ..•..•...•.•.•..•. a t4 
g. diabetes, thyroid or other endocrine disorders? ..•.••.•......•..•........•...•...•. a }& 
h. arthritis, neu1itis, neuralgia, rheumoHsm, gout, or disorder of the muscles or bones, 
including !he spine, bock and joinls? ...•••..•••....••.•.•..••••••••....••..•.• Q ~ 
i. disorder of the skin, breast, or lymph glands, cancer, rumor or cyst? ....•................ a J 
i, allergies, anemia, bleeding tendency or other disorder of the blood? ••.•.•...•........•.. Q · 
k. pe1sistant fever, night sweots, chills and/or diarrhea? •.•.• 7 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 
I. or been diagnosed for AIDS by a member of the medico! pcofession, or hod o . 
positive test for the HIV or HTlV-111 (AIOS) virus? ..•.•.•.•.•.•..•.•...•••••..•••... CJ 1,l 
m. or received counseling, advice, or treatment regarding the use of alcohol or drugs? ••.•.••••.•. Q ·}'it 
3. Other than listed above, have you within the post 5 years: 
a. hod or been treated for ony mental or physical disorder, illness or injury; had or been 
advised lo hove any checkup, consu\taflon, hospitalizaHon, treatment or surgery . . 
including on EKG, X1ny or olher diagnosflc test? ..••.•. · .•.••...•..•••••..••.•.••• • aj 
b. !Bceived disabnily benefits or workers compensation? ..•..•.•..........•..•.•••.•• , .a 
4. Are you now under observolion or toking treatment or medicotton? .....•..•.•.........•.•. a 
S. Hove you hod any change in weight in !he post year? ....••........•...............••. a 
A Hove you used tobacco in any form in the post year? ....•..•..•.................... -~ 9 
W Have you aver used tobacco? If yes, give dote of lost use, hequeilty and amount used. •..•.•.•.. Q 'f"-
8. In the past ten years have yau used norcottcs, borbitumtes, tronquilizms, hallucinogens, 
heroin, morphine, cocaine, amphetamines, LS.D., monjuona or any olher bobit-foonillg . 
drugs or prascripfion drugs, except as prescribed by a physician? •.........••.....••....... 0 )1{. 
9. Hove you hod o father, mother, brother or sister diagnosed before age 60 os having: . 
diabetes, cancer, hfgh blood pressure, heart or kidney diseose, alcoholism, mental dlness or sukide? .. CJ '¥-, 
; -·· . __ If µy]mL ----· ····------!·-·- If Deceosed __ _ 
Family_ Record __ . ·-Age ___ ,,.~ __ State of Health ~-.. Agent Oeoth Couse of Death 
.. _£a~~~--.. ..-1--lL~~!1P_kQ . .1'.L.::Ll l -~-------1 
Mo.iher .... !. _6~ .. !;··---~- --·------1 
Brolhers Z c;\dl , 4 i.· .• ""'· 1 Qlv-F\Ow, ...._ & Sisters .l ni(,. .. ~ ; 1 
:1<- ~i-~ Yz- fl~d h ~ 
'ZD wc1M I 
Ol)JJ, s-hks llO o/Nr (Ylld ;J;:.: 
All statements and answers giv: n q,~ove ore true, complete, and correctly recorded to lhe best of my knowledge and belief. 
1. Insured Height _5,._ It. 2.__ in. Weight t,-o lbs. 
Nome and Address of Personal Physidon , 
. ----.-,.Vl:..,._4 ---
la. Other Insured Height __ ft. __ in. Weight lbs. 
Nome and Address of Personal Physicion 
----------
Date, and reason Inst consulted .',/. Dote ond reoson lost consulted 
-- acu::i ,,, us n c)~ -----------
.' ........... ······ ......... ''' , ........ ' .................... ' .............. '. .. .... , ........... '" ............. ' ............................................................. "' ..... ',.,. ········· .................... ' ......... '""iiisiiref "'"oihe'diis. 
2. In the past 10 years, hove you hod or been treated for: Yes No Yes No 
a. disorder of eyes, ears, nose or lhroat? ............................................................................. a ~ a a 
b. dizziness, fointtng, convulsions, head injury, headaches, paralysis or stroke, tremor, muscle weakness, depression, other mental or nervous disorder? .... a Ii Q a 
c. shortness of breolh, persistent hoarseness or cough, blood spitting, bronchttis, asthma, ~eudsy, emphysenm, tuberculosis or chronic respiratory disorder? .0 l! Q Q 
d. chest pain, palpitations, high blood pressure, rheumatic fever, heart murmUI, varicose veins, phlebilis, or other heart or blood vessel disorder? ....•.... 0 ~ Q Q 
e. hepolitts, cirrhosis, ulcer, intestinal bleeding, colitis, diverticulitis, oppendicilis or other disorder of the esophagus, stomach, inteslines, rectum, 
liver, gall bladder, pancreas 01Spleen? ............. ,. ............................................................... a q a a 
f. sugar, albumin, blood or pus In urine, sexuolly transmitted or venereal disease, stone, or other disorder of the kidney, bladder, prostate 
. or reproductive orga(lS? ••..•••.•• ' ...•• ' .•••.••• '.·: •••••.••••••.•••• ' .•••.•••••••••.•..••••..•••••.•••••. '.' .• a IS' a a 
g. diabetes, thyroid 01 olher endocrine disordeJS? .•...•••.•......••.•••...••..••.••.••••..•••...••••......•...••.....•..• a S a O 
h. arthrilis, neurilis, neumlgio, rheumatism, gout, or disorder of the muscles or bones, including the spine, bock and joints? .••..............•....• a fja O a 
i. disorder of the skin, brenst, or lymph glands, concer, ltlmor or cyst? ..•...••....•.••.•.....••..•.....••••...................• a /1 O a 
j. allergies, anemia, bleeding tendency or other disorder of !he bkiod? .•..........••..•...........•..............•....•........ 0 ~ 0 Q 
k. persistent fever, night sweats, chills and/01 diarrhea? ••..••.•...•••••..•.••••..••...•.••••.••.....•........•.•.........• a lj° O o 
I. or been diagnosed for AIDS by o member of the medical profession, or had a positive test for the HIV 01 HTLV-111 (AIDS) virus? ..........•....... a t6 a a 
3. Olher lhan listed above, hove you within the post 5 years: 
a. had or been treated for any mental or physical d~order, fflness or injurr, hod or been advised to have any checkup, consullotfon, hospimHzotton, 
treatment or surgery including an EKG, X·my or other diagnostic test? .•..•.....•.••.••..•.•.....•..•.....••.•...•..•.•....... o a- O o 
b. received disability benefits or workers compensotion? •.•••..••...•..•..•••...•..••.•......•.•••••.....•.•...•.•......•.. 0 "f.i!' o O 
4. Are you now under observation or toking treotmenl or medication? ................................. , ............................ 0 Gl O 0 
5. nave you had any change in weight in the post year? (If yes, giva omaunt and reason) •.....•.....•..•....•.•..............•.......... a 61 O O 
6. Have you used tobacco in any lo1m in the post year? ..................................................... ." ................ ~- Q a O 
7. Have you ever used tobacco? If yes, give dote of last use, frequern:y and omaoot used ................ ." .............................. .. csr Q O 0 
8. In the post ten years hove you used narcotics, bmbiturates, tranquilizers, hallucinogens, heroin, morphine, cocaine, amphetamines, ,.. · 
LS.O., marijuana or any other habit-forming drugs or presaiption drugs, except as prescn'lied by o physician?' .•.•..••.....••..•...•........•• : J ~ o o 
9. Hove you hod o father, mother, brother or sister diagnosed b&fOfe age 60 os hnving: diabetes, cancer, high blood pressure, heart or n~ 
kidney disease, alcohoUsm, mentol 1\lness or suicide? ........................................................................ ?". 0 Q 
l O IMPORTANT D 1 ·1 f '1 II . - emso es answers o ques ions ru r 2th 9 
llem (heel: one Name and Add1ess of Eoch Physk[on, Doles ond Nature and Save1ily of Condition, 
No. lnswed Olher Int Proditio11er ond Heoltli focilily Duromns Frequency of Attacks, 51)8Cific Diagnosis ond Treotment 
'l t< (1.,i..q t>;-e . .-i:::k) 1/:2. pJ µr c/4-:. 
, I V 
-
,, 12 61 
···-
licatlon for Life Inst jp: · 
1. Nom~4 Proposed Insured (First·Midj}t(:t) 
,1J/ /Ir~ L :)_~~,$? JJ 
1 a. Name of 0thsr Insured (First-Middle-last) 
2. ) 3. Birthploce.(Stote) 
-if,{) 2o. Birthdate: (Ma/Dy/Yr) 3a. Birthplace(State) 
4. Sex: F a M 5. Marital Sta1us,.,,, _ 1 
,,,1,,,.-r r ~ 4o. Se>::O F O M · So. Marital Status · 
60. Social Security # 
8. Residence Address ~ 
1/,3?5~ I Off~ 
Ci!', .1A.J ~ Zip . 
Bo. Residence Address REVIEWED & RECO~i)~~ 
R/D DA.l-\9 DATE .......... B'4-~ ....... ¥ ...... ::£) 
ff{'jJJ (/_l.S) tN ~ BIR l/ 7 City Stote Zip Years There 
9. Other Re~ence addresses during past 2 years {SIT, City, St, Zip) 
fh{!v~ . 
10. Occu~,~ ~ /kJv 
1 l. Employer's Nome & Arl~rass -" 11 
3/'f I /11 r b()U. 1C4C- , N\.\M. · 
: 9a. Other Residence addresses durinG post 2 years (Str, Oty, St, Zip) 
j !Oa. Occupation/Duties 
~. { 11 • Emi'>Ye(s N11111 & Addrass 
Primary Beneficiary: brr f ... $Jve /'SJJ'i"fXJ.. 
Conffngent Beneficiary: {ftµ- 7 / l)i!t '2.-,~ofW ConHngentBeneficiory: 
-(, Owner~Complete if Owner issom~one other 1han .the Insured. . . . . · - - . - -
Name of Owner~ other than Insured: ____________ RelaHanshJp: _____ Sodol Seculily No.: _____ _ 
Of pion is VU~ FlexPlus or Legacy, com~ele lhe following sections} 
Cl Variable Universal Ufe (VUL): - Oeolb Benefit O Option A O Option B (Complete ~hie life Svpp/ement also) 
O Addifionol Insured Rider. Rider Fnce Amount S ______ rtmplet& Other Insured Sections) 
D Waiver of Month~ Deductions Rider 
0 Planned Periodic Premium: S ect Mods of Payment in Section E) 
0 exP us Interest Sensitive U a: 
a FlexPlus Term Rider 
CJ Additional first Yeor Premium 
Rider Face Amount $ $------
o Legacy Survivor life: . Dividend OpHon: \0 SEP O 7 Zotll 
~ O Value Added Rider: Rider Foce Amoun-t .... $------
0 Paid-up Additions Rider: Lump Sum: S 
a Survivor Ten Year Term Rider: Rider Face Amount s------
~odic Payment of $ __ (Seled Mode of Payment in Section E) 
0 Survivor Four Year Term Rider: Rider face Amount S 
CJ Waiver of Premium: CJ 1st Insured --0-2-nd~lns-u-,ed~- a Both 
2. Other Riders: 0 Waivar of Premium CJ Accident,! Death Benefit Rider $ _____ D Other: (Plan/Amou11f) _____ _ 
O Children's Rider(CIR} __ units (maximum 10 units). (The following quesHon must be answered rr CIR is requested). Hos ony child l)loposed for lhe Children's 
lnsuronte Rider had or been IJeated for a disorder or dlseo of !he· heoit or broin, or diabetes, cancer or AIDS?· D Yes ·- D No (If "YflS'," GR is not available) 
Amount Poid with Ibis Apphcolion: $ _...:.i:_.1/_,,,. _ _.__ __ _ 
Mode of Premium Payment !2(Month~ Bonk Draft Cl Annwol a Semiannual ij lnsured's Residence 
. a Quarterly CJ Olber. n ~ CJ Owner's Address 
Q Automatic Premium loon Requested, rr ovoiloble 1·· -'- 2 6 2 0 Other Address: _____________ _ 
1. Life Insurance and/or annuities in force on lhe lives of all pe1sons proposed for rnsuronce (If none, insert ;,NONE.") 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Check one 
Insured Other Ins. Compony and 1ol!cy No. 
, ..,.... J 1,..-
/Ill/NH 
JV - . 
llfeAmoonl 
s. ~ . ' ' 
.. 
•. 
·s. ·._ .. . . 
.. 
.... 
s 
~ 
AOB /ummnt Year Issued 
.. 
... 
' 
.. 
.. 
. . . .. 
2. Is policy applied for intended to replace or change existing insurance or annuities in fooce? Of *Yes.• idenlify by circling number p1ecedi11g Company Name.) ••••• D Yes l:!r: No 
If "Yes", is this a 1035 Exchange? ............................................................................. Cl Yes D No 
3. Do you hove any other application fo1 lie insurance pending? .•..•..•.•..•...••..•••.••..••••..........•..•.•••.•.•.......•. 0 Vas g!°No 
•",!'"'I rt I 'u·~. d (. t:,r.t !_; •• , ,, . 1111ur8 
1. Has any person proposed for insurance: · Yes No 
(a) Used tobacco in any form in the post year? (If "Yes,•. des!'.fibe type ond amount.) ••.••••.... : , .•.••..........••.••.•.•..•. rzf O 
(b) Flown as o pilot, s1udent pilot, or crew memher? (If #Yes/ complete AvioUon Questionnoire) ••••.•••••••.•...••....•......•.•.. 0 t!' D D 
(c) Participated .in Auto Racing, Motorcycle Racing, Paro~huting, BaHooning, Hong Gltding, Skin or Scuba' Diving? . . . 
m "Yes,". provide complete deioils on Avocation Questionnaire) ••••..•.••.••••.•••.•••.• :~.i ••.• , ..••.... , ......••..•.• a or D D 
(d} Had driver's license suspended or revoked-in th~ post ·s yea~; or had more !hon 2 moving viol~tions in ihe past 3 years .... ·. : ... : ••...•.. D ra D D 
(e) Been convicted of 01 awaiting lriol for a felony? (If "Yes,• give detoik including porole/probolion status.) ................•......... D r2li D D 
(f) Been arrested, treoted, or counseled for excessive use of alcohol and/or ·drugs? ••••.•••.. _ •••.•••.••........••.. ,. ::· .•.•.•••. CJ ~ D D 
(g) Had any new insurance or reinstatement refused, postponed, hmited, wilhdrawn, concelled, or offered m quoted 
. .. -:;, on II subston~~r~ ~rjafid°'6Q)~t(lf ··y~_st ii~plqi~)t.: .' ... ; ::/; ,;:>\ ::. :~~f f:/ttr\~!}:+.~\\:_1-i,.:: ii;;:;-:.>. _:~:;i::;,~xi;~,~;:.,:/i:j,:~:: ~; .. ;; i j:f : ~}:\?9 tCJ' 
2 •. :.Does any person proposed lodnsuriinca: · . . .... -·-. . .. ..,. .. . . ' · . · ·- · ... · ·'' ... ·. · · . .. . · .... ,..,,. ... ,,,.. · : · · -· · .-.. , ... · 
(o) Porlicipofo in a physicol fimess program? (If "Yes," describe.) •.........•.•.••...•...•••...............•..........•.• CJ '!Si' O D 
_ (b~ Onnk olcoholk bever~ge~? (It "V,~~!--:,r~p_o~ff~qyen~, am~u~t!JY.P!! ~~:~--~i~~~n~!~tt.:,~.:-.:.; ·.: ·,-'.. _. . ., :: . ·.;,.·.~- :.: ·.~.;J, :,, ~ ..... ::: .:.·.P .!t .... ... p D . 
·{c) Intend to lravsl or ~jid(9_g~f4,.1}i~;Unltj~ Skl~f D!;-Caooda: wjlh!~'.-1Jt! .~~:ij(f~Of:--{~:'.~J~);~i~I'.~1'.i\i;'1:t~i'.i~3:~-)~~·i;\ ::/:)>~-\:i h;tt:. <,~·-''O .! ·: ..• 
3. Details of Any "Yes" answers lo Sections F & G. 
O,ed: one Details 
Item No. 01harlns, 
'-··· ..... . . . .. ... , .- .. · ,. ,• ...... -·., .... . .. . ... _ ... _ ., 
. -i.,, .. ' . :, .... :--: ~.i,: .-,... "; ~! 
'10 AA,. ~tr' ~ ~· 
f (/ 
'·,' f, i !. '', . 
U-300, Ed. 5-97 Page 2 
7. After careful inqu d physical examination, do you rind any 
Evidence of past or prese • eases or disorders of the: Yes No , 
a. Broin, nervous system? (Test re s and Coordinotton.) , . . . .. 0 0 
b. Ears, nose, eyas, throat or gums? . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . ... . . . 
a. On exo1dse, does rhe murmur 
0 Intensify? 
0 Decrease? 
a Disappear? 
f. Show location of murmur; 
Apex by ............. [ ] 
Areo of murmur by outline . [ C 
Point of greatest intensity . [ 0 
Tronsmhsion . . . . . . . . . . [ ~ 
lowing 
o Rough 
ns nt O Inconstant 
c. Thyroid or lymph glonds? . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . ... 0 g. ls hyperlrophy present? ___ _,,_ ____ _ 
d. Heart, blood vesse~?..................... .-.......... 0 h. Apex beat is __ cm. to left mldstemo ·ne in the __ interspoce. 
(If you find any obnormolily of heart size, rhylhm or sou · eose 
complete Question No. 14} 
a. lungs? ............ , .......•............•• , ..•.. 
f. Stomach or abdominal organs? .........•.........•....... 
i. Whot is your impression of the murmur? 
g ~ DETAIi.i- PLEASE GN£RJU DETAIi.i DF AD-VE~RS..,,_.E -FlN-DI--D 0-PI-NIO-NS. 
G . . ? . g. ernto-unnory system ................................ .. 0 
.... h. Skin or exlremifias? .....•... · .......••.•...... ·• ; •..... 0 
B. a. Does appeoronce indicate poor health or older than slated og~? ...... 0 
b. Do you know or suspect that !he pmposed insured: 
Lis o hobiruol smoker? ........ , .................... -~ 10 
2. ls a habitual user of drugs? ........•................... 01 1 
3. Is a _h_obl!uol. u.ser of ~koh. ~lie beverages ~o excess? ... ·: ....... 0 ! 
4. Portic1potes m o physical fitness pragrom. . .. , ....•. , ....•... 0 j 
c. Do you know any facts off ecling longevity not brought out above? .... 0 , 
f -insifuctions· io-Eiiimine'i"Riig'iirifingBTiwcrProfile and Urinalysis -·- ·--! 
A Blood Profile and U1inolysis are required os port of this exominotion - A urine j 
contoiner is provided inside the blood profile kit. Please fallow the kit instructions ! 
carefully, especially the identification form. If blood is not dmwn o ! e urine is 1 
not ovoilable, indicate reason for deloy: _____ .....,..r:-----
. . . Yes ~ EXAMINATION WAS MADE IN PRIVATE AT: . - -
1 O. Hova you seen the Proposed Insured professionally before? ........... 0 t' j O M Off' 
!f "YES," when and why? Y ice ! 0 Residence of Proposed Insured 
-··· - . ----------· ---· Yes No--: ~Ince of Business of Proposed Insured /4 
_lL A~e.X!lu. _l~.9.!!~ WOj_ related to the Proposed Insured or to the A ent? a I . a . , . ~-~ . f;1 
~-!:,;A~~~--~~'"- k-IB~ C10t ~--~--"'.!c?.~.-.'.:~~~~_Zf'.c)u 
,t 11~,.-.-,, ~-_. f I CHECK SERVICES PtRfORMEO by Poro-Medical Co. 
13. NAME OF EXAMINER V { L . Ct · X'farn·Medicol Exam O Resttng ECG 
' 0 M.D. Exam .Ja::::ffiood Profile and Urine Kit 
SIGNATURE OF EXAMINER . , . I I /' -
Address of Paramedical or Exammer:µ8 ..._--'i-...-+o-,,_.....--__ : OTHERWISE, PLEASE ATTACH STATEMENT Of FEE OR RECORD CHARGES HERE: 
n;atTn;;u, ... l11,1,9) ; $ ., 1 2 6 4 
_______ _,,.,494.,._ "~8:i-...K""--OORAl't-enla:-Snftn A : __,'._' ..,,_,,ji"'"""'-""-"--------
1::~AdditioimfDetails. on~ Re1nork 
. . . 
J. Amendments and Corrections {For Home Office Use Only) ·. . .·. . . 
(Not to be used where prohibited by statute or Insurance Deparlmant ruling.) 
A . ' . ' '. . . . . . . greemenf , · -i . - . __ _, _ _ ____ . _____ . _ _ _ _ _:___ __ _ __ -=--
• J • • 
I hove read lhis completed oppliclllion, and represent lnat the stntemants and answers given herein ore lrue, complete, and correc~y recorded to the best of my knowledge ood belief. 
I agree that (1) the enttra contract will consist of this applicotton ond the policy issued in response to It, (2} no agent of the company can make or modify conlmds, waive any nghls 
of the Company, or waive any information requested by the Company; and (3) except as provided in the Temporary Insurance Agreement, lf issued, no insurance wm toke effect unless: 
{al the policy is delivered to !he Owner, (b) the first modol premium is paid; and (cl since the date of this applicattan, there has been no change in !he health or insurobilily of any· 
person proposed for insurance; (4) the acceptance of any policy issued on !his application shaft consfl'lufe acceptllllCe and ralificotton of any changes made by the Compony under 
• Amendments and Corrections." In those srotes where required, any chonga in age, amount, dossificofian, ¢on of insurance or benefits shall be subject to w1Hten ralificafion by the 
applicant. · 
Authorization · · · . · · · · · . ·._ · · · · . ·, · . · 
I hereby authorize any licensed physidoo, medical pracHttoner, hospitnl, clinic or other medicol or medically related facility, insuronce company; rei11Surer, the Medical lnfonnoHon 
Bureau or olhar organization, institution or person, lhat hos any records or knowledge of me or my health, to give to United Investors life Insurance Company, or its reinsurers, any such 
informaHon. This authorization is valid for lwenty-six monlhs from the data th~ form is signed. A photographic copy of this authorizotton shall be as valid os the original I know !hot 
I may request to receive a copy of !his authorization. I have received Iba notifkaHon about the Federal fair Credit Reporfing Act and the Medical lnformolion Bureau. 
Signed of_,_,_frYn~M ........ ·~u..._ffe:!-.a::...........1..=.~..-..=l D'--+-.,,,,.,,_....,. __ 
Ci State 4qyb 0 L l/9ftv ~ 0;2'/f 
X -A-ge-nt-'s-No_m_e -(P!-==z=se=Pn=·n==t) =;;:,-------=:;:::..Ag-en-t ' __ -_·· --R-eg-/0-iv_# __ 
Signalme of Agen~ Z.::, 
U-30O, Ed. s-97 Page 4 
on _ __,.__y_-_6_0 ___ ___,.~ 
Date 
x~~ . S»mslo\.\ 
Signature oroposed Insured 
X ------=--------,.--------Signature of Proposed Other Insured 
X -------,----,.-,---,-----~----
Signoture of Owner, if other than Proposed Insured 
(_'I265 
INTERNATIONAL CLAIMS 
SPECIALISTS 
REPORT ON: 
SEVERSON, MARYL. 
•, ·~ 12 6 6 
(\ 
Name: SEVERSON, MARYL. 
Account: 507050000 
:-;• ,::•_. . '.' \ ;" : 
Page: 2 
Beneficiary, mother of the insured, has received the certificate of death and the original is enclosed as 
Attachment A. 
MEDICAL CONTACTS 
GLENNS. FERRY HEALTH CENTER 
CONTACT: LESL YN PHELPS, CEO 
POBOX266 
GLENNS. FERRY, ID 83623 
(208) 366-7416 
06/26/02 
The medical records from this source have now been received and reviewed. These records include chart 
notes from 01/30/02 to 02/14/02. No new medical sources were noted. Medical records are enclosed as 
Attachment B. 
DR. RICHARD KINGSTON 
PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN 
CONTACT: MARY 
2231 N. 7m STREET 
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501 
(970) 245-3208 
06/26/02 
The medical records from this source have now been received and reviewed. These records include chart 
notes from 11/14/95 to 02/21/02. One new source was located, a dermatolo~ist, Dr Burrow. Those 
records are ~ being requested. 
CORONER CONTACT 
ELMORE COUNTY CORONER'S OFFICE 
CONTACT: EDWARD BELK 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 
(208) 587-2119 ext. 208 
06/20/02 
This source was contacted and finally direct contact was made. Mr. Belk indicated that he did, in fact, 
have the coroner's records and he would release them with a written request. A written request was sent 
to the coroner's office and we later learned that our request was intercepted the county Sheriff 
Fonn 501STAI 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
'
1 1 2 6 7 ·- ... 
(\ 
Name: SEVERSON, MARYL. 
Account: 507050000 
POLICE CONTACT 
ELMORE COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPT. 
CONTACT:MIKEBARKLEY 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 
(208) 587-2119 ext. 128 
06/21/02 - 06/25/02 
Page: 3 
Contact was finally made with th.is s.ource, which advised that no records would be released from his 
office without the prosecutor's office allowing such release. Therefore they will not release the coroner's 
records or the police report. However, Sgt. Barkley did indicate that the next of kin beneficiary of the 
policy, mother, Carol Diaz is not being considered in the investigation. Sgt. Barkley indicated that should 
he receive approval from the prosecutor's office, th.at he would release the coroner's records. However, he 
did not believe the police report would be released because they are still in the investigation process and 
they are close to making the~t of the case. ., 
0-.,.,.. 
Patricia Campbell 
Claims Consultant 
me 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
Form SO!STAI i', ~ 2 68 J ..... 
\ 
\_ . 
ATTACHMENT 
Attachment "A" - certificate of death 
Attachment "B" - medical records from Glenn S. Ferry Medical Center 
Attachment 11C11 - Dr Kingston's records 
·. ,.', 1 ·26 9 
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1MRN __ "". ________________ WIZAR~ :i._IL NEW MESSAGE REVIEW 
ENTER COMMAND =""=> DOWN ·· 
). AALLEN 
~1/08/02 15:24:22 
FROM: VICKEY MATTHIAS 
SUBJ: Pat Campbell w/I.C.S. 
DIST: A.ALLEN 
MESG: Ann, 
re: Policy #u814264 - Mary Severson 
SENT: 07/08/02 14:06:33 
***CONFIDENTIAL*** PAGE 01 OF 01 
Pat called this morning advising she was returning your call. I 
had a wiz-mail .all ready to go to you and the system went down. 
Guess I'll try again. Pat said to advise you the police department 
is persuing a criminal investigation. They have charged her husband 
with her death. They are going before the Grand Jury with this 
information. However, until they do, they will not release their 
police records on it. The police advised Pat that Carol Diaz, Mother 
of the insured, is not a suspect in the death. Pat said they have 
received the Coroner's Report .. She will send another report with 
the coroner's records included. We should receive it shortly. 
COMMANDS: PrintON < > Menu<5 > Route<3 > OELete<18> STatus<6 > Directory<20> 
Help<8 > Down<lO> Up<ll> DEFer<l7> eXit<CLEAR> PAge # File<21> 
-.,. --·~-........... _____ , ....... ___ ---·· ........... _.....,. __ , ..... ----·---·----
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Date: 07/08/2002 Time: 3:28:37 PM 
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DOB: 
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. ' PROGRESS REPORT 
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Name: 
_.._"-r~,'-¥-}----...:~1.kl,(:.,J..S,.<L-=-.--
DO B: I 
--"-f-'--''-+-'¥-l-'---~----
P hone: -~-=---=-·7~·C .... .,.Q ...... 31(.......,...· '------
!\ ~ ?. 7 t1 
·{ 
-_-.;.!l'i:,: .! • --~-~ .•. ' '.'.(,_, :-~ 
'· 
3 0 January 2902 
-........... . 
RE: Mary Severson DOB: AGE: 34 
HPI: This patient is a 34 year old, married, white female who presents with "stomach 
problems" for the past two weeks. She reports she has been on "fat blockers" for several 
months, and has lost 3 5 pounds since August of last year. She began to be nauseous 
about two weeks ago, and has been vomiting on and off. She reports several episodes of 
gross hematemasis in .the past two weeks, the last time was yesterday. She has not 
reported any change in her bowel habits, and her stool has not changed color during this 
period of time. She does not report light headedness, or vertigo. She also states, even 
when she doesn't vomit, nausea persists. There is no previous history of Ulcer disease. 
Patient is married, and has three children. She reports some marital problems for which 
she went home to Grand Junction Colorado last year, and since she has returned things 
have improved considerably as regards her relationship with her husband. She has two 
children, not of this marriage. 
Patient stopped smoking New Years Day, and no cigarettes since. She does not drink 
alcohol. She does drink cons1derable caffeine. 
Patient had a tubal ligation in the distant past, and is not pregnant. 
She reports allergy to E-Mycin 
FH: No significant family history reported. 
Exam: Well developed, well nourished 34 year old female in no apparent distress. 
HE.ENT: Completely within normal limits. 
Neck: supple, without thyromegally or adenopathy 
Thorax: Symmetrical, Lungs are clear to percussion and auscultation 
Heart: regular rhythm without murmurs. 
Abdomen: soft, flat, without masses. Tender in the mid epigastrium and just to the right 
of the midline, without rebound. Bowel sounds are present. No hernia identified. 
Pelvic and rectal: deferred 
Back and Extremities: No pathology noted, no peripheral edema. Pulses good. 
Impression: Hematemasis. 
Scheduled EGD for tomorrow morning. 
.. 2-,.. C .,.. to 
- ), ,.. --~--·. t .. 
\ ,. ... ~ : . . . . . ( -- •. . ,, · .. ,., . , .. ·· '•,. \ .. • ... · · ·' Rev. 11,00· Pa!i~'(af'l 
·: ·..e.- y r e4rvy H ea;/£h, ce-tU,-e-1· ru 
Vctll.e.y 1-l eaW,., c~ V !¼e.rl: Se<.fle-1( ecuth-c~ 
Name: Jl\/1 AA .I I ~ 
DOB: -  Aee: 3 ¾ Social llx: I / / . · 
Phone: -~5..::;...l?"=--:...t-___,.d""""0~7"-4"Y,-'-----
/- ':)Q --DY Time: __ //__,: 3.,....._ O ____ Date: 
Provider: ___ w.::.....,;;;;...;.:·JL-l;;_...;;;;..>.C' .... La..=:;___ __ _ 
Lives in/ with: ~~patiob.: ___ _ 
Status: ______ Single ~Ma.med __ 
Children: __..--yes No 
Smoke: ___ Yes ---No 
l!.."TOH: ·, ___ Yes _ ...-:::::::::--N~_-__ Quantity 
ROS: (except as per HP! and PM!{) 
Gn:~ 
Sl~in:/ ______ . --------··-·-----·--·-------··-
[•:NT/ _______ . _______ ----·-·-·- ____ ··------- __ 
-,,...i~;..i....,i~..,..._ ,:yes/. ... ·-_______ _ ______________ -________ _ 
.a-,w~~L,,<--«,,~1Rcsp/ 
Cardi/,"t/E1__,..,-------
Gl: :f_ 
------------
Sc,.·crity: Mlld / Moderate. / Severe 
-· 
GU: ~--· ---------
lh: l\·1S: / 
----------------· ----------··--- ..... ·--
NcuroY.,. 
-·--·-----·-t7--·-------·---· -·- . "' .. 
c:nrlocc;f ~ _,., ~ f;e_-~ [,) ~-/ 
Psych: ~! 07-·l ·-· l:::k,, -~j_h½._(__!':!?.: 
Allergy: ___ --------~-----· .. __ . __ . __ 
1 mmun~--. ·--·· 
-------· ··-·· -. ··-
Heme: _______________ _ 
Lymph: ________________ _ 
Sexual: ___ STD's __ # of partners ___ active 
M t!diccrtiorts: 
Fllx: ---------------,__,rt"':r__ Nam<t Dose fg;g. 
-----------! ~21))·~·-· -~ ~--d0-l¼+--J-o/-_===--AUe:rgit::s: -4'\'cs ___ No _ ___Q_ 
i> £- f1A 'tc-'~A 3), _______ -------0 4) _________ ----- ----
2) _________________ 5) 
--------- ----- ----
3)_________________ 6) _____ __,_ __ ----- ----
4) ________________ _ 7) _________ ----- ---
&) _________ -----
Ski~-·-senile, ___ solar changes 
p/"ITEENT: nl cephalic, atraumat.ic, EOM full, PERRL, eyes 
_ conjunclival erythema, _ discharge; ears __ etythema 
_ ~.load, nose ___ D/C:, throat __ erythema. 
~ND __ exudate~ teeth in good /fair/ poor repair, 
.,-J(cc.k:_ FROM masses, tenderness 
;idenopath,Y-_·· __ 1hyroid cl1ang;- ---
/4cs:.&QQ!il fair f poor airflow bilaterally,_ ;ales 
rhonchi wheezes rubs abnormal fremi1us 
- .:1.bnon11al percussion -/4r1: regular rhythm, ~munnu~ ___ SJ~ 
S4; ____ heaves ____ thnis1s thrills 
--nibs; PM! !-9 M ·· I L~-t:··· 
Ab omen: sofl, ___ bowel mds active. 
_____ org..1nom g.1ly _ masses tenderness 
distcn1ion 
;J Genitalia (male): normal/abnormal nis·, c:foch:ugc . 
. ____ deformity, 1es1es ___ bil.ucrally .... ,_ .. _7i~t~lcs. ' 
1cndcrncss; ··-··-··.. herni.is·. Pros1a1c: _____ . cnlnrgc111c111. 
.... nodules, ..... ·····-tenderness,-·--. edema . 
.:.J n rc:1s! .E:rnm: ,, _____ masses,_ •.. ·-· skin chang,e!.. 
axill:ir1 nodes,--·- nipple changes .....•. nipple 
d1~charge, .. ·--.scars, ______ eryihema 
u Gcni1:ilia (female): normal ext genii.ilia; vagina p111k 11,111! 
g1;.ocl/poor rug..,e p.111crn, . ____ significant dtsclrnrgc;. rcn r'.\ 
11·,Clhllc. 11011·lcnder, ···--- dischnrge. .. p:1rom ut,:ru!. 
,,.·1d1 vc1!>11)11, mollil<', non-render, no11-prt'.~n:1r11 ~,11.: • • :< 1:u·,:1 
. ovaries, __ · ...... 1c11dcrrn.:s1 
·-J Hectnl: good 1011e, ____ mnsses, ____ . 
br1m1,/1,111/111cla11011c :ind heme 
/'. Extrcmilics: ··-··· ankle/pre-tibial edernn; __ ve11ous !>l:1s1!, 
· changes at lower extremilics; __ · NV intacr, ___ Homa n's, 
•. -··-··- calf tenderness; FROM __ tenderness al all four 
e1<1rcmi1ics 
.-
B:iclc FROM te11derncss, ___ .rra11ma, ___ dcformily. 
STLR 10 ____ degrees -~lcnderncss 
___ r.:idiaiion bu11ocks / 1lligh /LL~ __ NV inlact dis1:illy 
O Neuro: Cerebral: __ alert, _oriented·, Cerebellar 
__ drift·, Sensory. ~-intact to sharp/dull all four extremities·. 
Mo1or: ___ /·t 5 all four exlrem.ities~ Reflexe.s: __ /+4 
symmetrical lJEs/LEs, toes-~ Gait: _-___ Romberg ..... 
Cranial: ______ hearing (grossly) __ , head !urning, __ ., .... facial 
1onc/sens.11 ion. __ ...•. eye mo1ion/sq11in1ing, ___ .. 1ong11e hmrJ 
mo1io11, _ ...... j;iw clench 
(· 
Date Seen: 
• 'i) 
~\\ 
i 
~ ~ 
Lab I })fnrmostics: ... ___ (:~£.·. 
!11111r,'!>.lir,'!i. /. ~---~ 
l) .•.•.•.. . fr:lf-2?1 .rt._~_,.,,-·--··· ...... 
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.1) 
•,' 
II) 
I l 
2) 
3) 
/ 
.. - ········---·· ..... -------····--· ·-··-···-··· 
-------------·· _..... .. . .. 
4) ___ ·-··--·----·-------------·-···""''" 
5) --- ·-' ... -·-····-
6) -·- -···· ·-··----------
7) __________ ·----------
8) ·--··-·----··-··-- --------·-··-· ., 
Call if q11cs1ions·, RTC ___ days if no resolution of Sxs. 
s0011er if more ill or un~ble to 1.1ke medic:.."lt1 ns I Ouids 
(' 11 2..., 7 ;c • I 
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S: The patient- in for _a physical exarniv· \on. She is no~ 34 
years old,( ___ ,e states"-that ·si'nce 'she -h~~ been on 'the Paxi l 
things are better. She is not down all of the time. She is 
not crying. She feels like a "new me." Her last menstrual 
period was 09-03-01, 
o : Height : 6 4 in . Weight : 15 6 l bs . BP : 114 / 6 4 Pu l s e : 8 2 
Resp: 16. Ears- external canals and tympanic membranes are 
clear. The eyes, ears, nose, and pharynx are clear. The neck 
is supple without mass. The chest is symmetrical. The lungs 
are clear. Heart- regular rate and rhythm. The breasts are 
without mass. The abdomen is soft without organomegaly, ·' 
mass, or tenderness. The back and extremities are without 
deformity or edema. The skin is clear. The lymphs are 
without adenopathy. Neurologic examination- DTRs are equal 
bilaterally. Eye contact is good. Her affect is bright. 
Pelvic- BUS clear. The vagina is clear. The cervix is clear. 
The uterus is normal size, status position. Adnexa are 
without mass. 0 
A: Depressive illness·, improved. 
P: A Pap smear is done. The patient will continue Paxil 20 mg 
daily, and recheck in one month. 
Richard A. Kingston, D.O./klm 
SEVERSON, MARY 12-03-01 
s: The patient is in for a follow-up on depression. She states 
that she continues to feel like a "new person" on the Paxil. 
The second problem the patient is complaining about is 
intermittent folliculitis in the upper inner thighs. She 
does shave in that area, but she has always shaved there 
since she was a teenager. Sometimes the lesions open up and 
drain pus. 
o: BP: 102/64 Pulse: 80 Resp: 16. Eye contact is good. Affect 
is bright. In the upper inner thighs on the left side she 
has a couple lesions that look like they have just been 
opened up and drained. They are not currently draining. On 
the right side she has one small lesion that does not appear 
big enoug.h to 1 ance. 
A: l) Depressive illness, well controlled; 2) recurrent 
folliculitis. 
P: First I suggested that she sees what happens if she does not 
shave in those areas. Second, she is placed on Keflex grams 
one b.i.d. for seven days, with two refills. I have advised 
that if she develops an abscess-type lesion to come in at 
that time and see if we can I&D it, and then maybe curette 
the lesion to prevent it from recurring if it is at the same 
location. She will follow-up in three months. 
Richard A, Kingston, 0.0./klm 
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. 
Jay P Clark 
Attorney At Law 
160 North 3rd East Street 
P.O. Box 1202 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Dear Mr. Clark: 
June 6, 2002 
RE: Policy U814264 
Mary L Severson, Deceased 
DOD: February 15, 2002 
We are in receipt of your correspondence dated May 23, 2002 advising of your 
representation of Larry Severson, the spouse of the above named insured. 
Policy U814264, insuring the life of Mary L Severson, was effective September 25, 2000. 
Since Ms. Severson's death occurred within the 2-year contestable period of this policy, 
we are conducting a routine investigation of this claim. We currently have requests for 
medical records pending with several of Ms. Severson's health care providers. We hope 
to receive this information in the near future. We are also waiting on a final certified 
death certificate. The death certificate submitted with the claim was only a photocopy 
and did not contain a cause or manner of death. 
Once we resolve the contestability issues related to this claim, we will advise you if the 
death benefit is due and payable under this policy. At that time, we will determine if it is 
appropriate to file an interpleader action through the court. 
An outside claims representative is currently handling this claim. Her name is Patricia 
Campbell and she is with International Claims Specialists. As part of Ms. Campbell 
investigation, she will need to take a statement from Mr. Severson. We will provider her 
with your name and number in order to set up a time for an interview with Mr. Severson. 
Please let us know if you have any additional questions. 
Sincerely, 
·2- \_ --~ 
- 7"-...: .r 
E. Ann Allen 
Life Benefits Division 
PAffA1..EGAL 
DEBORAH 5, MINER 
LEGAL SE'CRl:TARY 
SUSAN M. TIFFANY 
MtiiDICAL RfiiSfiiARCH ANALYST 
JENNIFER S. PETERMAN 
V0LUNT/ttr" A0MIN. ASSTS. 
PAULINE J. BARTEE 
COREY G, LABBE 
'·~. 
LAW OFF!CfiiS OF 
JAY P. CLARK 
l 60 NORTH 3RD EAST STl'IEET 
P. 0. SOX 1 202 
MOUNTAIN HOME. 10AHO 8364 7 
May 23, 2002 
fUN 
TfiiLE'PH0NE' 
(208) 587-4500 
FAX 
(208) 587-5712 
£-MAIi.. 
JAYPCL.ARK@WORL.ONEr,A TT, NET 
r; .; ")u·102 
. ·c (.. "'"\ United Investors Life Insurance Company 
Attention: Variable Products Department 
P.O. Box 10287 CLAJfv1S 
Birmingham, AL 3 5202 
Re: Mary L. Severson 
Policy number: USl-42-64 
Date of Death: February 15, 2002 
Dear Sir/Madam: 
tc5 
I am writing this letter on behalf of my client, Larry Severson, the surviving spouse of Mary 
Severson. Mrs. Severson's life insurance policy number is referenc~above. 
I have spoken with Randy Valley, the local agent in Mountain iome. He informed me that 
your company has sent a letter to the last named beneficiary, Carol Diaz, stating that the funds would 
not be available to her because the deceased had changed the designated beneficiary from her 
husband to Ms. Diaz without her husband's knowledge or consent. We believe that your company's 
actions are well justified and well supported by case law. See Roseli v. Rio Communities, 787 P .2d 
428 (N.M. 1990), which holds that a spouse cannot change the named beneficiary without consent 
or the fiduciary duty to the other spouse is violated. • 
We believe it is going to be necessary to litigate the issue based on Ms. Diaz's recent 
threatening actions taken against my client. 
In order to protect these proceeds and insulate your company from additional liability, it 
seems most appropriate for your company to file an Interpleader action which would allow the court 
to sort out this beneficiary problem. 
; . .. ~ :· ~ . ... . ' . . ' . ' 
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Letter to United Investors Life Insurance Company 
May 23, 2002 
Page 2 
In any event, please let us know in advance before any proceeds from this policy are 
disbursed. Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
JPC:smt 
cc: Client 
. Troupis & Summer 
,. ,' -~,,,#' ,,Jinejely;f· ( .// .. ,-;, 
··- /-",..."I 
/ 
/Jay P. Clark 
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PAGE(S) 
RESULT 
MODE 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJ: 
t ' ' ~) ' 
'· .• ~ANSMISSIDN VERIFICATION REPORT 
04/20 15:26 
918008945228 
00:07:21 
14 
DK 
STANDARD 
ECM 
TIME: 04/20/2002 15:33 
NAME: 
FAX : 
TEL : 
ICS / CHOICEPOINT 
CASE MANAGEMENT UNIT 
BRAD TEAGUE 
JACKSONVILLE, FL. 
PHONE: 800-695-9598 ext. 236 
FAX: 800-894--5228 
ANN ALLEN 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE CLAIMS 
PHONE: 405 ... 270-1139 
FAX: 405 .. 270-1496 
CONTESTABLE CLAIM 
INVESTIGATION ON 
MaryLSeverson 
Policy U000814264 
[;1285 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJ: 
( C 
JCS / CHOICEPOINT 
CASE MANAGEMENT UNIT 
BRAD TEAGUE 
JACKSONVILLE, FL. 
PHONE: 800-695-9598 ext. 236 
FAX: 800-894-5228 
ANN ALLEN 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE CLAIMS 
PHONE: 405-270-1139 
FAX: 405-270-1496 
CONTESTABLE CLAIM 
INVESTIGATION ON 
Mary L Severson 
Policy 0000814264 
NO. PAGES: \ L\ 
---..:--....--------
PLEASE PERFORM USUAL INVESTIGATION ON 
THIS CASE UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED. 
( 
RE: Contestable Death Claim 
Mary L Seversen 
Policy U000S 14264 
Effective Date: 09/25/2000 
DOD: 02/15/2002 
Final death certificate has not been issued. Cause of death is pending. Insured died at 
Elmore Medical Center in Mountain Home Idaho. Go ahead and obtain medical records 
from this source. Also obtain medical records from Dr. Welch at the Desert Sage Health 
Center, 410 N 6th Ave East, Mountain Home Idaho and Dr. Richard Kingston, 2231 N 7th 
St, Grand Junction CO 81501. 
Contact and interview beneficiary (Mother of insured). Also contact and interview 
husband of insured (listed on death certificate. NOTE: Beneficiary was changed to 
Mother in October 2001. Initial beneficiary was the husband, Larry Seversen. 
Contact Medical Examiner for autopsy/toxicology reports. 
Obtain records from any other source developed during investigation. 
(·· 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE 
P.O.BOX 268895 
OKLAHOMA CITY,OK.73126-8895 
TO WHOM it MAY CONCERN: 
c 
CAROL DIAZ 
527 GARDNER WAY 
CLIFTON,COLORADO 81520 
(970) 434-0795 
APRIL Bth,2002 
ON THE ADVISE of MY ATTORNEY IAM SENDING A LETTER AND COPY of THE 
CERT.IFICATE of DEATH THAT WE HAVE THUS FAR. I REALIZE THAT IT HAS 
TO BE A CERTIFIED CERTIFICATE BUT HER DEATH IS STILL UNDER INVESTIGATION 
AND IT IS HIGHLY LIKELY DUE TO A PART FOR THIS INSURANCE MONEY. 
I CALLED TO SEE IF WE NEEDED TO CONTINUE TO PAY THE PREM.ON THIS PqICY. 
AND WAS TOLD THAT IT WAS STILL "BEING PAID OUT OF MARY' ACCOUNT.PLEASE 
ADVISE IF WE NEED TO PAY. . . 
ALSO IAM ADDING THE ADDRESS of THE HOSPtTAL THAT TREATED MARY FOR 
THE GASTRIC REFLUX.SHE HAD A SCOPE DONE of HER STOMACH ON JAN 31,2002 
DR WELCH DIAGNOISED HER AS HAVING THE GASTRIC REFLUX BUT DUE TO POLICE 
CONFID. I AT THIS TIME CAN 1 T REALEASE WHAT ACTUALLY WAS FOUND THAT 
CAUSED HER STOMACH PROBLEMS. 
ELMORE MEDICAL CENTER 
895 N.6 EAST 
MOUNTAIN HOME IDAHO 83647 
(208} 587-8401 
DATE of SERVICE 01/31/02 
AND THE NIGHT SHE PASSED AWAY 02/15/02 
DR. RICHARD KINGSTON,D.O. 
2231 N.7th STREET 
GRAND JUNCTION,COLORADO 81501 
(970) 245-3208 
08/24/01 PHYSICAL 
09/14/01 PHYSICAL FOLLOW-UP 
12/14/01 CELLULITIS 
l 
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Slate of Idaho 
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defense mission bv rnfw~Jing thtt 
fightc.t·s. ( 
"It's a real hoi·, .. , .'' 1-Jai<l Lt. Col. 
Mark Melville. Sl(ll,adro.11 com-
mander. "We're glad to be able to 
do it." 
'l'he trip to Utah usu~lly tak1~;; 
five houl's, a half hour both wayfl, 
depending on the wind. Once aver 
Utah the KC- 135 refuels the fight-
ers and then flies over the city fol' 
one to two hours for acldi tional sup-
1·.lLu of 1,000 gallons of (. •. a 
minute. Thrlt's enough fuel·, he 
niinut(l ~l operate an average fam-
ily car fo1· ewe yuar. 1'h~ plane can 
holci a total of 30,000 gallons of 
fael. 
Ifot bad for a plane that was 
huiH: ii". U)59 und is older t.han those 
flyiHt; i.t. 
"'l'he ~drplanes are old," 
lv:feh•ille :iaid. "But. the National 
Guard waa here the other day and 
comprehensive aI;d robu;t air'.'.de~: 
fense capability.'' said Maj. Geti: 
Eric Findley, Director of NORAD 
Operations atPeterson°AFB, Colo-
rado+ · · · ··. 
· NORAD maintains the·ove~a.11. 
responsibility ,.of maintaining air 
sovereignty over the continenta.l" 
United States, Alaska, and Canad.a: : 
"This shows.what we do day·fo · 
and day out for homeland defense," 
Wilson said. 
{~.' ... · : :; 
···\e· rece.ives·· honor 
a.. '.f ~ck:bistory group'S: 
ctl~E!nOf the Vear ;. · 
:~· ·, ;· .'. ,' 
· I~.vta~ i;~t·ght ~_{~~i~.~1:~tion - that org~nization'a Worthy ~~~ 
a night for. :recog~l't,1.on of .accom- tron. More has been a key·memp~r. 
plishme7its; a time ~cf l!?Ok back as of the Black History Committee:£9:r . 
well aii ~~me to 'lb.o.k·~ead. The a number of years .. · 
conunun.(tfhad gatnaredi,.to eel·· Thisyear'sMartinLutbedGng· 
ebrnte blrtck history~ ·:: .. : ·<> Award went to Kelly Everitt, eili.1:;r:: ..:°. 
Th~'e·vening was·:~~~ked by oftheMountainl,(ome·New~ .. :::.i·::;.; 
the presimtation of awar.~~f. honor- McN eal noted that Ev!!!ritt·ft.~a ~ ' 
ing co~xnunity leaders. · :·,: · deserving oftlte recognitiQ-n.fof"ajl·; 
Master of Ceremonies, Joe that he had done for the rioriuiiu.:.• 
McNeal, had the honm.:.Qfintrodu-0- ·nity. "He has work~d with:~cr,i( .. 
ing Rosella More as.Citizen of the committee from day one. : ::.:.-;:-:.: _:_; 
Year. "He has always b~e~. tb,J.ir~;: 
More. has been active in nu- ready and willing to get:oui'.i~t.;:: ·· 
merous community projects since mation out." . · '. :·•: .. :• ·, .I 
she and her late husband, Jimmie, 11No matter what w~ ask~ Mil: L ' 
settled in Mountain Home in 1970. always willing to try :his !:ies~'.!': 
She ha~ beeit a volunteer at·the McNeal said. · -.:·:·~·::: 
nurah1g home and hospital and has Humbly accepting the awj.f.~·;~ 
been a membet· of Alfred E. David Everitt noted he· felt truly ho:w,fed: · 
Chapter 8.of the Order of Eastern for the recognition. He expia¥itt: .'· . 
Star for 19 years. She currently is .. (See BANQUE';(' ~age~:!)~: 
Sheriff investigating ,·,suspiciouil2 
death of 35--year .. old woman her:~f 
• • • • ., ,#1 ... ~ ..... 
The Elmore County Sheriffs. wns prnnounced dead. notidentified,obtained s140~~.C[lI~P:~.: 
Office is investigating a "possible "Due to the victim's age, we to those searches were sent to:ulie<. 
suspicious death" in the case of normally investigate as a worst state crime lal;l for anaiy~is. ::f.t,:} 
Mary L. Sev~rson, 35, of Mountain possible case until we can rule it · B~rclay said Tue.sday·morril}fit .. 
Home, who died last Friday mom- out," Barclay said, noting that the that the only health-problem. tqey 
ing, Feb. 15. tmexplained d1:ath of any person know Severson suffered from was'.· 
Deputy Mike Barclay said ,,f. 1,1,.,r;;,!'°eisunuallytreatedinitially acid reflux, for which s:he was bi!~.> 
ficers and an ambulance w~re as u ··1 .• u!:!piciuui.; death." . ing treated by medication. . ; :· .. 
dispatched to the home of Lal'ry An autl)psy w·.tr- performed that 
and Mary Sever!lon at about 3:15 cla~r, b.,t Barclay said the results "Our investigation is contin:µ:· · 
a.m. Friday morning. a\'c Mt e:cpected back for at least E!, ing and we have a lot of interviews. 
CPR on Severson was in rwrnth. toconduct,"hesaid,notingitcould 
progress by an unidentifie<l pernon I 1-. the meantime, search war- be some time before a final deter~ 
in the house at the time they ar· ranfa were issued on the Severson mination is made regarding ~e 
rived, She was transported to home and the auto body shop precise cause of deatll oft~e y_ou_rig 
Elmore Medical Hospital where she owned by the ccuple. Some items, woman. 
J;) . 11 J ." 12 90 
,( 
06-10-96 
This p.?.tient is in with neck pain for the last week. She does not remember· 
:,.i, ·:,-,9 -:in actual injury. 
~< W: i:A 1!:.:::.. BP: 92/56 P: 76 R: 16. Palpation reveals her to have tenderness 
·: :, tha bi 1 ate1· a 1 cerv ica 1 muse l es. 
;·; •. ::..::,.110s!.,,.::1etal pairi. 
71·,c p,:it ient is given OMT to the cervica1 and thoracic regicns. 
RiG~·.::;, MARY 07-26-96 
.:-: Tl"iis patient says that her ears have been plugged up. This has been happening 
intermittently recently. She is not having pain. 
C: T: 37.2 BP: 96/32 P: 80 R: 16. Examination of the ears: The left tyrrpanic 
me,tirane looks slightly retracted, it is gray with good landnarks. The right 
ear is unremarkable. Nose: The nasa 1 mucosa is s l i ght l y boggy. There is ver-y 
little rocm in the right side. There is sane clear white rhinorrhea present'. 
A: Eustachian tube dysfunction. 
P: The patient is given Aristocort Forte 60 mg IM. She is advised to use over-
the-counter Sudafed as a decongestant. 
R,!,,l<: dt 
SEVERSON(RICKS), MARY 08-24-01 
s: The patient has been having problems since January. She lost 
her job then, and has not found another job. She and_ her 
husband have temporarily separated because of her emotional 
difficulty. She is crying all the time for frequently no 
good reaso~. Sh~ is not sui~idal. Her sleep is.fair. Her 
O: 
A: 
P: 
appetite is okay. Bowels are working well, 
Weight: 160 lbs. BP: 110/70 Pulse: 82 Resp: 16. Eye 
contact is fair. ~o poor. Af~ect is sad, and she frequently 
cries through the interview. 
Situational, and possible endogenous depression. 
Blood is drawn"for·TSH. ·The-patient is started now on Paxil 
10 mg daily f6r one week, then 20 mg daily thereafter. She 
will schedule a physical, and follow-up in three weeks. 
Richard A. Kingston, D.O./klm 
/ 
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RICKS, MARY 01-10-96 
S: This patient is in with right knee pain. About 8 years ago, she had a clipping 
t/pe injury to her knee. She did have a brace with a ho l'e at the knee cap that 
was just really an elastic support. It is not cc:mfortable any more since· she 
has gained weight. She states that she just rroved into a new house where she 
has to climb stairs and it seems to bother her m::,re. It does not actually give 
out or lock on her. 
o: W: 150 1 bs. BP: 108/62 P: 92 R: 16. Examination of the knee reveals no 
deformity or joint effusion. There is just a hint of tenderness over the criedial 
joint 1 ine. Patellar percussion test is unremarkable. There is no crepitus. 
Anterior drawer, Lacrman, and McMurray's tests are essentially negative. 
A: Right knee pain, some possibility of low grade meniscal tear. 
P: The patient is given· quadricep strengthening exercise instructions. She is 
advised to use Advil for pain control. 
RAK:dt D 
RICKS, MARY 01-15-96 
S: This patient is in for recheck on her right knee. The day after I saw her the 
last time, she was concerned that she still had puffiness and swelling, and she 
saw o,~. Ruyba 1 who put her on sane Oruva i 1. Her canp la ints .are the same at this 
time. 
o: w: 150 lbs. BP: 102/60 P: 76 R: 16. Ex~nination of the right knee reveals 
there to be just a hint of puffiness in the medial side and sane tenderness 
over the medial tibial plateau. Anterior drawer, Lachman, and McMurray's ti::,sts 
ar-e a 11 negative. 
,: .. : Ps,-sistent pain with inadequate trial of exercise. 
P: The patient will do her exercises. She is also placed on Motrin 800 mg t.i.d. 
She: will recheck in one rronth. 
RA~~: dt 
P.; -::~'.S, MARY 03-20-96 
- ~L ~ ~ i,:&t iBnt 1.-;; i ... ha·v ·i119 pa in ir1 he:r r .. ·ight 1owe,- leg on and off. s}-,e states tLat 
u-,~ j.):.:1in is in the back uf h8r' knee, it goes do~vn int0 her calf. She r,::.::. :·, . .:.,!. 
bE:c,·1 doing any 1·1ew exercise:. She:: has not had any new shoes in th& last cc,,.,p1e 
of ni::inths. She states that tl'i~ ~ag feels 1 ike it swa11·s up .:ii::casional ly. 
::;; ",\': :se 1bs. BP: 92/68 P: 84 P.: 1€. EAamination of the right popl itea1 are:2.. 
;e\·-::::a1s a little bit of tenderness. I do not feel any masses. Examinativr; -:.·f 
':J,e ca1f ,-eveals tenderness. The is no obvious swelling, redness, or !·,c,:;.t.. 
:)..:,;.,;:;~,~:· e/4a.rninati,)n of the ri:;iht 1o'.vei- leg 1-eveals no evidence of thrcmbosfo. 
The examination is carried into the µopliteal area revealing no evidence of a 
S.:i.ker 's .:::yst. 
:·ii .. 5-.'..i.. 1 os:. .. i::; ,:;L.s.; 1- i ght 1 eg pain. 
r : Tr',0 pat i ei",t is aciv i sed just to wse over-the-counter 
::J.d°, i.:;o::J .:1s .;i trial of s~pµort stockfr,gs may hi&1p. 
\" •V .-H• 
,, .. R.J' ' ........... 
I 
I 
' .' 
no,-isterc i da 1::.. 
/ 
H I c;r;.::, ' IVIAr( y • • . • - -
s: This patierr!; .. has,.e. ·· ,~-break o_f. .. a __ rash on ;~.,_r __ fac ) ·er the last rronth, and 
she does not know vh. w it is. \_ · -;,_ 
O: W: 145 lbs. T: 37.1 BP: 98/54 P: 76 R: 16. Examination of the face 
reveals that she has a papular rash. The papules are only 1-2 rrm across, they 
do not appear acneiform. The rash is slightly rore on the left side of the face 
than on the right. 
A: Dermatitis. 
P: Dermatology consultation with Dr. Burrow on 11-28. 
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I 00 North Barranca #550 
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CONFIDENTIAL REPORT C· L~_/:\ t j\ /;, ;~: 
International Claims Specialists • ~ ¥1 u 
Date: 
Name: 
Addr: 
June 24, 2002 
SEVERSON, MARY L. 
4375 Poppy Avenue 
Mountain Home, ID 83645 
Emp: Not Shown 
DOB: 
Type of Inv: Contestable Death Claim 
Dates of Inv: 05/30/02-06/19/02 
Status of Report: Partial 
Account Number: 507050000 
Account Name: 
File Number: 
Requestor: 
Phone Number: 
Nature of Loss: 
United Investors Life 
U000814264 
Ann Allen 
Not Shown 
Not Shown 
Regional Office: Los Angeles, CA 
Phone Number: (888) 593-3204 
Date of Next Report: 07/08/02 
INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY 
Source 
Carol Diaz - Mother 
Larry Severson - Husbancl 
Glep. S. Ferry Health Cent~t 
Dr. Richard Kingston 
Elmore Medical Center 
Medical Examiner's Contact 
Police Contact 
Walker Pharmacy 
W ahnart Pharmacy 
LARRY SEVERSON 
4375 POPPY A VE. 
MOUNTAIN HO:ME, ID 83647 
(208) 587-0076 
05/30/02-06/06/02 
Status 
Terminated 
Complete 
BENEFITS OF KIN 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
,' 
Reference 
Report of 06/03/02 
Enclosed 
Report of 06/03/02 
Report of 6/3/02 
Report of 06/03/02 
\ 
Name: SEVERSON, MARYL. Page: 2 
Account: 507050000 
An interview was conducted and a signed statement was obtained from the husband, Larry Severson. The 
signed statement is enclosed as Attachment "A''. A signed medical authorization was also obtained. 
MEDICAL CONTACTS 
GLENNS. FERRY HEALTH CENTER 
CONTACT: LESLYN PHELPS, CEO 
POBOX266 
GLENN S. FERRY, ID 83623 
(208) 366-7416 
6/6/02 - 6/19/02 
This was source has again been contacted and asked for the release of medical records. Recently, the 
advised that the records were mailed on June 14, 2002. These records are expected within in the next week 
to 10 days. The records will be forwarded upon receipt. 
DR. RICHARD KINGSTON 
PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN 
CONTACT: MARY 
2231 N. 7TH STREET 
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501 
(970) 245-3208 
6/19/02 
This source was again contacted to determine wheri medical record would be issued. It was advised that 
records were mailed on June 17, 2002. Those records are expected within the next week to 10 days. The 
records will be forwarded upon receipt. 
CORONER CONTACT 
ELMORE COUNTY CORONER'S OFFICE 
CONT ACT: EDWARD BELK 
MOUNTAJN HOME, ID 
(208) 587-2119 ext. 208 
6/ 6/02 - 6/19/02 
This source has been contacted and has been advised the Coroner's records are not complete and cannot be 
issued as yet. We are currently awaiting response from Mr. Belk to determine when we can send a request 
for this information. Records will be forwarded upon receipt. 
-~ '.. ,!t. -
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
Form SOI STAI ('!296 
1 
'Name: SEVERSON, °iv1ARY L. 
Account: 507050000 
POLICE CONTACT 
ELMORE COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPT. 
CONTACT: MIKE BARKLEY 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 
(208) 587-2119 ext. 128 
6/19/02 
Page: 3 
This source was contacted to determine when the investigation is complete and when the police report is 
releasable. To date, although messages have been left and return phone calls have been made, this 
interviewer has not be able to talk directly to Sgt. Barkley. Efforts continue to obtain this information. 
Patricia Campbell 
Claims Consultant 
me 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
Form 50\STAl 
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CONFIDENTIAL REPORT CLAlN\S 
International Claims Specialists 
Date: 
Name: 
Addr: 
June 3, 2002 
SEVERSON, MARYL. 
4375 Poppy Avenue 
Mountain Home, ID 83645 
Emp: n 
DOB: 
Type of Inv: Contestable Death Claim 
Dates of Inv: 05/22/02-05/30/02 
Status of Report: Partial 
Account Number: 
Account Name: 
File Number: 
Requestor: 
Phone Number: 
Nature of Loss: 
507050000 
United Investors Life 
U000814264 
Ann Allen 
Not Shown 
Not Shown 
Regional Office: Los Angeles, CA 
Phone Number: (888) 593-3204 
Da~e of Next Report: 6-17-02 
INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY 
Source Status Reference 
... ~ .. .' J 
Gl~n __ Sp~rry .. ;Hea)th <;:en~~f,/, .:.: · 
Dr. Itichar;d ~ingstop. . : . :. 
Elmore Medical Center 
Medical Examiner's Contact 
Police Contact 
., -· , .. ,•.• 
Walker Phannacy 
. ' .... 
Walmart Pharmacy 
. _;· -~-·· ........ ' : . · ·:· .. · ,\:.·· <·.:'):.:·;:.~e~1qµij[) ::: . · 
-_ :: ,-..-.-'.::-.: :-',)/:>, ::- Pe~4!nr{:.: _ _-: 
. Co'riiplete 
. Pending 
Pe~1ding 
Terrili:tiatei;l 
Pending 
BENEFICIARY CONTACT 
:MITCHELL EGUSQUIZA, ATTORNEY AT LAW 
700 N. 3RD EAST STREET 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83647 
(208) 587-4438 
05~22-02 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
';;. t. 
.. . . . -~' . 
. '··, . ~· ·_"/·.: 
Enclosed ··._ .. 
,•' . ' ~ 
·,: • ,:~~. '. ' ,;'·~~-~-'•" • •' ·, I ' 
. - .... - .. 
.. •. 
·-·:.•· 
_4>.· .:.-(:_:-';·,; .. 
.,· .. 
Name: SEVERSON, MARYL. 
Account: 507050000 
Page: 2 
This source, who is the attorney for the beneficiary, Carol Diaz, has finally approved our contact with her. 
CAROL DIAZ 
527 GARDNER WAY 
CLIFTON, CO 81520 
(970) 434-0795 
05-22-02 -05-29-02 
The beneficiary, Carol Diaz, was finally contacted and interviewed. A statement was obtained and it has 
now been returned signed. The signed statement is enclosed as "Attachment A". 
A signed medical authorization was a~so obtained. 
NEXT OF KIN CONTACT 
LARRY SEVERSON 
4375 POPPY AVE. 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83647 
(208) 587-0076 
05-29- - 05-30-02 
Attempts have been made to contact the next of kin and finally he has been contacted. An appointment has 
been arranged to interview Mr. Severson by telephone. A copy of the statement will be forwarded upon 
completion. A signed medical authorization will also be obtained. 
MEDICAL CONTACTS 
GLENNS. FERRY HEAL TH CENTER 
CONT ACT: LESL YN PHELPS, CEO 
POBOX266 
GLENNS FERRY; ID 83623 
(208) 366-7 416 
05-30-02 
This source was contacted and medical records have been requested. The records are expected within the 
next two to three weeks. 
DR. RICHARD KINGSTON 
PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN 
CONTACT: MARY 
2231 N. 7TH STREET 
GRAND JUNCTION~ CO 81501 
(970) 245-3208 
05-30-02 
/\~3··3 
.• IL 'J 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
Fom150!STAI 
Name: SEVERSON, MARYL. Page: 3 
Account: 507050000 
This source was contacted and medical records have been requested. The records are expected within the 
next two to three weeks. · 
ELMORE MEDICAL CENTER 
CONTACT: SHERRY 
895 N. 6TH STREET EAST 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83447 
(208) 587-8401 
05-30-02 
This source has provided medical records and they have now been received and reviewed. These records 
include admission dates of2-15-02, 1~31-02, and 1-3-02. Records indicate that the insured had a smoking 
history but that she had given up smoking in 2001. Records are enclosed as "Attachment B". 
·coRONER CONT ACT 
ADA COUNTY CORONER 
5550 MORRIS HILL 
BOISE, ID 83706 
(208) 364-2676 
05-30-02 
This source was contacted and it was determined that the autopsy was actually performed in Elmore 
County Coroner's Office. Therefore, contact with this source was tem1inated. 
ELMORE COUNTY CORONER'S OFFICE 
CONTACT: EDWARD BELK 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 
(208) 587-2119 
05-30-02 
This source has been contacted to obtain copy of the coroner's records. A message has been left but a 
response has not yet been received. Efforts continue to obtain this information. 
POLICE CONTACT 
ELlVIORE COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPT. 
CONTACT: MIKE BARKLEY 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 
(208) 587~2119 
05-30-02 
This source was contacted to obtain information and a report concerning the insured. A message has been 
left for Captain Barkley but a response has not yet been received to date. Efforts continue to obtain this 
information. 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
Form 501STAI 
\. 
Name: SEVERSON, MARYL. 
Account: 507050000 
WALKER PHARMACY 
2241 N. 7TH STREET 
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 
(970) 243-9303 
05-30-02 
PHARMACY CONTACTS 
\ . 
Page: 4 
This source was contacted for a pham1acy. profile on the insured. It was advised that they have 110 records · 
concerning the insured. The records g~ back to 1998. 
WALMART PHARMACY 
PO BOX 1020 
MOUNTAIN HO:ME, ID· 
(208) 587-0861 
05-30-02 
This source was contacted for a pharmacy profile on the insured. The pharmacy profile has been received 
and reviewed and it is enclosed as "Attachment C". No new sources were located. 
Patricia Campbell 
Claims Consultant 
bap 
Form SOISTAI 
(' 1 3 •. 5 .... ; ., , , 
...... .._, ' 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service'' 
ATTACHMENT 
Attachment "A" - Signed statement 
Attachment "B" - Records from Elmore Medical Center 
Attachment "C" - Records from Walmart Pharmacy 
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REPORT ON: 
SEVERSON, MARY 
/11312 
) 
CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 
International Claims Specialists 
Date: 
Name: 
Addr: 
June 24, 2002 
SEVERSON, MARYL. 
4375 Poppy Avenue 
Mountain Home, ID 83645 
Emp: Not Shown 
DOB: 
Type of Inv: Contestable Death Claim 
Dates of Inv: 05/30/02-06/19/02 
Account Number: 507050000 
Account Name: 
File Number: 
Requestor: 
Phone Number: 
Nature of Loss: 
United Investors Life 
U000814264·· '"','.-:-,;, .. ,, ...... ·,. 
Ann Allen 
Not Shown 
Not Shown ·' ,, 
_.,.-.,\ .1 • . \ 
v Li\J 1\lJ -~ 
Regional Office: Los Angeles, CA Q 
Phone Number: (888) 593-3204 
Status of Report: Partial Date of Next Reeort: 07 /08/02 
INYESTJGATIYE SUMMARY 
Source 
Carol Diaz - Mother 
Larry Severson- Husband 
Glen S. Ferry Health Center 
Dr. Richard Kingston_ 
Elmore Medical Center 
Medical Examiner's Contact 
Police Contact 
Walker Phannacy 
Walmart Pharmacy 
LARRY SEVERSON 
4375 POPPY A VE. 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83647 
(208) 587-0076 
05/30/02-06/06/02 
Status 
Complete 
Complete 
Pending 
Pending 
Complete 
Pending 
Pending 
Terminated 
Complete 
BENEFITS OF KIN 
,-, ~ 3 1 ·') 
,,,, 1-..> 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Se-•{ce" 
. ' 
Reference 
Report of 06/03/02 
Enclosed 
Report of 06/03/02 
Report of 6/3/02 
Report of 06/03/02 
Name: SEVERSON, MARYL. 
Account: 507050000 
Page: 2 
An interview was conducted and a signed statement was obtained from the husband, Larry Severson. The 
signed statement is enclosed as Attachment "A". A signed medical authorization was also obtained. 
MEDICAL CONTACTS 
GLENN S. FERRY HEAL TH CENTER 
CONTACT: LESLYN PHELPS, CEO 
POBOX266 
GLENNS. FERRY, ID 83623 
(208) 366-7416 . 
06/06/02 
This was source has again been contacted and asked for the release of medical records, Recently, the 
advised that the records were mailed on June 14, 2002. These records are expected within in the next week 
to 10 days. The records will be forwarded upon receipt. 
DR. RICHARD KINGSTON 
PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN 
CONTACT: MARY 
2231 N. 7TH STREET 
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501 
(970) 245-3208 
06/19/02 
This source was again contacted to determine when medical record would be issued. It was advised that 
records were mailed on June 17, 2002. Those records are expected within the next week to 10 days. The 
records will be forwarded upon receipt. 
CORONER CONIACT 
ELMORE COUNTY CORONER'S OFFICE 
CONTACT: EDWARD BELK 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 
(208) 587#2119 ext. 208 
06/06/02 & 06/19/02 
This source has been contacted and has been advised the Coroner's records are not complete and cannot be 
issued as yet. We are currently awaiting response from Mr, Belk to determine when we can send a request 
for this information. Records will be forwarded upon receipt. 
Ol314 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
Form SO!STAl 
Name: SEVERSON, MARYL. 
Account: 507050000 
POLICE CONTACT 
ELMORE COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPT. 
CONTACT: MIKE BARK.LEY 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 
(208) 587~2119 ext. 128 
06/19/02 
Page: 3 
Thls source was contacted to determine when the investigation is complete and when the police report is 
releasable. To date, although messages have been left and return phone calls have been made, this 
interviewer has not be able to talk dire.ctly to Sgt. Barkley. Efforts continue to obtain this information. 
Patricia Campbell 
Claims Consultant 
me 
.•,·· ·-'· 
,, " 3 1 ... 
,, l'.:.. 1::> 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Sen,,ice" 
Fonn SOlSTAl ,./ 
ATTACHMENT 
Attachment 11A11 • signed statement of the next of kin, Larry Severson 
,~-;31·6 
·, ..!1. 
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EUVIORE MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL DISTRICT 
NAME: Sieverson, Mary 
AGE: 35 year-old. 
DR: Lee Binnion, M.D. 
HOSP#: 32804 
ACCT#: 02046-00035 
DA TE OF ADMISSION: 2-15-02 
ER NOTE: 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: Cardiac arrest. 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: This is a 35 year-old female. Her history is provided by her 
husband apparently and family members apparently she had been taking some kind of over-the-
counter medication, a fat burner of some kind that smelled funny or had some metallic fragments in it 
and she started to develop abdominal pain. She was seen and evaluated by Dr. Welch at Desert 
Sage Health Center. An EGD was performed and showed a couple of small ulcers that were 
nonbleeding, not perforated, and H. pylori negative. She was started on Prevacid which she had 
taken for a couple of weeks, but really was not getting any improvement in her abdominal pains so 
she was switched to Nexium today. Also, the husband states that for the past couple of weeks she 
has episodes where she will stop breathing in her sleep and he will have to shake her and get her 
aroused to get breathing again. Then there has been episodes where she will be taking to him and in 
the middle of a sentence she will fall asleep and stop breathing and he will have to shake her and 
wake her up and then she is confused after that. There has also been periods of confusion, not 
associated with these syncopal episodes. She will be talking to the son on the phone and then 15 
minutes later she will call him back and not remember that she had just spoken with him. They said 
they had discussed this with their private doctor, but did not know what the cause of the problem 
was. The paramedics said that they had a call to her house for a female not breathing last week, but 
the husband denies that that ever happened and we do not have a record of her coming here to the 
Emergency Department prior to tonight. She was on the couch. Her husband went to bed at about 
1'0 pm. He got up to check her at sometime around after 3 and she was not breathing· and he could 
not wake her up this time. Paramedics were called and responded to the scene. She was intubated. 
CPR was performed. She was given epinephrine and atropine en route. Apparently when they first 
intubated her they had good color change on the ETCO2 monitor, but then they removed it because 
she vomited through the tube and they cleaned that up. They did not notice any blood in the 
vomitus. She was brought into the Emergency Department with CPR in progress. 
PAST MEDICAL HISTORY: What I can obtain from the husband and the chart from her EOG she 
has no other chronic medical problems. 
PAST SURGICAL HISTORY: She has had a tubal ligation. No other surgeries. 
CURRENT MEDICATIONS: She takes the Prevacid and Nexium, Paxil for mild depression, and 
vitamins. 
ALLERGIES: NKDA. 
: SOCIAL. H16TOR'Q,j,11e,i.s mc1n:i1::,;J. 8lit:i.l1eu:.i .. quils111ukh1y.Just earlier this year-. t±lhe has n-o history 
of drinking alcohol. 
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ELMORE MEDICAL CENTL,< HOSPITAL DISTRICT 
NAME: Sieverson, Mary 
HOSP#: 32804 
FAMILY HISTORY: In the chart, noted no significant family history. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: 
j 
MOUNTAIN!_. 
GENERAL: Awell-developed, well-nourished female who is pulse is apneic. 
DATE: 2-15-02 
PAGE: 2 
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT COURSE: She is intubated with a 7.5 ET tube, 24 cm at the teeth. 
Breath sounds are equal bilaterally. We could not get color metric changes on the ETC02 monitor, 
so I did do a quick look with the laryngoscope and the tube is passing through the cords. There is 
some vomit pooled in the back of the throat that is yellow in color, nonbloody. CPR was continued 
and there were pulses with CPR. No pulses without CPR. She is in asystole on the monitor. She 
was given repeated doses of epinephrine and atropine. We made attempts to pace her and were 
unable to get any capture. I did do a rectal examination and her stool is light brown in color and 
guaiac negative, so I do not think she is blood out from a bleeding ulcer as the cause of the problem. 
We were unable to get any return of circulation and she was pronounced dead at 4:15. Coroner and 
police have been notified and blood was drawn through the femoral stick by me that we did not use 
here, so I have given to the coroner. Family has been notified and is now visiting with the deceased. 
DISCUSSION: I do not have a clear understanding why this patient died. Certainly with the history of 
the recent ulcer, one could consider bleeding, but it does not look like she bled out from the ulcer. If it 
had perforated, I do not think that would be a terminal event. These episodes where she stops 
breathing and then is confused afterwards could be due to an arrhythmia. They almost have a 
seizure like quality to them. I am not quite sure what to make of that, but certainly an arrhythmia 
would be on top on my list. The medications that she has with her, none of them have been reported 
to cause lethal problems like this, but it is interesting that she just started the Nexium today, but then 
again these spells where she quits breathing have been going on for quite longer than that. That 
would make it less likely the Nexium were a problem. Coroner is planning an autopsy due to the 
unexpected death of this previously healthy female. 
DIAGNOSTIC IMPRESSION: Cardiopulmonary arrest. 
D& T: 2-15-02 & 2-19-02 
LB/jm 
CC: John Welsh, M.D. Desert Sage Health Center. 
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Resuscitation Efforts Succeeded _________ _ 
Pt. slayed in room _____________ _ 
Pl. was lransrerred to ____________ _ 
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.. ELMORE MEDICAL CENTE( 1OSPITAL DISTRICT 
NAME: Sieverson, Mary 
OR: John Welch, M.D. 
MED REC#: 32804 
DATE OF PROCEDURE: 01-31-02 
PROCEDURE REPORT: 
PROCEDURE: Upper GI endoscopy 
MOUNTAIN 
BRIEF HISTORY: The patient's history is such that she had begun to vomit episodically blood 
approximately two weeks ago and has continued to do so since that time. She denies any history of 
previous ulcers and is in for an upper G.I endoscopy. 
DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE: The patient was placed in the left lateral position. She had a 
mouthpiece placed. The scope was inserted into the upper esophagus without difficulty, and under direct 
vision, through the esophagus, esophagogastric junction, cardiac junction, and antral portions of the 
stomach, down through the pylorus to the duodenum. The scope was extended its full length to the 
fourth portion of the duodenum. As the scope was withdrawn the mucosa and lumen of the fourth, third, 
and second portions of the duodenum were completely within normal limits. The bulb of the duodenum 
appeared normal, without any evidence of irritation or edema or ulceration. As the scope was withdrawn 
through the pylorus a large prepyloric inferior ulcer was identified, measuring approximately 2 cm in 
diameter. It had all the appearance of chronicity and the edges of the ulcer were biopsied X 2. 
Photographs were taken of the area as well. Another biopsy of the distal fund al ,portion of the stomach 
was done for H-pylori. The upper antrum, the fundus, and the cardiac portions of the stomach, as 
examined both under direct vision and using a J-maneuver, appeared to be completely within normal 
limits. At the distal esophageal junction the Z-line was intact. There was no inflammation in this area. 
The distal esophagus and the mid- and proximal esophagus were completely within normal limits. The 
scope was withdrawn. The vocal cords were identified and there did not appear to be any growth or 
abnormality in this location at all. The patient tolerated the procedure well and the procedure was 
terminated. 
JW/je 
D& T: 01-31-02&01-31-02 
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( ./9!!n Welch, M.D. 
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' ELMORE MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL DISTRICT 
NAME: Sieverson, Mary 
AGE: 32 
DR: Dr. Timothy L. Brininger 
HOSP#: 021167 
DATE OF ADMISSION: 1-3-00 
ER NOTE: 
LOCAL PHYSICIAN: Dr. Wells 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: Right ankle pain 
INFORMANT: History is provided by the patient and is considered reliable. 
MOUNTAIN HOME ID 83647 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: The patient Is a 32-year old white female accompanied by her 
husband today who reports that last night she slipped on ice. She somehow managed to damage her 
right ankle. She is not sure if she inverted or everted it. She reports the inability to bear weight initially 
and persistently. The pain initially was mild but now is severe. She reports that nothing she does seems 
to make it better so she comes in for evaluation this morning. 
PAST MEDICAL HISTORY: The patient denies any significant past med/cal problems. She states that 
she does not believe she is pregnant. 
PAST SURGICAL HISTORY: D&C; tubal ligation 
IMMUNIZATION STATUS: She reports her last Tetanus was in 1991. 
CURRENT MEDICATIONS: None. 
ALLERGIES: ERYTHROMYCIN 
SOCIAL HISTORY: The patient smokes 1 /2-pack a day. She does not drink or use drugs. She is 
currently married. She works as a bill payer at Grant Petersen. 
REVIEW OF SYSTEMS: The patient denies any problems or any other injuries to any other part of her 
body, with the exception of her right ankle pain. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: 
VITAL SIGNS: T 97.5 P 96 R 16 BP 120170 
GENERAL: The patient is a well-developed, well-nourished white female in no apparent distress. She is 
alert, oriented, and interactive. 
MUSCULOSKELETAL: Brief evaluation found no evidence of abnormality with the exception of the 
right ankle. Specifically the left hip, knee, and ankle were all nontender and freely mobile. The right hip 
and knee were nontender to mobilization and palpation. The right ankle, however, revealed significant 
swelling, especially over the lateral malleolus. She does have sensation in the toes. Distal and 
neurovascular status is intact. The phalanges and metatarsals are nontender to touch and light 
mobilization. The ankle itself reveals tenderness when the fibula is squeezed proximally. It is exquisitely 
tender over both the medial and lateral aspects around the malleoli. It does feel to be stable and intact. 
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NAME: Sieverson, Mary 
HOSP#: 021167 
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MOUNTAIN HOME 10 83647 
DATE: 1-3-00 
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DATA: X-rays were obtained and were reviewed by myself and by Dr. Olson. There is some abnormality 
to the positioning of the calcaneus. There is also a small fleck of bone lateral to the calcaneus which 
could represent a chip fracture. Other than the unusual anatomic alignment there is no other obvious 
fractures noted. 
ASSESSMENT & PLAN: 32-year old white female, status-post fall last night, now unable to bear weight 
on the right ankle with significant swelling laterally, pain and swelling medially and laterally, and X-rays 
that are suspicious for a possible dislocation. She has at least a Grade 11-111 ankle sprain, with possible 
dislocation. I plan to place her in a splint with the ankle at approximately 95-100 degrees. She will use 
crutches for the next six weeks. She is to be made non-weight bearing. She will use Vicodin for pain, 
starting now, #20 written, no refills, 1 PO q 3 hours prn pain. She may start on Ibuprofen after 48 hours 
from the Injury. I have informed her that the radiologlst will review the films In a short while. If she has a 
fracture or a dislocation we will have her follow-up with an orthopedic surgeon or with Dr. Wells. 
Otherwise she is to follow-up with Dr. Wells in about 3-4 days' time for a re-check of her ankle unless it 
is significantly better. She is aware that small injuries can be missed on initial X-rays and subsequent 
films may prove more obvious. Future rehabilitation may be necessary but that was not discussed at this 
time. 
O&T; 1-3-00 & 1-17-00 
TLB/jk 
CC: Dr. Wells 
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Patient: SEVERSON, MARY 
Resp. Party: 
Connexus Pharmacy Sy5tem 
Wal-Mart Pharrnacv 10-2782 
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01i01/2001 TO 05/30/2002 
Slrthdate:-2/Ll/1967··- · · •. ......, 
Wal-Mart Pharmacy 
2745 AMERICAN LEGION BLVD 
MOUNTAIN HOME 1D-83647 
1D:SW6890518 
__ ........ 
- ..... ,. 
Last F\11 
Written 
Rx # Drug Name 
Tx # NOC/DIN 
Qty 
DS Ref# 
DAW Physician Name 
Physician· DEA Price 
r ....... ,.--... ·• • ... · · • ·• ··H- "* · rttn: • v, "F";ill .. ,-·•t:, .... =···· -·-~·-· ... , __ _ ......... ,_._·;·,···-· -----..... --,-, .. , . .,. ........... , .. , •• 1 ., 
01/31/2002 6615201 PREVACID 30MG DR CAP 
01/31/2002 1031461 00300·3046·13 
01/31/2002 4402742 AMBtEN 10MG TAB. 
01/31/2002 1031462 00025-5421-31 
02/07/2002 6615496 NEXIUM 40MG CAP-
02/07/20021032119 00186·5040-31 
02/14/2002 4402850 AMBIEN lOMG TAB 
02/14/20021032755 00025-5421-31 
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WELCH,JOHN C MD 
AW7991ll9 
WELCH,JOHN C MD 
AW7991119 
WELCH,JOHN C MD 
AW7991119 
Wl:LCH,JOHN C MD 
AW79911l9 
$117.92 
$50.92 
$56.54 
$78.92. 
Total: $304.30 
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J6yCe Flowers 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
I 
' 
SMILEY, REGINA [RSMILEY@UILIC.COM] 
Friday, May 17, 2002 8:39 AM 
'Joyce Flowers' 
RE: owner of policy u814264 mary severson 
(, 
MORNING, THIS IS REGINA AGAIN, IF POSSIBLE CAN I PLEASE HAVE COPIES FAX OF 
EVERYTHING THAT IS IN THAT FILE. FAX NO# 205-325-2092 ATTN REGINA 
-----Original Message-----
From: Joyce Flowers (mailto:JFLOWERS@torchmarkcarp.com) 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2002 3:39 PM 
To: SMILEY, REGINA 
Subject: RE: owner of policy u814264 mary severson 
GINA, 
THE APPLICATION IN THE FILE DOES NOT LIST ANYONE ELSE AS OWNER. 
MARY OWNED HER OWN POLICY. NEED ANYTHING ELSE, LET ME KNOW. 
THANKS, J FLOWERS 
-----Original Message-----
From: SMILEY, REGINA [mailto:RSMILEY@OILIC.COM] 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2002 3:21 FM 
To: 'jflowers@torchmarkcorp.com' 
Subject: owner of policy u814264 mary severson 
joyce hi i'am regina in the· 
annuity dept. i had a salesmanger to call me on this annuity wanting to know who we show 
as the owner of the policy. my system show mary severson. he said on the application it is 
showing some else. can you please tell me who the owner of this policy is. you can email 
me or call me at.1B00-999-0317. 
thx gina 
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JCS / CHOICEPOINT 
CASE MANAGEMENT UNIT 
BRAD TEAGUE 
JACKSONVILLE, FL. 
PHONE: 800-695--9598 ext. 236 
FAX: 800-894-5228 
ANN ALLEN 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE CLAil\fS 
PHONE·: 405-270-1139 
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Medicine Info: 
Active Ingredients 
Doxylamine (H1 block)* 
Mechanism: 
• H 1 blocking agent. 
• Pronounced tendency to induce sedation. 
Indications: 
• Antihistamine. 
• Indicated for the alleviation of insomnia. 
Contra-Indications: 
• In epileptics 
• Should not be taken during breast feeding or pregnancy 
Dosage: 
• Management of overdose: 
o Symptoms: Sedation, CNS depression, stimulation, hypotension, 
convulsions 
o Rx: Symptomatic and supportive. 
• Dose: 
• For sleep: 25mg - 50mg at night AS AN ANTIHISTAMINE: 
• 25mg ev.ery 4 - 6 hours. CHILDREN: 
• Over 6 years have been given half this dose. 
Side-Effects: 
• Lassitude, dizziness, hypotension, GIT disturbances(nausea, vomiting, 
gastric pain), headache blurred vision, tinnitus, dry mouth, muscular 
weakness and inco-ordination. 
Precautions: 
• May cause drowsiness(warn patients against operating machinery or 
driving etc.) 
. .,· . 
Pregnancy: 
• Contra-indicated in pregnancy and breast feeding 
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• No data 
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• Permitted 
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Information source: 
• Somnil Package Insert 
• Martindale 
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You've heard the expression "I'd give almost anything for a good 
night's sleep." Because sleep is so essential but sometimes so 
elusive, you may toss and turn and try and try and still not get the 
sleep you nf:!"ed. We'd like to help . 
Here's information for consumers and healthcare professionals about 
sleep and sleep disorders such as insomnia -what you should know 
and what you can do. You can also learn more about AMBIEN -the 
sleep medication for people with insomnia who ·have trouble falling 
asleep, trouble staying asleep, or trouble with waking too early. 
Insomnia or sleeplessness can be the result of another condition. It is 
important to discuss your particular situation with your doctor. 
Ambien is the #1 prescribed sleep aid in America 
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INTERNATIONAL CLAIMS 
SPECIALISTS 
REPORT ON: 
SEVERSON, MARYL. 
:' I 3 3 3 
CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 
International Claims Specialists 
Date: 
Name: 
Addr: 
Emp: 
DOB: 
May 20, 2002 
SEVERSON, MARYL. 
4375 Poppy Avenue 
Mountain Home, ID 83645 
Not Shown 
Account Number: 
Account Name: 
File Number: 
Requestor: 
Phone Number: 
Nature of Loss: 
so~osoooo 1r·. ... . 
Umted Investors Life~- .· 
0000814264 '"f~ 
:t1..1 . ·''~l ... 
Ann Allen .r~,.,1l· :, 
Not Shown _fl/ ' .:? _?,, 
Not Shown ~ 'r'i I . v½:' 
· .. /l-:t& 
Type of Inv: Contestable Death Claim 
Dates of Inv: 05/03, 05/06, & 05/07/02 
Regional Office: Los Angeles, CA 
Phone Number: (888) 593-3204 
Status of Report: Partial 
Source 
Carol Diaz • Mother . ', . ' 
Larry Seversor.i - Husbam;I: ~ -.<··; 
,.,,.•,• . 
Date of Next Report: 6/4/02 
INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY 
Status 
· .. .. - · J?i~~ding 
Pending 
. ', 
Dr. Rich;n-d Kingston 
Elmore Medical Center 
. ' ~-~. \; .. ' .. ~)- .~ .. 
.: ' ..... :-.: ,, ... ·.'··_;'':?~tiding_ -
: --:·.' :·: __ .':\·_:· ·. --r~-~ding'_"; 
: :_ Pending 
Pending 
.. Pending 
NEXT-OF-KIN CONT ACT 
Medical Examiner's Contact 
Police Contact 
MITCHEL EGUSQUIZA 
ATTORNEY-AT-LA\V 
700 N. 3RD EAST STREET 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83647 
(208) 587-4438 
05/03, 05/06, & 05/07/02 
-
Reference 
This source has been contacted for his concurrence in allowing the interview with the next-of-kin, Carol 
Diaz. This attorney is Ms. Diaz's attorney. Although telephone calls and letters have gone back and forth 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
( _) 
Name: SEVERSON,'.1vIARY L. Page: 2 
Account: 507050000 
between our offices, no response has been received as to whether or not we could actually contact Ms. 
Diaz. We still await his concurrence. Efforts continue to obtain this information. 
Patricia Campbell 
Claims Consultant 
jls 
Form 501STAI 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
International Claims Specialists 
100 North Barranca #550 
West Covina, CA 91791 
Committed to Consistent 
Quality Service 
• 
ANN ALLEN 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE INS CO 
GLOBE LIFE CENTER 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73184 
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SEVERSON, MARYL . 
. 
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CONFTDENT!AL REPORT 
International Claims Specialists 
Date: Account Number: 50705 
Name: 
Add: 
May 9, 2002 
SEVERSON, MARY L. 
4375 Poppy Ave. 
Account Name: 
File Number: 
United Investors Life , \ 
~ li 000SJ4;{ "'....,, 
Mountain Home, ID 83647-
5601 
Emp: 
DOB: 
Type of Inv: Contestable Death Claim 
Dates of Inv: 4/24, 4/25, 4/30, 5/1, 
5/2/02 
Status ofReport: Partial 
Requestor: 
Phone Number: 
Nature of Loss: 
Regional Office: 
Phone Number: 
Ann Allen 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Seattle, Washington 
l-888-858-2454 
Date of Next Report: · 5/23/02 
INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY 
+ ··'>f-kin contact 
I 
.ard Kingston 
e Medical Center 
iical Examiner contact 
..:>lice contact 
Phannacy contact 
Source Statu!i 
Pending 
Pending 
Pending 
Pending 
Pending 
Pending 
Pending 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
Reference 
' ,, 1· 
Name: SEVERSON, MARYL. 
Account: 50705 
CAROL DIAZ 
527 GARDNER WAY 
CLIFTON, CO 81520 
970-434-0795 
4/24/02 
BENEFICIARY CONTACT 
Page:2 
File: 0000824264 
Initially, the beneficiary was contacted and a signed statement was started. However, it was 
determined by Ms. Diaz that she was represented by two attorneys and, therefore, contact was 
discontinued until arrangements could be made to contact her attorneys for approval of the signed 
statement. · 
ATTORNEY DREW MOORE 
CLIFTON, CO 
970-256-9707 
4/24/02 
This attorney was contacted and he gave concurrence to take a statement from Ms. Diaz. 
MITCHELL EGUFQUIZA 
BOISE, ID 
208-587-4438 
4/24, 4/24, 4/30, 5/1, 5/2/02 
Attempts have been made to contact this attorney to obtain his approval for the interview of Carol 
Diaz. Although he has returned calls at times when the interviewer was not in the office, we have been 
unable to make contact directly. An interview appointment has been arranged for 5/3/02 in the 
afternoon. Hopefully, approval will be obtained so that the interview with the beneficiary can be 
conducted. Efforts continue in this regard. 
MEDICAL CONTACTS 
DR. JOHN WELSH 
DESERT SAGE HEAL TH CENTER 
CONTACT: JAN 
410 N. 6TH A VE. E. 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 
208-587~3988 
4/28/02 
This source was contacted and it was advised that the records had to be obtained through their main 
headquarters at Glens Ferry Health Center. 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
' ,1 
Name: SEVERSON, MARYL. 
Account: 50705 
GLENS FERRY HEALTH CENTER 
CONTACT: LESLYN 
P.O. BOX269 
GLENS FERRY, ID 83623 
208-366-7416 
4/24/02 
Page:3 
File: U000824264 
This source was contacted and a request has been faxed for medical records on the insured. The 
records are expected within the next two weeks. 
DR. RICHARD K1NGSTON 
PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN 
CONTACT: MARY 
. 2231 N. 7TH ST. 
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501 
970-245-3208 
4/24/02 
This source was contacted for medical records on the insured. Records have been requested and are 
expected within the next two to three weeks. 
ELMORE MEDICAL CENTER 
CONTACT: SHERRY 
895 N. 6TK ST. E. 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83447 
208-587-8401 
4/24/02 
This source has been contacted and medical records have been requested. These records are expected 
within the next two weeks. 
Patricia Campbell 
Claims Investigator 
PC/drk 
"Committed to Consistent Quality Service" 
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lntenzational Claims Specialists 
100 North Barranca #550 
WestCovina,CA 91791 
Phone: 626 · 938 · 7876 
Fax: 626·915·2141 
April 22, 2002 
Ann Allen 
United Investors Life Insurance Co 
Globe Life Center 
Oklahoma City, OK 73184 
Re: SEVERSON, MARYL 
Claim/Policy# 4000814264 
Dear Ms. Allen: 
This will acknowledge our receipt of information regarding handling of the above. 
Thank you for using the services of "International Claims Specialists". This assignment 
will be handled by Patricia Campbell Claims Consultant. 
Charges will be at our usual rate. Initial limit will be $718. 75 plus necessary out of 
pocket expenses. This will not be exceeded without your approval. 
Ms.Campbell will keep you advised of the progress and/or any delays. Documents will 
be sent as obtained from sources. Status will be sent on or before 5/6/02. 
In the interim if we can be of further assistance regarding this or any other investigative 
matter, please advise. 
Sincerely, 
Western Claims Office 
800-456-7055 
I ~ •• _. ' w , .... , • ,'f''" •' • •', ,,. ' '\ '•/'h .,.,;_ I•.,..,,.,, 
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International Claims Specialists 
Case Management Unit 
TO: -Ann Allen -- United Investors ( Liberty National Life) 
FAX#: 405-270-1496 
FROM: Brad Teague - Case Manager 
International Claims Specialists 
Case Management Unit Jacksonville, Fl. 
Phone-800-695-9598 ext-236 
Fax-800-894-5228 
DATE: April 22, 2002 
CASE NAME: SEVERSON, MARYL, 
CLAIM#: Poly# U000814264 
I have received this case and will direct to the correct office for handling 
Total of _L pages including this header 
THANK YOU 
/JraJ 
.• , ·"" -~ .\r, .r, ·:·~· 
** TOTAL PAGE,01 ** 
Internatio11al Claims Specialists 
100 North Barranca #550 
Wes! Covina, CA 91791 
Committed 10 Consistem 
Qunlity Servict• 
,· . 
.. I -' ' 
. ~--
ANN ALLEN 
UNITED INVESTORS LIFE INSURANCE CO 
GLOBE LIFE CENTER 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73184 
/1111 l u/1, m/11111 ulu/l II ill 
Claimant Information 
Account Number : 
Account Name : 
Requester: 
Policy/Claim # : 
Claimant'Name : 
Claimant SSN: 
Claim Category : 
Claim Type: 
Bill Date: 
.· . . 'JUL 1 9 2002 
Bill for Services Rendered. VERSION: 1.0.s 
Non-Monthly Billed . L, LAI MS 
507050000 
United Investors Life Insurance Company 
ANN ALLEN*• 
U000814264 
MARY L SEVERSON 
Ufe and Health 
Contestable Death - Ltd Ptd 
07/15/2002 
Stat~ment Information 
Invoice / ICS Order# 023200204224902 
Investigative $843. 75 
Expenses $146.46 
Tax $0.00 
Please remit payment to the following address : 
International Claims Specialists 
P. 0. Box 911487 
Dallas, TX 75391-1487 
All other correspondence, please sand to: 
State: ID 
International Claims Specialists, 2925 W. LBJ Freeway, Suite 200, Dallas, TX 75234 
---- .......,....__ -- ........ ___ -- .................. ---- - - ----- ----------------------------- ---
Account Name : 
Please include with payment due upon receipt 
United Investors life Insurance Company 
ICS Account Number : 507050000 
Bill Date: 07115/2002 
Invoice / ICS Order #: 023200204224902 
Policy/Claim # : U000814264 
Case Name: MARYL SEVERSON 
Claimant SSN: 
•• , ,111 I•••• /1 ·' .,•- ., , • , ·, ·;,.• ~ '- ,• ~ ,.. :,!l,.._. ·. I '! •,.. -._ , • .,. . , • .'-: ·,a,.,, 
Federal Tax ID#: 75-1444139 
Total Bill: $990.21 
9 
ANY TESTIMONIAL OR DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE THAT THE 
DEFENDANT HAD 
AN EXTRAMARITAL AFFAIR 
WITH A WITNESS NAMED JENNIFER WATKINS. 
A) Grand Jury Testimony by Nora Law 
B) Grand Jury Testimony by Mike Severson 
C) Grand Jury Testimony by Detective Mike Barclay 
D) Report by Detective Mike Barclay, report ID. 0201297.H69, date 2/15/02 
E) Report by Detective Mike Barclay, report ID: 0201297.C69, date 2/15/02 
F) Report by Detective Catherine Wolf, report ID:0201297.D71, date 2/15/02 
0) Transcript of Hearing on 2/15/02, Judge John R. Sellman 
STATE OF IDAHO v. ~-RY SEVERSON 
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1 passed, I had talked to my mom because she had been 
2 losing, continually losing more weighti still hadn't 
3 been able to hold anything down. I wasn't 
4 understanding why the doctors hadn't hospitalized 
5 her. 
6 She wasn't holding any food down. She 
7 wasn't eating and she was really uncomfortable, had 
8 a lot of pain, burning sensation in her throat, and 
9 so I told my mom about the weight loss and the 
10 symptoms. 
11 And I had heard from Larry that she was 
12 just falling asleep. He 1d be talking to her in the 
13 living room, and then she would just kind of fall 
14 over, so he would try to wake her and she wouldn't 
15 wake up. 
16 Q. Larry was telling you that? 
17 A. So I had talked to my mom about that and 
18 asked my mom what she thought, and my mom said she 
19 needed to see a specialist because it sounds like 
20 she was dying. She was concerned with the ulcers. 
21 MR. BAZZ0LI: What her mom said wasn 1t 
22 offered for the truth of the matter, but simply 
23 offered to-· 
24 THE WITNESS: My mom was trying to get 
25 me -- to tell me how important it was for me to take 
1 her to a doctor. 
2 BY MR. BAZZOLI: 
3 Q. Did you talk to Larry about taking Mary 
4 to a doctor or specialist? 
5 A. I talked to Mary first, and this was 
6 about a week before she died. 
7 Q. What did she say? 
8 A. I asked her to, please, let me take her 
9 to a gastroenterologist because this doctor didn 1t 
10 seem to be doing anything for her. He didn't seem 
11 to be moving fast enough in my opinion based on the 
12 symptoms. And so I asked her to let me take her to 
13 a doctor. I told her 11 I 1ve already gotten approval 
14 to take time off. Let me take you," and she said 
15 she would go if Larry said it was okay. 
16 Q. Did you talk to Larry about it? 
17 A. I called Larry as soon as I got off the 
18 phone with her, and I asked him to let me take her 
19 because he was apparently busy and he said, no, he 
20 wanted -- he believed in natural healing and he 
21 wanted to see what the doctor in Mountain Home had 
22 to say. And the test results, I think, were due the 
23 next day. 
24 Q. Did you and Larry have any discussion --
25 in vnnr t.;ilk,i wit-h M.:irv in ,T.:im1.:irv .::inrl PP.hrn;:,rv rlirl 
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CASE NO. -01-02 
1 you ever notice her drifting off or falling as: 
2 or not remembering conversations with you? 
3 A. No. I talked to her a week before sh 
4 _died, and she seemed aware, but I didn 1t talk t 
5 all the time. When I talked to her on the phor 
6 that day, when I was asking her to go to the de 
7 she seemed aware of what I was saying. 
8 Q. She didn't talk about -- did she talk 
9 you about any sleeping problems? 
10 A. I don I t rempmh,,,,.. 1.er saying she wasn 11 
11 ,i1 ,,,,,_:. 
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at all about any 
1as falling asleep 
~ re. --~ 1 !ldVe a conversation 
p ._.,,,. 1..u tebruary 14 about him possibly calling 
regarding problems with Mary? 
A. Mary and Jim -- and I don't remember h 
long -- I think it was about a week before she 
again, and he said, 11 I almost called you guys 1 
night . 11 · And I said, 11Why? 11 And he said 11 Becau 
thought Mary wasn I t breathing. 11 And I said, 11 w: 
NORA 1-A. v.J 
the hell would you call us? You should call 91: 
And I kind of laughed because I didn 1t think --
because she was fine. I thought she was fine al 
that time, and so you need to call 911 if she's 
breathing. 
Q. Taking you back even a little bit 
further, Do you know if Larry and Mary ever 
separated for a period of time? 
A. They did separate. 
Q. When was that? 
A. I think around July of last year, 2001 
Q. Do you know why that was? 
A. Mary had a girlfriend -- or, I mean, 
Larry·· sorry. Larry had a girlfriend and Mary 
decided to go to Colorado, r think, at Larry 1s 
request, so he could decide what he was doing. 
Q. Do you know who that girlfriend was? 
A. Yes, she was a girl here in town. Her 
name is Jennifer. She worked for the paper. 
Q. Did you ever meet her? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. And how did you know that Larry and 
Jennifer would have been boyfriend and girlfrien, 
A. They told us. They were going to get 
m;:,rrlPrl ~ • 1 ~? 
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Q, Did she ever show you a ring or say --
A. Yes, she did. 
Q. Did Larry ever tell you that they were 
:mgaged --
A. Yes. 
Q. -- and that he was going to get a 
divorce? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you ever talk with Larry about 
divorce with he and Mary? 
A. I didntt talk to Larry about that before 
I talked to Mary, I talked to Mary first. She came 
back from Colorado wanting to make her marriage 
work, saying that she would forget everything, just 
that Larry was the most important thing, and so she 
kept trying to make it work and then kind of got 
frustrated and went and talked to a lawyer. 
Q. Did you ever talk to Larry about that, 
about any --
A. After she had talked to the lawyer. 
Q. And what did Larry say about --
A. He couldn't afford to divorce her. 
Q. Why not? 
A. Because she was entitled to a lot of --
~ecause everything was in her name. The business 
38 
was in her name, the house, everything. 
Q. Did you learn that from Larry or Mary? 
A. Between both of them I knew. I kind of 
knew I was pretty close to the situation. 
Q. Are you aware of any life insurance 
policies that Mary and Larry had? 
A. I am now. I wasn 1t at the time. 
Q .. How did you learn about those? 
A. The day Mary died, the policy was 
sitting on the table when I came back. 
Q. Did you look at it at all? 
A. I did. 
Q. Based on what you saw, what is your 
understanding of it? 
A. I believe according to that paper, Larry 
was the beneficiary. I think it was a quarter of a 
million. I can't remember if it was a quarter. I 
don 1t remember the amount. I just remember that it 
had named Larry as the beneficiary. There was a 
conversation between Carol and Larry; supposedly, 
at she was saying she was the beneficiary and he 
wasn't. So I don 1 t know. 
Q. Who's Carol? 
A. Carol is Mary 1 s mother. 
Q. And where -- do you know where she 0 l 34 
1 lives? 
2 A. Colorado, Grand Junction, Colorado. 
3 Q. And that was out on the day of the 
4 murder -- or of the death of Mary? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Now, since Mary's passing on February 
7 15, have you had any conversations with Larry 
8 Severson about any of this issue about that day? 
9 A. Well, we've had conversations. I don I t 
10 understand what you're asking here; sorry. 
11 Q. I 1ll strike the question. Has anything 
12 happened between you and Larry Severson that would 
13 ·· provide you with any bias or any reason to make any 
14 story up against this? 
15 A. No. I'm not very happy with him, but I 
16 wouldn't lie about the situation. 
17 Q. And you understand you I re under oath to 
18 tell the truth today? 
19 A. Yes, I am. I do understand that. 
20 Q. There 1s no reason that you would --
21 A. I have nothing to gain. I just want 
22 Mary to rest in peace. 
23 MR. BAZZOLI: Thank you. 1111 ask the 
24 presiding juror if you have any questions. 
25 JUROR: How long have you met (sic) with 
1 Mike? 
2 THE WITNESS: I've been with Mike since 
3 May of 2000. 
4 JUROR: So, you've known the ~amily for 
5 a couple of years. 
6 THE WITNESS: I met Larry around July of 
7 2000. 
8 JUROR: At any time prior to 2001 1 did 
9 you find anything or see anything that would lead up 
10 to what transpired later? 
11 THE WITNESS: I saw a really messy 
12 separation, and then a reconciliation that I 
13 thought, at first, it seemed strange because he 
14 didn't seem like he wanted it, and then they seemed 
15 -- appeared that they were trying to work it out. I 
16 don 1 t know if that 1s answering your question. 
17 JUROR: And I have none. Anybody on the 
18 panel is free to ask what questions you may. 
19 JUROR: Do you have any medical training 
20 or are you an EMT, first responder, paramedics? 
21 THE WITNESS: No, I don 1t have any 
22 medical training. My mom is a nurse. I was raised 
23 around -- with my mom, and I try to keep a cool head 
24 in a crisis situation. 
25 JUROR: What was Mary's personality like 
40 
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1 THE WITNESS: At the gym, probably, 
2 about a week or so, a week and a half after we 
3 bought our pills, and then she stopped going because 
;he was sick. And at the first, I thought she had 
5 the flu. We all thought she had the flu because she 
6 had flu symptoms. 
7 JUROR: And then you only spoke to her 
8 on the telephone. 
9 THE WITNESS: Mm-hmm. Which was 
10 actually pretty normal for our relationship. We 
11 used to go out every week but when she got sick, we 
12 didn 1t go out there after that. 
13 JUROR: Because the pills were different 
14 from yours, did she say anything or -- did she say 
15 anything to you because they were different. 
16 THE WITNESS: I think that's why she 
17 asked me. Because when she had previously taken 
18 Hydroxycut, they were all the same color, and so she 
19 asked me if mine were the same color and I said; 
20 11Yes, they are. They' re all white, whitish gray." 
21 And she said well, they were before but mine now are 
22 different. These ones have -- they 1re bluish green 
23 and white. And I said you shouldn't take them 
24 because you don't know what's in them. Larry had 
25 qotten sick when they first got the pills. He told 
45 47 
l told you? 
2 THE WITNESS: Mary just said that she 
3 didn 1t want anybody seeing her like this. She 1s 
4 really sick. She's throwing up all the time. 
5 JUROR: But Mary said that she didn't 
6 want to see anybody? 
7 THE WITNESS: Yeah. And I didn 1t think 
8 to ask her on the phone. When I asked her if I 
9 could take her to the doctor, she just said ask 
10 Larry. 
11 JUROR: What happened to Jennifer after 
12 Mary came back? 
13 THE WITNESS: Supposedly, she had a 
14 boyfriend. I don 1t really know. And then I think 
15 Larry had saw her for a little bit after Mary had 
16 come back. They were together for a little bit and 
17 then everything was supposedly finalized. They 
18 weren't together anymore around Thanksgiving because 
19 when Mary first came back1 he was still with 
20 Jennifer. He actually was moving her in the house 
21 at one point. 
22 MR. BAZZOLI: Any more questions? 
23 JUROR: You made a comment about Larry 
24 saying something about the natural healing process 
25 as the reason he didn 1t want --
=====================================:::; ~==========================================: 
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Mike and I, 11 1 don I t know how you can take that 
because it 1s making me sick, 11 and I said "Well, you 
have to take it with food.n And he told us -- came 
back and he said 11 I tried it with food, but now I 1m 
throwing up blood. 11 That Is what Larry had told us. 
And to my knowledge, Mary had been taking them right 
along and she wasn 1t sick at first and then got 
sick. 
JUROR: You had mentioned earlier that 
one of the reasons that they couldn 1t divorce was 
because everything was in Mary's name. Did she ever 
mention why that was? 
THE WITNESS: What I was told -- when I 
asked Mike why everything -- I asked Mike myself why 
everything Mike had expressed --
MR. BAZZOLI: We've got Mike. That's 
probably going to be hearsay. So you can ask Mike 
directly. 
THE WITNESS: I didn't know Mike had 
explained to me a reason. 
MR, BAZZOLI: Any other questions? 
JUROR: You made a comment that after 
you bought the pills that you were told not to come 
by the house because she wasn 1 t feeling good. Who 
told you that? Was that Mary told you that or Larry 
46 
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THE WITNESS: When we would go to the 
gym, if he had a cold or something, we would say 
maybe we should take an (inaudible), and he goes no, 
I believe in natural healing. So it was kind of 
something he always said. 
So he said that when I asked him if I 
could take her to the doctor, he said he believes in 
natural healing, and he wanted to see what the 
doctors had to say. 
JUROR: Had you seen that happen in the 
family --
THE WITNESS: I took it as more of a 
joke with the natural healing comment prior to that 
because it was something that was continually said. 
Natural healing, I believe in natural healing. If 
we pulled a muscle, oh, well, we 1re not going to see 
a doctor; I believe in natural healing because we 
were in the gym quite a bit. We were going to the 
gym twice a day. 
JUROR: And Larry went with you -- Larry 
and Mary? 
THE WITNESS: Mary would only go in the 
evenings, but Larry was going in the mornings with 
us and in the evening. 
~y MR. BAZZOLI: 
48 
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1 broke it open and looked at it and you know, there 
2 was small beads and large beads, and it even looked 
3 like there was a little aluminum shavings in a 
4 couple of them. 
5 Q. What did you do next? 
6 A. That's when I told him. I said you need 
105 
7 to get somebody to check these things out. There is 
8 something wrong with them. I says whether it be a 
9 doctor or pharmacist, you know, somebody. 
10 Q. Did you follow up with that? 
11 A. Oh, yeah. I tried to get ahold of a few 
12 people, and I didn't have any luck, so I called the 
13 -- what do you call it? The USDA, I guess is what 
14 they 1 re called. 
15 Q. The FDA? 
16 A. Or the FDA, yeah, so I called them and 
17 they sent somebody down. 
18 Q. Did your dad ask you to do that or did 
19 you just kind of follow up on your own? 
20 A. Well, we were doing it kind of together, 
21 I guess. He said that he had talked to his doctor 
22 about them. And then I just went on. Like I say, I 
23 guess even before I called the FDA, I called the 
24 Hydroxycut company themselves. And the first time I 
25 got through to them, I told them, you know, I had 
CASE NO. C".,- 1-02 
1 Q. So you didn't see the other bottle? 
2 A. No, I didn't see the second bottle unti 
3 way after the FDA got involved. 
4 Q. Do you recall wheri you saw the second 
5 bottle? 
6 A. It would be when the FDA was picking up 
7 the bottles from Jay's office. 
8 Q. You didn't provide those bottles to Jay 
9 A. I provided the open one. 
10 Q. Okay. You don 1t know where the closed 
11 one came from? 
12 A. No, I assumed he just brought it in fro 
13 his house. 
14 Q. You worked with your dad from, I think 
15 you said last July, August, or so, down at Auto 
16 Works or even before that, off and on? 
17 A. Oh, yeah. I 1d helped him out .in there 
18 for years. 
19 Q. Were you aware of your dad's personal 
20 life and the things that were going on between hi 
21 and Mary? 
22 A. Somewhat, just what he would tell me 
23 on -- I know that they had separated. Mary went 
24 Colorado. Mary didn't have much contact with me 
25 when she was down there. 
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these pills, and I had a problem with them, and do 
you guys have a lab and I could send them to you and 
you can see if there is something wrong with them. 
And I couldn't get any information out of them. 
They wouldn't give me an address or nothing, so I 
called back. I think it was the next morning or 
something like that. And, in fact, I told them we 
had a student in school that was going to do a 
report on them on how they come up with their new 
ideas and stuff like that. Is there a number we can 
write to like a lab or fabrication center, and why 
as soon as I did that, they gave me all kinds of 
information. But then, of course they're on the 
same road. I finally called that place, and they 
just totally backed out of it, so that 1s when I 
decided just to call the FDA on it. 
Q. Did you contact any attorney on it? 
A. No, I didn't. My dad is the one that 
pulled his attorney in. 
then? 
Q. Did you leave them down at the shop 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Was there -- did you leave both bottles? 
A. Well, like I said, he had only brought 
the one bottle in. 
1..K.e Sec..,e1e.SJJN 
1 Q. Did your dad and you ever talk about hi1 
2 getting a divorce from Mary? 
3 A. He had talked about it, yeah. He had 
4 said that things weren't looking_good between the 
5 Q. Do you remember what month or anything 
6 that was? Was it between August and November or 
7 something? 
8 A. I'm just thinking more like September, 
9 October, time frame. 
10 Q. During that time, were you aware if you1 
11 father had a girlfriend or anything? 
12 A. Oh, yeah. He had a girlfriend. I 
13 didn 1t care much for her. 
14 Q. Who was that? 
15 A. Oh, shoot. What the heck was her name? 
16 I can 1 t think of her name right now. 
17 Q. Was it Jennifer Watkins? 
18 A. Yeah 1 Jennifer Watkins, there it is. 
19 Q. Did she ever discuss or -- her and your 
20 father ever discuss the fact that they may have b 
21 engaged or planning on getting married? 
22 A. I found out about it in a roundabout wa} 
23 that he had given her a ring. 
24 Q. How is that roundabout? 
25 A. From my brother -- or brother-in-law. 
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: 1 s th~ one that told me. You know, he got her a 
lng. Of course, I didn't like her at all from the 
;t-go. She started interfering with operations at 
1e( p, so I just didn't like her for -- at all. 
Q. Do you know if she moved into the house 
1 Poppy Street? 
A. No, as far as I know she never moved 
1to that house. 
Q. Do you know when the relationship ended? 
A. It had been -- I want to say right 
:ound the end of December I think it was. 
Q. What about did Larry ever talk to you 
,out not being able to get a divorce or the 
mership of the property or anything? 
A. Oh, yeah. He had mentioned once that he 
ts not going to get a divorce because he couldn't 
:ford it. 
Q. Meaning he couldn't afford it how? 
A. Well, beings, of course, she would want 
~r portion of the business. She was a part of it 
ten. And, of course, the house and stuff like 
tat. 
Q. Do you know whose name the house was 
Lder? 
::::{ 
ZI Yeah, it was in Mary's name. 
Q. Were the vehicles as well? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. During, like1 the month of January and 
bruary, did you have any concerns about Mary 
lling asleep and not breathing or anything? Did 
ry ever talk to you about that? 
A. No, she had never talked to me about 
at. In fact, it was more like mid-February is 
en my dad had actually -- telling me that she was 
lling him a few things like that. Sometimes when 
e's sleeping it just sounds like she quits 
eathing for a second and picks right back up. 
But one of the biggest things that he 
ld me when I told him that she needs to go get 
Jked at is he would call her in the morning from 
= shop and ten minutes later she would call the 
)p, and I 1d answer the phone and she wouldn't 
,er have known that they called. 
Q. Did that happen a lot? 
A. Oh, yeah. That happened just darn near 
~ry 
Q. In February? 
A. End of January. 
Q. End of January to February. So he would 
.1 her from the shop. Were you there when he 
110 
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1 called her? 
2 A. If I was at the shop. I mean, I would 
3 walk through and see him on the phone and go through 
4 and that and then he would come out there, and I 
5 would ask him who he was talking to or whatever. 
6 Q. And he would say? 
7 A. "Oh, I was talking to Mary. 11 
8 Q. And then would she call back? 
9 A. Yeah, sometimes, I 1d answer the phone 
10 when she 1d call back; sometimes my dad would, but, 
11 you know, I would answer the phone. (Inaudible) and 
12 then most of the time he I d tell me 11 She didn 1t even 
13 know I called her 10 minutes ago, 20 minutes ago. 11 
14 Q. Did you ever ask her about that and say, 
15 hey, you just called or didn't you just talk to him 
16 or something? 
17 A, Well, no, no, because at the time it 
18 never -- you know1 most of the time, I'm going, you 
19 know, to a toolbox or another job and she calls on 
20 the phone and oh, hold on a sec. I 1ll go get him. 
21 Q. In your personal experience, did you 
22 ever experience that where maybe she talked to you 
23 and then twenty minutes later call up? 
24 A. No, this never happened to me. 
25 MR. BAZZOLI: I don 1t have any further. 
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Does the presiding grand juror have any 
questions? 
JUROR: I don't right at the moment. 
I'll open it up to the panel. 
MR. BAZZOLI: Let me ask you something. 
BY MR. BAZZOLI: 
Q. Were you aware of any medications that 
Mary was taking? 
A. I didn't know what they were, but I had 
known after she had gone to the doctor and they had 
scoped her stomach that I know that they had given 
her some prescriptions. What they were 1 I have no 
clue. 
Q. Did she ever talk to you about any 
sleeping problems? 
A. No. Every time she come around when she 
was around me or Nora or the kids or anybody, she 
was always a strong one, There's nothing wrong with 
me. I'm just fine. 
Q. So she didn't tell you if she was taking 
any sleeping pills or anything? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Did you ever talk to your dad about 
24 whether he would take any sleeping pills? 
' 153 5 J A. No. As far -- as long as I have known 
( 
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1 my dad, the only medicines I have ever really seen 
2 him take is aspirin. 
3 Q. So he wouldn 1t take something like 
4 Unisom? 
S A. No, nothing that I 1m ever aware of. 
6 Q. Your dad works out quite a bit? 
7 A. Yeah, I got him started in that about 
8 two and a half years ago. 
9 Q. He works out early in the morning? 
10 A. He used to. I've noticed lately it's 
11 been more at night than in the morning. 
12 Q. Do you recall during, like, the month of 
13 January and February what hours he 1d go down to the 
14 gym? 
15 A. He would normally get down there anytime 
113 
16 between 4 and 5, and then, of course, I wouldn't get 
17 there till about 5:30. 
18 Q. Still pretty early? 
19 A. Yeah, too early for me. 
20 MR. BAZZOLI: Any other questions? 
21 JUROR: What was in your opinion, what 
22 was Mary's mental state as to how she was feeling on 
23 a regular.basis? 
24 THE W+TNESS: Well, like I said, 
25 normally when she talked to me, it was, you know, 
CASE NO .. · ... ·01-02 
1 JUROR: Yeah. 
2 THE WITNESS: Oh, I'd say two and a 
3 half, three months. 
4 BY MR. BAZZOLI: 
5 Q. When did you find out about the 
6 engagement? 
7 A. Like, it was probably -- let's seei 
8 came back in January. I 1 d say it was probabl~ 
9 before Christmas. 
10 Q. That you found out about the engagem1 
11 A. Yeah. 
12 JUROR: Oh, I had one other question 
13 You indicated that you were in Colorado for fc 
14 years. Is that where Larry met Mary? 
15 THE WITNESS: Yeah, after I joined tl 
16 military, Mary actually delivered parts to thE 
17 repair center that he had there. 
18 JUROR: And did they became an item, 
19 know, a couple there then and then just marri1 
20 later in Mountain Home? 
21 THE WITNESS: Yeah, actually, I beli, 
22 they had moved in together there and then the; 
23 actually drove to Nevada and that's where the: 
24 married and then they moved up here to Mounta: 
25 Home. 
::=====================::::: ::==================================== 
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even though I knew she was sick, you know, she knew 
that I knew that she was sick, but she would also 
talk to me just like we had been friends forever. 
JUROR: So in your opinion, there was no 
thought of her wanting to commit suicide? 
THE WITNESS: No. 
JUROR: What was their relationship like 
when she came back from Colorado? Did you see a 
genuine effort on both of their parts, more on her 
part, more on his? 
THE WITNESS: Yeah, well, what I saw 
when they are together, they are still fine. They 
still went through the same motions as they ever did 
before. And, in fact I know on the 14th when him 
and I got off work, we both went at the same time to 
buy, you know, we bought a box of chocolates and 
little bear stuff for Mary and I got some stuff for 
my girlfriend, and everything as far as I saw was 
fine. 
MR, BAZZOLI: Any other questions? 
JUROR: Yeah, just one. How long did 
your dad know Jennifer Watkins before you found out 
they were engaged? 
THE WITNESS: How long were they 
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MR. BAZZOLI: Any other questions fr 
the grand jury? 
May this witness be excused? 
JUROR: Thank you, Mike. 
MR. BAZZOLI: And I should admonish 
that this again is a secret meeting and not t 
discuss any of your testimony or any question 
outside this room. 
THE WITNESS: No problem. 
MR. BAZZOLI: All right; thank you. 
I have two more witnesses that are r 
the officers and that's going to take a littl 
time because we're going to present some phyE 
evidence and things like that, so unless anyr 
opposed, let 1s go ahead and take our lunch bi 
then readjourn at 1:00. Is that all right? 
everybody enough time? 
(Luncheon recess taken.) 
MR. BAZZOLI: We have a couple of ji 
that have brought some things to my attentio1 
the course of the break. And juror number·· 
JUROR: (Number given). 
MR. BAZZOLI: You know Nora Law; 
correct? 
JUROR: Yes, and Mike. 
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Q. If you want to refer to your report. 
A. In my report, I have that there was 22 
blue pills. 
Q. And what kind of a container were those 
in? 
A. They were just in a Ziploc baggie, 
plastic bag. 
Q. So they weren 1t in, like, an original 
Unisom container or anything like that? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. After completing that search of the 
residence, did you search another place? 
A. Yes, we did. 
Q. Where did you search? 
A. We searched the Severson business 
residence -- or business on American Legion that's 
Auto Works. 
Q. Why did you search there? 
A. We believed that there may have been 
129 
some tampering of the pills that Ms. Severson was 
taking. We were looking for some ingredients in the 
tampering case, 
Q. Did you conduct a search in that 
building? 
A. Yes, we did. 
CASE NO, "' . T-01-02 
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1 is usually left at the scene when we're done. 
2 Q. What, if anything, did you find 
3 personally while you were there? 
4 A, Looking at the property slip that I 
5 here without actually looking at the bag that 
6 there to indicate what officer found it, I wo 
7 be able to tell you. There was some things I 
8 remember, the Red Devil Lye. There was a met 
9 spoon that had some white powdery substance o: 
10 that was corrosive. I remember looking in th-
11 can and there was some Hydroxycut pills that: 
12 been pulled apart and some corrosion stuff in 
13 I remember that particularly. 
14 Q. Are you familiar with Hydroxycut pil 
15 A. I am in reference to this case. 
16 Q. What do Hydroxycut pills look like? 
17 A. They're in a white capsule that come 
18 apart and usually there is an off-white tanni: 
19 powder that goes inside the capsule itself. 
20 Q. Did you find any pills at the 
21 Auto Works? 
22 A. There was some capsules but I don 1 t 
23 recall there being any full capsules in itsel: 
24 They were empty capsules. 
25 Q. About how many? Do you recall? ;:=======~;;:;;~~:'.===~=:'.=:::=::=:'.===;;:::==============~~- ..... -_ -_ ---_ -------------_ -----------------_ -_ -_ -_ -------_ ---_ -_ -_ -_ --------
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Q. Did you find anything there? 
A. I located -- it was kind of a joint 
effort. I don 1t know exactly whose number got put 
there but we were all -- it 1s just a small area that 
you search. There was certain detectives here and 
there, but I remember there was sqme Red Devil Lye 
located, an engagement ring. It was allegedly to be 
for or was Jennifer Watkins'. I could look at my 
inventory sheet, and I could tell you exactly what 
items were located at Auto Works. 
Q. Do you want to look at those? 
A. Yeah, if you don 1 t mind. 
Q. I don't mind. What did you have? 
A. There was --
Q. Who kept that record? 
A. Detective Wolfe. 
Q. Okay. How do you guys keep these 
records? What happens when you do a search? 
A. Usually when we do our searches, one 
person is appointed as your evidence custodian, and 
then when an officer finds something of interest, 
it 1s either photographed right there or placed into 
an evidence bag and then the evidence custodian 
comes along and logs it on these sheets here that we 
keep, just an itemized inventory, and a copy of this 
1 A. If I could refer to this report here 
2 It looks like there was probably two of them I 
3 was found. I 1m showing one on the inventory: 
4 the trash can, and then on the second page it 
5 another one that was taken from there. 
6 Q. Were there any broken capsules or 
7 anything that you observed? 
8 A. There were broken capsules and there 
9 some corrosion, I believe, on one of them. 
10 Q, About how many would you say did you 
11 find? 
12 A. I believe there were two capsules; 
13 maybe, there was four. I couldn 1t recall. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. I do remember another item that I di( 
16 locate. It was a photograph of Mary Severson 1 
17 stomach. They take photographs of some ulceri 
18 remember locating that in the office. 
19 Q. Did you ever obtain any bottles of 
20 Hydroxycut pursuant to this? 
21 A. Meaning afterwards? 
22 Q, Afterwards. 
23 A. Yes, I did. 
24 Q. Why don't you tell us about how you 
25 obtained those? 
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SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
ELMORE COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
Case #0200089H, Event #0201297.H69, Dated 11-29-02 
Original Report: Case #0200089 Event #0201297.A67 Dated 02-15-02 
ARREST-PERJURY/ SUSPICIOUS DEATH 
(A) Larry Severson - Arrest #16080 
On November 29, 2002, at approximately 1800 hours, I received information that someone named 
Tracy K. Besler is an acquaintance of Larry M. Severson. I learned that Ms. Besler may have an e-
mail from Mr. Severson in which he confessed to killing his wife Mary Severson. The information 
I received was from my wife who was at a local beauty parlor in Mountain Home, Idaho. I had 
information prior to this that Ms. Besler had, at one time, either dated Mr. Severson or she was an 
acquaintance of his. However, when I received that information I was not able to locate Ms. Besler 
or have any reason to speak to her. However, on this date with this information that there may be 
an e-mail out there in which Mr. Severson confessed to killing his wife, I elected to contact Ms. 
Besler. 
On 11-30-02, I left a message for Ms. Besler at her residence. A short time later, I received a phone 
call from her at the Sheriffs Office. I requested that she come to the LEB to be interviewed. She 
was a little hesitant to come to the station and she wanted to know why I needed to speak to her. I 
told her that I wished to speak to her in person rather than over the phone. 
Ms. Besler came to the LEB. I took her to the interview room where I tape recorded an interview 
with her. At first, Ms. Besler was a little hesitant to speak to me because she feared for the safety 
of her daughter. I explained to her that the reason I wanted to speak to her was regarding a possible 
e-mail that she received from Mr. Severson. I also wanted to inquire about the friendship that they 
had. During the course of the interview, I learned the following information from Ms. Besler. 
Ms. Besler told me in the initial part of the interview that Larry Severson has a lot of problems. She 
stated that she is aware that Mr. Severson was having an affair with a 21 year old woman whom she 
believed to be named Jennifer and that she works for the Mountain Home News. Ms. Besler also 
told me that Larry and Mary were having problems in their marriage. She stated that after Mary 
came back from Colorado they were having "knock-me-down, drag-me-out fights", according to 
what Larry had related to her. She stated that Larry told her that sometimes during the 
confrontations that he had with Mary he would have to stay at the shop because they were so bad. 
Ms. Besler also related to me that Mary came back from Colorado with one goal in mind and that 
was to make their marriage work no matter what. 
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( I told Tracy that she was allowed to leave and that I may need to contact her at a later date for more information. She agreed that she would come in to speak to us in the event that we needed her to. 
At that time I elected to contact Mary Severson' s mother Carol Diaz, on the telephone in Colorado. 
I asked her if I could have the number for her daughter Marie's residence. Marie is Mary's older 
sister. I contacted Marie at her residence and I asked her if she had sent an e-mail to Tracy using 
Mary Severson's e-mail account. She stated that she had and I read the e-mail to her that I had 
gotten from Tracy. Marie admitted to me that she had sent the e-mail to Tracy. She stated that she 
was very angry at Larry and that she was sorry that she sent the e-mail. She hoped that it did not 
mess up anything regarding the case. Since then she has not sent any e-mails to Mr. Severson nor 
to any of his acquaintances-whieh he contacts using this e .. mail account. 
Nothing further at this time. 
Detective Captain Mike Barclay 
ECSO 
MB/css 
cc: Elmore County Prosecutor 
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OFFENSE DESCRIPTION 
Unattended Death 
Paper Service 
Weapon, Force or Means used-
Apparent Motive-
Location of Occurrence-
4375 POPPY AVE 
Date 
acc. ON: 02-15-02 
OR BTWN: 
REPORTED: 02-15-02 
Source: F FIELD 
Connecting reports-
Time 
03:13 
Investigative divisions, units, persons notified-
Case Clearance/Disposition: 4 Active 
·Ll 
Ei 
ADDITIONAL PEOPLE INVOLVED 
COD~S: S•Suspect, V•Victim, W•Witness, c-complainant, F•Father, M•Mother 
Name: SEVERSON, L.ARRY MARVIN 
Addr: 4375 POPPY AW 
CSZ: MTN HOME, ID 83647 
AKA: 
DOB: 
Sex: 
HP: 
Testify: 
Name: SEVERSON, MARY LOUISE 
Addr: 4375 POPPY AV'S/POBOX 1137 
CSZ: MTN HOME, ID 8~647 , . 
DOB:
Sex: 
HP: 
AKA: 
Name : LAW, NORA BETH 
Addr : 5. 0 5 W 4 N CSZ: MTN HOME, ID 83647 
AKA; 
Name: SEVERSONL LARRY MARVIN 
Addr: 4375 POP~Y AVE 
CSZ: MTN HOME, ID 83647 
AKA: 
Name: SCHAEFFER, MELISSA 
Addr: 
Testify: 
DOB: 
Sex: 
Hl?: 
r.~-· Testify: 
DOB: 
Sex: 
Hi?: 
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DOB: 
Sex: 
.. HP: CSZ: 
AKA: NORTHWEST PARAMEDICS ASSO T~stify: 
M Race: w 
11 Race: W 
P Race: W 
Race: W 
F · Race: u 
Name: 
Addr: 
BINION DOB: 
2312 N COLE/EMERGENCY PHYSICI Sex: U Race: U 
A~e: 47 E .h. N 
WP: 
Aie: 35 E.l h. N 
WP: 
Aie: 32 Eh. N 
WP: 
Ale: 47 Eh. N 
WP: 
Aie: 00 Eh. u 
WP: 
Aee: 00 E h. u 
CSZ: BO!SE, ID 83704 HP: 
DOCTOR Testify: WP: 208 322-1730 AKA: 
Supervisor 
Assigned to, P# Assmt. 
1it to C/A 
P# Reporting Officer(s) 
_Active 
BARCLAY, MIKE 
STERLING, SHAUN 
CHANEY, ROBERT 
LAYHER, RICK 
Date/Time Reproduced 
_Other 
PII Assmt. 
0026 SUI 
1040 Patrol Division 
1009 Patrol Division 
1001 Administration 
Immediate F/U _Pending 
"1359 
Rep. Off. Signature 
Div/Clk To Whom 
Inactive 
ta 
C 
0 
tJ 
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ADDITIONAL PEOPLE INVOLVED 
CODES: SaSuspect, V•Victim, W=Witness, C=Complainant, F-Father, M~Mother 
Name: ELLWANGER, NANCY L 
Addr: 48068 ROOSEVELT 
CSZ: MTN HOME APB, ID 83648 
AKA: 
Name: GR6$iN, GLBN 
Addr: 5550 MORRIS HILL/ADA CO K~: ~sa,n, ID 
Name: BANitSb JOHN· W Addr: us ro D & DRUG ADMIN 
~; lfISii, ID 
Name: GORD.ON ANGEL D Addr: US POOD & DRUG ADMIN CSZ: BOISE, ID 
AKA: SA 
DOB: 
Sex: 
HP: 
Testify: 
DOB: 
sex: 
HP: Testify: 
bbB: 
CORON Sii!x: 
HP: 
Testify: 
oo:s: Sex: 
HP: 
Testi!Y: 
POB.: 
sex: 
HP: Testify. 
M Race: u 
F Race: W 
208 599-2885 
M Race: U 
M Race: t1 
M Race: U 
Age: 00 
Ech. U 
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WP: Te$t.ify: 
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· .. ,. T )flP ;_ 
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u Eth. U 
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Addr: 125.. · S ~- B 
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· . t '· SeX;: F Race:· w 
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AKA: DIAZ, CAROL 
Name: DIAZ, MICHAEL 
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Name: SEVERSON, BRANDIE R MIMS 
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Sex: 
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DOB: 
sex: 
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DOB: 
sex: 
HP: 
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DOB: 
Sex: 
HP: 
Testify: 
DOB: 
Sex: 
HP: 
Testify: 
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M Race : w EEh. H 
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970 434-0795: WP: 
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SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
ELMORE COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
Case #0200089C, Event #0201297.C69, Dated 02-15-02 
Original Report: Case #0200089 Event #0201297.A67 Dated 02-15-02 
SUSPICIOUS DEATH 
(V) Mary Louise Severson 
In the early morning hours on February 15, 2002, while I was at the LEB I talked to Deputy Shaun 
Sterling. He related to me that he had responded to 4375 Poppy Avenue, located just outside the city 
limits of Mountain Home, regarding a 35 year old female who was not breathing. Deputy Sterling 
related to me that this woman was later identified as Mary L. Severson. Upon Deputy Sterling's 
arrival at the residence, the ambulance crew took Mrs. Severson to the hospital. Deputy Sterling 
related to me that Mary Severson died at Elmore Medical Center and he had notified the Sheriff. 
Sheriff Layher requested that I speak to him in his office about Mary Severson's death. Sheriff 
Layher told me that while he was at Elmore Medical Center he observed some actions by Mr. 
Severson that struck him as odd. He stated that in all of his years of visiting with the family after 
the death of a family member, he has not seen this type of reaction from anyone. He related to me 
that Mr. Severson was acting very strangely. 
Sheriff Layher also related to me that he spoke to the attending emergency room physician, Dr. 
Binion. Sheriff Layher related to me that Dr. Binion' s opinion was that there was no medical reason 
why Mary Severson should have died. Sheriff Layher also related to me that Mr. Severson had made 
it known that he wished to have Mary's body cremated right away. He also made remarks to Dr. 
Binion that Mary was being treated for some type of stomach problem related to some diet pills that 
she had been taking which appeared to have been tampered with. I learned from Sheriff Layher that 
Dr. Binion told Sheriff Layher that Larry Severson had told Dr. Binion that Mary was having 
problems with sleep apnea where. she would fali asleep during the course of a conversation and she 
would quit breathing, then he would have to wake her up. This would also occur in the evenings 
while she was sleeping. 
Sheriff Layher and I decided that we would assign a detective to this case. Sheriff Layher, Chief 
Deputy Nick Schilz, Detective Cathy Wolfe, and I met to have a meeting. Det Wolfe was assigned 
this case. During the meeting I learned from Det Wolfe that she had received a phone call from a 
confidential informant (hereby referred to as Confidential Informant or CI). Det Wolfe stated that 
CI had vital information regarding the death of Mary Severson. CI also related to Det Wolfe that 
Larry Severson was having an affair with a woman named Jennifer Watkins. We also learned that 
Jennifer Watkins used to work for the Mountain Home Newspaper. CI mentioned that there should 
be items in the residence that were hidden by Mary Severson. 
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Chief Deputy Schilz contacted the Elmore County Coroner Marla Spence. He requested that an 
autopsy be performed on Mary Severson. Det Wolfe and I responded to St. Alphonsus Hospital 
where we contacted Dr. Glen Groben who is a forensic pathologist at St. Alphonsus and he also 
works for the Ada County Coroner's Office. We explained the situation to Dr. Groben and why we 
wished to have an autopsy performed. During the course of the autopsy, Dr. Groben pointed out that 
there were numerous ulcers in Mary Severson' s stomach, however none of them had perforated. In 
the stomach, some of the contents was what I believed to be some type of pudding and possibly 
some kind of pasta. Samples were also taken of these items by Dr. Groben. 
We also observed during the autopsy that there was a great amount of bruising around Mary's upper 
and lower lips. There was also a small hole in her right, lower lip that was unexplained. I also noted 
that on her right elbow there was a bruise. In the course of the autopsy, I learned through Dr. Groben 
that there was no apparently reason for Mrs. Severson to die. I learned from Dr. Groben that Mary 
Severson's death was drug related. Dr. Groben also related to me and Det Wolfe that he would send 
out samples of Mary Severson's tissues to laboratories and he would also have blood work done. 
It should be noted in the report that during the course of the autopsy there was a great amount of 
redness around the upper part of Mary's chest. Dr. Groben conducted a test to make sure that there 
was no carbon monoxide poisoning. This would be consistent with carbon monoxide poisoning to 
have that amount of redness under the skin around the neck area. Dr. Groben related to me that the 
carbon monoxide test came back negative. 
( Dr. Groben notified Det Wolfe and me that he believed that this was some type of drug related death. 
We contacted Elmore County Prosecutor Aaron Bazzoli and requested that he meet us in the LEB. 
Upon our arrival at the LEB, we prepared an Affidavit for a Search Warrant of Mary Severson's 
residence and for the business. We received a search warrant for the residence and for Auto Works, 
the business which is owned by.Larry and Mary Severson. 
On 02-15-02, at approximately 1850 hours, we initiated a search of the residence. I went to the 
residence and read the search warrant aloud to Mr. Severson. I could tell that there was very little 
reaction by Mr. Severson as I read the search warrant to him. I explained to him that the reason we 
were there was because if something happened to his wife that was related to the tampering of the 
diet pills, then we wanted to make sure that we covered all bases. At that point, Mr. Severson still 
had no reaction to the wording or anything related to the search warrant. Mr. Severson' s family took 
him to another location so that the officers could conduct the search of the residence. A complete 
list of the items that were seized can be obtained by a request through the prosecutor's office. It 
should be noted that there are some items of interest that I will point out in this report. 
Det Wolfe located items within the residence where they should have been located, i.e. receipts, 
wedding rings, and other locations where Mr. Severson had taken Jennifer Watkins. As the CI 
related, the items were there. Also located in the residence was paperwork. In the master bedroom 
there were also cassette tapes that were seized and 8mm tapes that were seized. CI had related to Det 
Wolfe that they would be within the residence where Mary Severson hid them. CJ had also said that 
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there might be a diary in the residence which Mary claimed that she kept on incidents and events that 
( happened between Mary and Larry Severson. 
It should also be noted that when I went into the living room I lifted the seat cushions on the couch. 
I noted that there was a pair of women's purple panties stuffed under the couch cushions. I also 
noted a female's house slipper under the seat cushions. I also noted four types of what appeared to 
be prescription drugs, later identified as Ambian which was located under the seat cushions. These 
items were photographed by Det Wolfe. 
Also, while I was in the master bedroom with Deputy Sterling, he lifted a hat that was on the dresser 
in the master bedroom. There was a plastic baggie that contained 22 blue pills. Also located in the 
bedroom was a pair of jeans that appeared to have a broken belt loop. The loop that had been ripped 
off was laying on the floor, on one side of the bed, near the closet. I also learned from Deputy 
McCallum that he had located a number ofUnisom pills in the vehicles outside. He had obtained 
consent to search from Mr. Severson prior to the time he left. Those items are also listed in the case 
file. 
I learned from Det Wolfe while we conducted the search warrant that she had located a prescription 
bottle of Ambian that had been filled on 02-14-02. She was not able to locate any Ambian pills in 
the bottle.and she was unable to account for the 30 pills that were suppose to be in it. 
Deputy Mac McCallum kept an evidence and property record while he searched the vehicles. I 
learned from him and by viewing the record that there were a number of Unisom pills inside Mr. 
Severson's vehicle. A report from him should be forthcoming. 
Upon completing the search warrant at the residence, we went to Auto Works which is located at 
1150 American Legion Blvd. On 02-16-02, at 0026 hours, the search warrant was initiated. During 
the search we were able to locate what we believed to be some type of pill fragments located in the 
office trash can. When later compared to the diet pills that we had seized, they matched, however 
they were hollowed out and there appeared to be some type of corrosion on the outside of the 
capsules. I also located some Red Devil lye that was located and concealed in a black file cabinet 
in the office. Also located near the lye was a wedding ring that was reported to be the wedding ring 
that Mr. Severson had purchased for Jennifer Watkins. There were a number of other items that 
were seized during the search warrant. A complete inventory of the items that were seized at the 
business is available through a request at the Elmore County Prosecutor's Office. 
On 02-16-02, in the early afternoon, I contacted J.P. Clark. Mr. Clark is the attorney for Larry 
Severson. I asked Mr. Clark ifhe had the diet pills that Mary Severson had been taking. Mr. Clark 
stated that he had received those pills from Mr. Larry Severson and his son Mike. He stated that he 
had them in his office, in a locked safe. He also related to me that he believed there was something 
wrong with the pills. He believed that they were actually eating through his envelope that he placed 
some of the pills in. At that time I agreed to meet Mr. Clark at his office so that I could obtain the 
diet pills for the investigation that we were conducting. 
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I met Mr. J.P. Clark at his office. When Mr. Clark opened his safe he handed me an envelope which 
, 1. had some type of deterioration going on from the pills that were inside it. He also handed me two 
bottles ofhydroxycut, one which appeared to have the seal intact and one which was open. I looked 
inside the open container and I noted that there were some green pills inside white capsules. I also 
noted that there were other diet pills that appeared to have the normal color to them. Mr. Clark told 
me that one of his employees Debra Maderas also had some pills that they had taken out of there 
which they were going to hold onto or possibly send off. 
Mr. Clark gave me a phone number and I contacted the Maderas residence (170 Alturas Drive). I 
spoke to Debra's husband Kevin. Debbie was not home. I identified myself and requested to come 
over and pick those pills up. I responded to their residence and picked up the six pills that they had. 
These items were then placed in the Elmore County evidence room for further processing on a later 
date. 
On 02-20-02, I was contacted via voice mail by Mike Grimmett who is a respected businessman in 
Mountain Home. Mr. Grimmett requested to speak to me regarding the Severson case. I went to 
Mr. Grimmett's business where I spoke to him briefly. Mr. Grimmett explained to me that he had 
spoken to Larry Severson and learned that his wife had died. He further related to me that Mr. 
Severson had told him that he had eaten dinner at Rattlesnake Station. He stated that he talked to 
him on Monday night about him and Mary going to Rattlesnake Station to eat dinner. He stated that 
at that time Mr. Severson told him that Mary began to feel sick and that she wanted to go home. He 
stated that he took her home then she went to sleep on the couch and he went to sleep in bed. Mr. 
Grimmett related to me that Mr. Severson told him that he got up to go to the gym and then he found 
Mary laying on the couch. I asked Mr. Grimmett ifhe thought Larry might harm Mary and he stated 
that he did not know, but he didn't believe so. At that time Mr. Grimmett had nothing further to 
offer me in the course of this investigation. This interview took place on 02-20-02, at approximately 
1650 hours. 
On 02-21-02, I was in contact with a female who was identified as Jennifer Watkins. Jennifer 
Watkins came to the LEB so that I could speak to her. She was taken to the interview room and the 
interview was taped there. During the course of the conversation, Jennifer told us that she learned 
about Mary's death from the Mountain Home Newspaper. She said that she had seen my name in 
the paper and that was how she knew how to contact me. Jennifer related the following information 
to Detective Wolfe and me during the investigation. 
Jennifer stated that the last time she had contact with Larry Severson was approximately two to three 
weeks before Mary's death. She further related to me that during this contact that she had with Larry 
at the Maverik in Mountain Home, Idaho Larry had made comments to her regarding Mary dying. 
Jennifer also related to us that Larry has called her mother Leann Watkins on numerous occasions 
after the contact at the Maverik and he related to her to tell Jennifer about Larry having divorce 
papers for him and Mary. He also told Leann Watkins that Mary was dying from the diet pills that 
she was taking. Jennifer further related to the detectives that approximately a week before Mary's 
death she ran into Larry again. At that time Larry told her that he was selling Mary's Mitsubishi 
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because Mary was dying. He also related to Jennifer that Mary didn't need the vehicle any more 
because she was dying. He told her that the diet pills were causing holes in her stomach. Jennifer 
told him at that time that she didn't want to have any contact with him whatsoever since their 
relationship was irretrievable. She also related to us that Larry called her mother several times after 
that relating the same information about the diet pills and that Mary was dying because of the diet 
pills. He also called her mother a couple different times, wanting Jennifer back, and stating that she 
could come back to him at any time. Jennifer stated that she found this very weird to have Larry 
talking about his wife dying. 
Jennifer also related that she spoke to some of her co-workers about the comments that Larry made. 
She stated that she found this very odd that Mary was either leaving him and that he was using the 
divorce papers again to attempt to gain Jennifer back or that Mary was leaving to go to Colorado, 
or that she was just dying. It all appeared very suspicious to her. Jennifer got another phone call 
from her mother who told her that Larry had opened a bottle of the diet pills and that it appeared that 
they had been laced with something and that he was going to have the FDA check the pills. Jennifer 
related to the detectives that if these pills were laced with something then they did not come that 
way. She also stated that she believes Larry did something with them. 
Jennifer stated that she believes that Larry has a criminal mind and that he is not a very honest 
person. She stated that for many months, month after month, he lied to Jennifer repeatedly about 
him being divorced and also about the fact that he was going to get divorced. Jennifer related that 
she learned of Mary's death after she returned from a vacation at her mother's residence in Idaho 
( Falls. She stated that when she got back her boss told her that Mary had died and that she needed 
to be careful because Larry may be trying to come after her again to attempt to recapture their 
relationship. Jennifer also related that Larry could not divorce his wife due to the fact that his wife 
had the business, the vehicles were all in her name, and the residence that they live in was in her 
name. She also related that Larry spoke many times about divorce and that she found that very odd 
that he would speak of getting divorced from her, but that she would not divorce him and then his 
wife suddenly turns up dead. 
During the course of the conversation, Det Wolfe asked Jennifer about the affair that she and Larry 
had together. Jennifer told Det Wolfe that they were not having an affair, but she admitted to a 
relationship. She also admitted that a relationship to her was the fact that she was engaged to Larry 
and they were not just sleeping around with each other. When Det Wolfe asked Jennifer questions 
regarding whether or not she asked if Larry was divorced, Jennifer related that she had been told by 
Larry's daughter Candy and his son Michael that they were, in fact, divorced. She stated that a 
couple days after Candy told her that Larry was divorced from Mary then Larry contacted her and 
he explained to her that he was not divorced, but he was in the process of getting a divorce. Jennifer 
also told us that Larry also explained to her that Mary went to Colorado and that sometime later 
Mary came back from Colorado. At that time Jennifer felt that she knew the relationship was not 
going to end and Larry was not going to divorce her due to his financial situation, all of the bills, and 
the business, the residence, and the cars being in Mary's name. 
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Jennifer also admitted that upon Mary's return from Colorado Mary had threatened Jennifer a couple 
different times. She thought that there should be police reports related to those threats. Jennifer told 
the detectives that she broke up with Larry around Thanksgiving after he could not produce any 
divorce papers. She admitted that Larry bought her an engagement ring prior to him being divorced 
and that the ring was given back to Larry. 
Jennifer also said that during the course of their break up she had actually resumed her relationship 
with her ex-boyfriend. She related that on a couple different occasions, even until her contacts with 
him at the Maverik when he related that Mary was dying, Larry made two other contacts with her 
in an attempt to give her some junk mail. She also stated during the interview that when the junk 
mail was delivered to her either personally or placed on her vehicle where she works then Larry 
would sit and wait for her to come out and pick up the mail. 
During the course of the conversation Det Wolfe asked Jennifer if she thought Larry may be 
dangerous or a violent person. Jennifer said that Larry is a very mean person and that he can be very 
dangerous. She said that it would take a person a while to figure that out. She also related that she 
knows this because she is a domestic violence volunteer. She also said that during the relationship 
that they had Larry was dangerous when it comes to sex, besides the psychological effect. When Det 
Wolfe asked her questions regarding why she believed Larry was dangerous sexually and 
psychologically, Jennifer told us that when she initially met Larry she did not wish to have sex with 
him one evening. At that time Larry had her pinned down on the bed and he was holding onto her 
very tightly. She was able to get her feet up to him and push him off with her feet, kind of in a 
kicking motion. She also related to us that he made a couple different attempts to get his hand down 
her pants or touch her breasts. She stated that at times Larry was very rough with her during their 
relationship. He was not physically rough with her, he was just psychological by sulking when she 
told him that she didn't want sex. 
Det Wolfe asked Jennifer to tell us how Larry would try to hold her down. She stated that Larry 
would basically hold her down by laying on top of her and not allowing her to get up. Jennifer also 
said that when Larry did not get what he wanted, whether it was sex or other situations, then he 
would get very, very angry with her. At times he would go into the living room or storm off. At that 
time she would express some concerns for herself. 
Det Wolfe asked Jennifer more questions relating to their sexual relationship. Jennifer also related 
to her that at times she would feel that either she was going to give in to him or he was going to be 
mad. She stated that at times it was easier just to give in. At other times she did not give in and he 
would just sulk about it. 
Det Wolfe asked Jennifer if she had written or signed any checks on the business account or if she 
had ever signed Mary Severson' s name. She said that she had signed some checks at the business 
for Larry while he was not there during the course of their relationship. She also admitted that Larry 
had given her $400.00 to help her with bills and that after they broke up Larry closed their accounts. 
She also said that Larry had purchased a Dodge Status for her in his name. When Jennifer's parents 
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came to visit her in Mountain Home Larry would allow her to drive it, but as soon as they left he 
would take it back from her. 
Jennifer said that Larry had made comments to her that he only married Mary for the convenience 
and that he didn't love her. He said that his bankruptcy should fall off of his credit history this year, 
sometime in January, and that he wouldn't need Mary any more because he would be able to get his 
own credit. Jennifer also reiterated that she thinks Larry has a criminal mind and that he may have 
poisoned Mary. She also feels very strongly that Larry could possibly even kill his wife. 
Jennifer also said that Larry had talked about being shot in Colorado by a Mexican and that he also 
had two businesses burned. She also said during the interview that Larry had bought her the 
wedding ring and a used necklace, then he took them back when they broke up. She also told us that 
Larry had purchased a number of items for her and her son, namely an entertainment center, her 
son's bed, and a CD player. At one time he also gave her $400.00 cash to open a joint checking 
account at U.S. Bank. However, she stated that after they broke up off-and-on over a period of time 
then Larry closed the account, leaving her with the outstanding debts on the account. 
When Jennifer was asked questions about whether or not Larry took any prescription drugs, she 
stated that Larry always takes Tylenol and that he never takes prescription drugs. She also stated 
that the only other thing that he would take was Weight Gain. 
Det Wolfe asked Jennifer questions regarding signing any checks on the account. She reiterated that 
/ she only signed a few of the checks while Larry was there. When we asked her another time frame 
in reference to when was the last time she remembers speaking to Larry regarding Mary dying from 
the diet pills, she stated that she believes it was right at the end of January and that she has not had 
any direct contact with him since the junk mail incident. When we asked her questions regarding 
sleep apnea, she stated that Mary never had a sleeping problem that she knows of and that Larry 
would have told her. She also said that Larry did have a sleeping problem and that he would lay 
awake for hours watching TV, then after a while he would fall asleep. 
At that time the interview with Jennifer Watkins was completed. A copy of the taped interview is 
available through the prosecutor's office. 
On 02-22-02, at approximately 2000 hours, I was contacted at my residence and asked to contact 
Deputy Bill Detweiler at the Sheriffs Office. When I contacted him I learned that an Owyhee 
County Deputy Allen Long was requesting to speak to me regarding the Severson case. I met Mr. 
Long at A.J.'s Restaurant in Mountain Home, Idaho. Mr. Long stated that while he was doing a bar 
check at the Pastime Bar in Bruneau, Idaho he spoke to J.P. Clark briefly. He stated that Jay was 
the only patron in the bar. At that time the conversation turned to all of the funerals in Bruneau that 
week. Jay also stated that he was going to be attending a funeral that week in Mountain Home. Jay 
also told him that the lady he was talking about had died in her sleep and that she was a client of his 
in a civil action suit. Mr. Long also stated that Jay told him the person he was referring to was Mary 
Severson. Jay said that Mary Severson had asked him to help out in a suit against some diet pills 
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